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:11? EVERYONE ‘I005-< AN EYE ‘FOR
On behalf of everyone who was present at the Ila/Committee gig (29/H0/B3) at the '

Giarendon, Hammeramith ild like to thank the bouncers for the effectiveness and well-
handling of a potentially violent situaiion. Obviously the five people dancing down the
front to IUUTH IN ASIA were imposing a threat to the passive order and had to be stopped. '

time pushod through the sparse audience and grabbed everyone who even looked like they l
might have been tapping their feet, marching a few to the doorway marked EXIT. Kaye went I
lad. I'a sure if the two bands (oh Kool Knotes, renter extradionaire, also made an 1
appearance but i'm doubtful whether he brings along his own 'crew' I) did not attract such
a peaceful audience those two large arseholes would have had the shit kicked out of them.
(and by the size of those impotent carcasses there was an awful lof of shit inside them
to be kicked out). ll it was they brillantly assessed the situation again as a large
number of the crowd and bands argued with them at the doorway marked EAIT and in a
intricate moment of interlocking braincell they let those ejected or nearing ejection
back in. By this time IOU THINYASIA were 'slightly' livid...Kaya - with piercing eyes
which would have been worthy of ejection in itself had she not been in the band‘ -
ehriaked uncontrallable angry sentences down the mike and everyone applauded; YIA then 5
launched into another melodic thrashy thriller and all of a sudden those naughty'mixed' i
dancers began to conga} Like right on mannnnl Then dancing then became progressively l

M
l
l

4

mixed and rowdy without even a more whisper of violence in the air. The crowd - as
with almost every I11 gig i've been too - were amazingly friendly for "Look i'm so
aean...i don't even smile" London. If you fell over you could be sure of being picked up
without someone deciding the best place for their foot was your head; there was no
prejudice against dress sense (in fact quite a few er the regulars are totally square);
people don't barge unoaringly passed and even apoligized (gasp) if they accidently trod
on your foot etc. This mean seem a totally stupid and very uncool thing to say, but
unfortunately i have to say it because it is often the exception to many other gigs in
the prozinaty of loveable (7) London. I'm not saying that every gig i attend where_YIA .

' i i ddled i h f b t il iaren t play ng s ri w t ighte, u a lot of them are spo t by an unnerv ng
violent atmosphere. (Only King Kurt have transcended this friendliness;)How long this

don‘ know like ll ll a

good if every gig (or anywhere you went to for that matter) was totally violence-free?
He can but hope. C__

1"

~<1e=>

sk anyone in the sgreet whet an anarchist is and chances ore ‘hey "111 thix' who doesn't vent theof 'punk' or some mindless moron full of negative 10838.
lee to stop him mugging an old lady. To some extent they'd be right, but now t
that anarchy is 'untrendy', the true anarchists are left to brave the contemp
alone. In fact anarchy is indefinable and it is E21 as the Oxford Dictionary says
'di der and confusion’. That is what is implied by the term not meant; the two are

and harmony without law and or er. a .i . _ _ md -fie the
g 'iar to .do their Qjn thing’, learn by their own aistekes, engoy O
moat df their life, and rule by self- discipline. There is no such thing as I

in an anarchist world..'work' signifies Cblfinfilfiflt °f“ b”‘d5h5P"1f 3°“ en'-_”3
' ' ifjob then it is L-eisure.. 9°”

_ _-_:_-§-l -1;-, 

aw \-I.
" -""-—-Z11-—""-'

l .
l

I don't know why those stupid sterile cretins reacted in the way they did, i'm just
reporting what i saw, and in my opinion if they had used a bit of commonsense and decency
informing us beforehand why they objected to dancing (and it would have to be a bloody
good reason) then maybe they would have gained a far better rapport with everybody rather
than their bumbling head-on iota a situation in such a blindly ignorant fashion. Maybe
they do not aee punks as understanding ie violence is the only wax to get through. lftcr
the initial thoughts/hopes of someone attacking them i realised that it V88 bottflr in I
way that nobody started on them because it did look as though those fat vogtable-brains
wanted to lay into someone...preferably a punk, so they could make their evening a bit more
memorable. '

I.‘ """' .1‘-I-_—I--' "-\n-@- _-"' ji__ 4-'7 *._ '1; _ +*.._- ,___.--II‘ r"--’ ‘-._.- \

To finish off Ila were undoubtably brillant. Kaye's vocals were shattering.,.she"
must have one of the strongest and most distinguished voiqps around, and although i'm

' not particularly keen en the Committee anymore i do admireQperseverance into trying to
f reach a usually unsympathetic bunch of punks. Good luck to ‘em.

‘O ‘I-I-Icl-II --__,______ _
- ___ _ _ .-- _.. . ...-__ ,, if 4-1 .__‘_#_ — -nnflia-_.‘

last week i saw THE STINGRAIS (trashabill ) at the same venue. The place was packed T‘ “*"‘
.|olid and the dancing made the Ila crew (hum?) look like a vicars teaparty. Iet nothing
happened. No bouncers intervened. Through their own short-sightedness and positive
lack of intelligence those pathetic ‘macho-men‘ bouncers nearly turned a warm and friendly '
night out into a riot (well, a mini one),) Then who would they blame? I wonder.....

H&I‘l‘Ofl

‘or t t of anercists..the idealistsare very different. There are basically I0 ypes _
who dream of s revolution and really believe that everyone could live in peace

d (H be) and than there are the rea1iets..with

rk

that do engcy.

s, a i r H °
inking, optimis

stasfrsonal s on th ° 5“
U‘

ve v
tic bunch of (and most importantly ) IUD-T-Halli-59 'h° fl-113 fie

d rea

Sensing others disaproval the heroic slob-face bouncena quickly changed his severe "No T
dancing" (you think i'm kidding?) decision to "No mixed dancing". 'Uhat?...you mean girls
dance one side and boys the other?'. Blindly obedient more Joined in the disgraceful -
‘aired’ dancing as Bambi defiantly screamed "BOLLOX" down the mike. Two bouncers this I .

B1

7

Qlll-Di?

?Ll NI)
will last however i t ... a good things it wi probably come to n end '

baa the band attract a wider crowd (which they will inevitably do), But wouldn't it be (IL, if
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You may have noticed that the 1985 General Election was fought on

personalities rather than policies. Foot was too old and Steel too slick.

But Thatcher was elected.

You may also have read many Labour left wingers calling Thatcher a

Fascist. The Tory party, once of aristocrats and philanthropists, has

been taken over by a worst disease called THATCHERISM.

She was born to a Grantham Greengrocer who in the 1920's scrimped and

saved to eventually become prosperous. Thus, Thatcher's project is to

reduce Britain's economy to the size of a greengrocer shop so the books

will balance. But it is not merely to take us upon a pilgramage of return

to the 19th century but to impose a quite novel blend of Victorian values

and high technology.

Unemployment and inflation can be controlled as one.. but Thatcher wants

unemployment because this reduces the number of Trade Union members,

reduces the bargaining power of unions in wage negotiation due to the feax

of being sacked, forces wages down, causing cheaper production costs,

h her profits, and more POVERTY. Somehow 198k could be the same as 188%!

The comparison with FASCISM is not so extreme. Hitler

loved the rallies with nationalist songs and colours.

Thatcher loves the conferences in Blue which end up

singing ‘Land Of Hope And Glory‘.

Fascism is also founded on the bent of continuous war.

They thought that war was a positive, uniting, good

force for change. In a pre election speech she said

"If today we are able to walk a little taller, and I

believe we do, then it is those brave men (of the

Falklands) who degive the praise." In comparison she

calls the attitudes of the peace camps "negative" and

‘ "defeatist“.

Tt\VD\kg\\ \'5fhi» I
Would she have reacted the same way if Chgnst nvaded Hong Kong, remember

it was her who reopened arms sales to Argentina in 1979, her who had a

formal dinner with the Argentinian fascists in 1979, her who made the

Falkland Islanders forigners by the Nationality Act (This of course was
- 1-1quickly amended) -

"All over people changing their votes,

along with their overcoat,

if ADOLF HITLER flew in today,

 it 



they'd send him a limosine anyway"
The Clash.

The move to an election of personalities leads to another trait of

fascism...THE LEADER. The fascists had one leader who dictated policies to

all, The tory party is so undemocratic that it can bread such a dictator.

The leader chooses the candidates,the leader writes the manifesto, and has
re estimated at £20m.

&?$.‘\
all the internal power. The tory electionexpenses a

0"‘ yaOf this £10m is being spent on Thatcher alone

Why is she so popular ? It is here we should

compare her with Reagan. You will notice

both are extremely good at using the media

especially TV and the newspapers, while Foot 2

is still making subtle public speaking points,

Thatcher is quick, attempting to be sincere,  —-Q,

and appearing strong, Reagan has also

mastered this art mainly due to his acting '-JK::-—

career (all he needs now is a warl).

Another factor is the effect of big business. The men who control the money

and make the profits dont support Labour due to Nationalisation (industry

for the public good), they dont support the liberals for historical reasons

(see 19th c history) but they do support the tories...the party which stands

for profits and unemployment. Take one business; Trafalgar House Group.

They own the Cunard liners who went down to the falklands and subsequently

they received compensation well above their normal income. So they were

in favour of it. Strangely so were ‘The Daily Express‘ who, surprise,
.1 I4surprise, are owned by Trafalgar House

"TODAY, INSTITUTIONS FUNDAMENTAL TO THE BRITISH SYSTEM OF SOV. The UNDER

ATTACK E THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, THE HOUSE OT LCHDS,ThE CHURCn OF QQSLA u, THE

HOLY INSTITUTION OF MARRIAGE AND EVEN OUh MASNIFICANT LOLICE FOaCE use NO

LONGER SAFE FROM THOSE WHO WILL UNDERAINE OUR SOCIETI, ALD IT IS ABOUT TIM.

NE SAID ENOUGH IS ENOEGH AND RETURN TO TUE TRADITIONAL BRITISH VALUES OF
p P-1-4 I/\-' [1-I [1

DISCIPLINE, OBEDIENCE, MORALITY aND FREEDOM. DOE FROM THE hEDS,AND THE

I L FPO"'I‘ITU’I‘ES PANSIES AND I-’U1‘llK.:5. FOO'I‘l5ALL HOOLIGANS,- BLACKS,nND Tea CRImINA s,», s I ,
JUVINILE DEINQUANTS, LESEIANS AND LEFT MING SCUM. FREEDO¢ FROM THE NIGGERS _

AND THE PARIS AND THE UNIONS, FREEDOM FROm THE GYFSIES AND THE JEWS, FREEDOM

FROM THE LONG HAIRED LAY ABOUTS AND STUDENTS, FREEDON FROM THE LIKES OF YOU"::

Z(5 fie roeQDE”
Yesterday sarcasm and irony, today fact and near future. t
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Qua definition of automo* on con:id-rs ‘he introduction of
gu+omatic machinery, or processes which largely eliminoto bumln
labour and detailed human control.

a1l_\re sufficiently realistic to ma

pro em orseen y pess

tie‘ for liberation from labour in tO timists see a great notch l - _ _
P t -g,,1Q.y whereas pessimists see it mainly innew micro-chip ob» >s > ~ _ ,_ __

terms of the unemPl°Ym@nt and scoowoflnylfls Social PI°°*@“3 tbs!
believe it will produce. Others consider that as new technology' ‘ * tciflmtwfllrwtre laces human labour other jobs sill be crea e

P '* ,h been displaced but will also seroicoonly absorb those tho ave
higher standard of living. Even the last alternative, however,skin week and an increasetends to assume a reduction in the wo. -.g _ _

fin qnnufil.holidays. All these opinions relate to the iuture and
' ‘ I ve a chance of being proved

sts s high unemploymen
(perhaps 5 million in Britain) coupled with psychological and
pratical failure to make the necessary social and economic ‘
adjustments. Already the word-processor has reduced the secret-
arial staff by half in some places, and large automatic ware-
houses nsed only one or two supervisory and technical staff.
Micheal Young's magnificent piece of sociological fiction ‘THE
nrss or THE MERITOCRACEY‘(1958) foresaw the emergence of 8 he
elite of top scientists, technologists and professionals - men
who have necessary specialized skills and reap high financia_
and status rewards as a result. This would happen together
a large mass of unemployed, or people employed in low grade

I

‘ii  

I->O~0Ol"O"'09"‘
u-110-1QI!I""<

as domestic service or clcani lar e buildi.vs. do“S Bwork, such . p .. . _
argued that the new ‘masses‘ would include not only unemployed
industrial workers but hundreds of thousands of clerical and
ffice workers also ‘laid waste‘ by new technology._

The more optimistic argue that the social effects of economic
"hangs must be plahned for, and that attitudes of guilt and hum
‘tion associated with unemployment and the ‘dolo‘ must gradually
isapear. Given this, the possibility of a much freer and more

personally fulfilling culture can be built on the basis of the
terial affluence provided by tichnolggy. Marx considered that
hnological invention providcl the means of human liberation
it i collect‘ trolled and used.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

more egilitarian policies in'tfib c hing I e
t be o ' heir

in Icarcaly possible to ekaggera the c nge ‘so od btitudes required before the liberated society cnvi -g y
bout In addition to the material rewards acan come a . _ _ _

sense of ‘virtuc‘ associated with work, it is also s prime
source of identity and status. A society of greater leisure

' t ‘for as Marx implies, a whole range of new identitie

free t

The human factor isrestricted to watching and suporvia
the production process...The counterpart of this
seduction is that all members of society can develop
their education in the arts, sciences etc. thanks to

. 1 n .means available to a

ill b ll ~ * ‘ or t

his of course is

It il po lar -
David Boll will prove closer to the truth. His ides of page.
industrial sodiety is not greatly iiffernhtfrom what Young
saw except that he is confident ‘tat continued expansion in _

uturolgists‘ look forward to a time when wealth w ‘ e o ocotca . h
is of orsonal need rather than of competition. This goes well beyond QQTFQQLs . p’ _ . ...

onceptions of the welfare state. It means that people will have stopped thinking, .
f wage-labour as the only generally respectable means of obtaining an income one
cccpt that other bases of distributing wealth {such as need) are equally logihito,

In other words, s decline in commitment to the ‘work ethic‘ must occur. The were
hic is based on the value that work is virtuous and should be rewarded and that.

y corollary, unemployment is a sign of poor character. The point is that in c time
hen there is not enough work to go around, this attitude itself becomes redundant.

Nevertheless, it will not change easily. Those who are employed may well continue
to pursue whatever rewards they can get; regardless of the needs of others. int it

be that the power of the Trade Unions has a better chance of forcing through
° 8 f till:ilr":."‘.’i.Sh

3&3 D

nigh 0. , - . ,
and perhaps, instead of status, various forms of rei1- H an ._ ' _ _ ~~_$~ 1 . _
fulfilment. All this assumes that the new technologyfiwill be 3 tDe 3°TYl§? $e¢t°T ilflfiludlné Pfifeenei QHQ 500161 58rVl¢e5)

bqtantially if not exclusively, to ¢reate socially _ will provice both employment and the conditions of a better,more humane life than previously. he does not appear to’ shar 1
Youngs concern with the possibilty of the society being
divided into mcritcorats or masses, or simply ‘winners‘ and
lloscrs‘ James Robertson sums this up well and puts the

l1$¢. $11.. j _ I

constructive commodities and services, and not destructively
in; for instance, an expansion of armaments produbiin. To
hope for this is optomism in the extreme. It may bB_th&t °
species will prove too afraid to make the most creative and
liberating use of the new technology. To do so wouLd requ.
an unprecedented level of national and international trust,

eof I sources.

into

It is best to be blunt about it This approach
t of elitism and domination in a class-divided world Internationale hic
it 1381195 that: PF b8¢0mlog super industzalized as the less developed
count.ies become industnalizsu, todsys industralizod countries will main-

obal contort

S811

Igén their economic superiority. It implies that withen each super-
uetrsiized country there will be two sharply polarised classes -

lponaible technocratic elite in charge of every important sphere of
tho irres nsible unemployed las3e5,,_,,,_.
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I sat silently on the river-bank uhillt
the fishermen pulled the hook out of the

‘fish's mouth and than tossed the ailen£ly
scre creature back into the polluted
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DO WITHOUT LUNCH TOMMORROW AND GIVE THE MONEY YOU SAVE
TO A CHARITY — I WILL. AT LEAST WE CAN SATISFY OUR
HUNGER xu THE EVENING — MANY OF THOSE IN THE 3RD WORLD
co WITHOUT FOOD FOR onys 0R UNTIL THEY DIE! REMEMBER
THE STARVING EVERYTIME YOU EAT. REMEMBER OUR GREED IS
ANOTHERS NEED. GET OFE YQUQ;AR§E 5§0_Q0 soMEEgIuc,

aming
water - all in the name of sport. But 1
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It is useless to say that because France is a beautiful country it is therefore the rec ore
paradise and a haven for great contempory sounds. It is a statement that i would, anyway,
not dare to make. France like all the other European countries owes almost everything to
British influences. This has always been the case even before 1977. In the '60's France
experienced a real wave of creativity with groups and labels alike devoted to rock 'n' roll.
But today the 60's are long gone and everything that happens seems merely to be history
repeating itself. The groups that appeared 20 years ago were strangled by French variety
performers govorened by a show business whose influence was as great ea its greed and whose
ideas were very limited. Nowadays rocks basic formula remains almost intact ... concert "
halls are decayed, recording studios are dear and unaccessible and yet rock is much a port
of our French culture as ever. There is a desire for Frenh music yet it is impossible to
find. It is all English and American (or so you might think). Today in 1983, the outlook
is not as bleak. Fortunately some people have tried to unerstand the reasons why our
contem ries scene is so healthy. (Really? m.) 

Two bands - thanks to their energy a am ion - were 0
emerge from the lottery. First TELEPHONE, then TRUST.
Neither are highly original but they are sufficantely wall

equipped to satisfy a new and conquered public, who, deprived of genuine French
sounds for so long, devoured this energy. After these the wave of interest gradually

--——-—~1 of little inspiration (could disagree on that point - Ed); massive concerts and the

@@%l§@

exclusive monopoly of 3 or 4 major record labels. All the concepts surrounding rock
a were to re-define themselves as it took a heavy blow.“’

III
In France however we were to miss the boat once again and follow the giant. The way in
which we reacted was in truth a little artifical but it bore fruit in this and many other
countries.

Britain 1982 had dozens of indie labels etc. and above all new conepts which had led to the
making of a new creative force translating itself into greater opportunity for aelf-oxpress-
ion by letting the groups create their own style. Rock had widened its horizons. '

There are hwever, some innovators in France, its Just that they have less of a chance of
becoming famous as they would have in GB. The fault lies with the media and the outdated
labels whose theories together with their monopolistic power automatically censors anything
which lays claim to a new aestheticiem and endangers the foundations which centraliaes all
forms of rock in the extreme. Fanzines and indie labels are a reaction to this blind
dictarship. Its a modern way of expressing yourself and communication in a way which should
relate to everybody; not just a specific country or region.

Even where ideas aren't taken any further because of lack of means and where creativity is
trampled on, new ideas assert themselves with new projects becoming established. The
media has yet to ask the record companies and the press to redefine their role and tell us
where the commercialism ends but the groups are gradually escaping the formalities of old
conservative customs. T

It's a similar thing from the groups point of view. The
w_M_"H,_____ _“u_____ first ones to have dared remake and repossess rock have all

to quickly attained the odd cliches of their predessors,
getting lost in the slavery of exhausting and fruitless

.tQur8e I-__

 " "‘F.""""'FET' eIt is no longer geography which differentiates Frenc groups u ypes o mu . B1
Certain groups have shown the way and all that remains is for the public to reoog so

:: l these new groups and to prove they they have freed themselves from these restriotio- .
Some have been trapped due to their own isolation and audacity. Bnadfl like 0RcH33TR1
ROUGE, KAS PRODUCT, MKB etc. thanks to their ambition and courage however are ronbvn
and not onl in France] Future outi ;s .oint to their direction. I ll keep you

by Hans gggggnu _informed. III
) W_ Hans runs a French pirate radion station ‘RADIO BREST an€hIT' as

' for a lo al fanzine. Anybody interested in contacti _ him/Bend -
freebies/info/money etc. should write I

g I

DIVISION OF BEAUTY BICUBITI
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hid "_ as ANIMALS PACKET is a plea.e A plea to the ignorant, the innocent and the " "“1 e Q‘ leaf. It's e plea to humanity; and a desperate one. one Vhlcfl thfi "5919 °f
but 1 lb"-I-1-d T9311-I9 ‘ 5'7: T -s must answer for The 'packet' itself contains a 23 track C60, q ‘
the guard dogs of your beauty LIA iealth of info/leaflets on organisations concerned with lI}J.fll&-l expJ)oitation, \“ei‘ ~ - - i - ts th u hts
can!t llwayl be a llgic force .1: .ano a oooklet come-fanzine milled to the uzim with lyrics commen o/fin
and their teeth can.on1y scare today y 'from bands and individuals not necessarily featured on the tape (Crass 2/j ‘Dirt/YIA....)The music itself is punk in attitude, but the only similarit as
‘an Fur d." an u‘. u _ T ‘ll find is that they all feel concern and have PASSION. From the aOO\18?-1-¢
:L"'1’."" 1°“,:d£ h;fi° t’h°' is-guises of rvo aux srsrsa and mm: arms to the refined synthersisor rituals
‘rt. 1:. 0.‘; ‘d H §g,e and ve1¢¢bex extravaganza of ETTRITION and the back-to-nature undisciplined

er '6 -a . ‘O frigndu “tth than (”§' im t tion unk from APF BRIGADE your find this passion and soul. Some-. . exper en a p

that: '1‘h& *' thing which l thought was dead and gone long ago. AND! T. strikes uP t"°
nit] Irma I. 11.0 T no-bullshit emotional and stirring poems; ALTERNATIVE include 2 bursts oi

P.tr°1 ":_ ' g W

hid AK‘, in Factoryish sorrow. But there's still more...1UTUH§ Y0lb0N (£lPI6flll9Q_cFl9l

Q qr‘:i§;1fl§H§g

thrashy better-than-Crass type numbers (evil gothic-ridden anarchy mannnnl).
ANTIDOTE blast out short and powerful nononsense nardccre with a melody (any-

lone ot a contact adress?); THE LOST CHEERES are uncharacteristicaly submerged
e

p|trQ1 -‘ merchants in gage; harmonyl), THE PASSION hlLL£nS (magestic but simple ei1ect-
hid ‘~Tf iyg ung, Eghgg and d1structive.), INSTIGATORS (Amebix vibrations; prime-Q ‘Q ._ P y - ..\ = ‘ LS 2 IINUTES OF HATE and the perplexedtime punk), DAZ (poetry), THE bflal , 1? or 58
but as it is your dogs aro beasts ;?$= CHUHBAUAHBA (passionite punk. pains?! acoustic 71 harmony again a '
at which i dare not scare ‘»lé influenced but sit up and listen won't you. Sheer musical intellect.) Thflrfl 5

Qur Q; 3 g It bl k t ;;Jnf r , It's what every Bullshit Detector compilation should be composedY 3 '9 r N’ “by M fur in Q. 1 ‘M T Kdfi'c aghis cassette is a must. Send £1.50 (in¢p+P) '00 an "'9
it t b ,_ .mus e fear of love that sakes no flee y. K aoumnu muss 60 mm cmfls, “EB, I512 3m_ H ;_____ I ~ 6- 1 ._ _ ,

or fear of Iour dose teeth grinning at ae Pik ____; LA “VP: q‘“JW_ _.__,' A',___W ,_. ;:*aV ‘g _ _ I
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___.-----—-~' died down. England again showed us the way with punk. Finished were the bless stars --—————-~
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MASTERS O 1111972 shortly after J ~ Mcrr son - e roc wr ‘ '-T e er assesse s career »- T1 1 .
in an article - ‘Jim - Master of Image‘.' He concluded that the Doors‘ immense bTn‘Rb OF bTYLE**M-ASTER-SI

THE MONOC commercial success was a consequence of Jim's image rather than the other Door s . 1
musical prowess. "Good music sells records, sure", he wrote; "but good image sells ' SET**T‘H5 MONOCHROME SET
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The world of modern youth music can be
a very cruel, indifferent place at times,
and it's an unfortunate fact that many
excellent groups have been overlooked or
frosen out by the media simply because
they lack visual impact. The Monochrome
Set are just such a group. The‘re all
pretty nondescript characters - you eoukd
pass them in the street and hardly notice
them at all. This is a good thing in a
way. It proves that the‘re not just a
bunch of posers. But it has also worked
against them. Without a strong visual
image they've been overlooked both by the
music press and the public at large - a
great shame.

What little image the Monochrome Set
have created is centred upon Bid, their
2}-year-old vocalist. Visually he's
sufficient to manke any rock writer delve
into his backlog of stock adjectives -
quiet and unassuming, occasionally smug
and ocasionally diffident, with a dark
complexion and a casque of thick, wiry
black hair. His voice is one of the
Set‘s greatest assets - it's cultured,
genteel and highly expressive. Approp-
riately, his rhythm guitar style is also
fluent and articulate.

In addition to Bid, the group consists
of Lester square (guiia1'), J.D.Haney
(drums etc.), Andy Warren (bass) and Tony
Potts (Tony Potts). Bid and Lester Square
write most of the group's material and in
my view they make a formidable team. To-
gether they‘ve created some of the most
stylish and attractive pop songs of recent
years, including ‘Eine Symphonic Des
Grauens‘, ‘The Strange Boutique‘, ‘Adeste
Pidelis‘ and ‘The Vierd and wonderful
World of Tony Potts‘.

Despite the high quality of their music,
the Moncchrome"Set sust surly be one of
the most misunderstood groups around. As
Johnny Waller (one of the few journalists
for whom they have any time) once noted,
avoiding pigeon-holes and creating be-
susement is their forte. They have one
of the most instantly recognizable sounds
in the field of modern pop. Yet at the
same time they are hard to classify.
Though their music incorporates various
jsss and sixties pop influences, it still
retains a contemporary,up—to-the-minute.
Tricky buggers, that's the Monochrome Set,
Hard to pin down.

The Set‘s first single, ‘Alphaville‘/‘He's
Frank‘ (Rough Trade HTOO5), was an enter-
taining but rather unrepresentative debut,
The production, by Geoff Tavis and Mayo
Thompson, was dense, hard-edged and slightly
unsophisticated, with the result that many
lazy reviewers immediately likened the Set
to the Velvet Underground (this, incidentally,
is easily the most overworked and unimagin-
ative cliche in the annals of modern music
journalism). Fortunately the Set soon tran-
scended such lame comparisons and consolidated
their initial territory with a string of
excellent singles on the Rough Trade, Disque
Bleu and Dindisc labels. Arguably the finest
of these was ‘Eine Symphonie Des Grauens‘, a'“
song brillant in its simplicity. It remains,
in my humble opinion, one of the most
memorable pop songs of recent years. The
lyrics are mostly submerged and cryptic, but
Bid‘s mannered delivery is a joy to listen to,
and on the whole the song is far, far greater
than the sums of its parts. Three minutes of

the exuberant ‘Lester Leaps In‘, is pretty
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Shortly before the release 0 ‘Eine ym-
phonie‘ Tony Potts joined the Monochrome Set
From then on he appeared with the band when-
ever they played live, projecting his
eccentric home movies onto screens at either
side of the stage. If you've never seen one
of Pott‘s films, I'm afraid I can't adequate y
describe them to you. The sheer whimsicalit
of their imagery is beyond words.

During their brief stay with Dinsdisc the
Monochrome‘s released two albums. The first
‘The Strange Boutique‘, developed and ex-
tended their musical logo - Lester Square's
well executed guiatar work and Bid‘s lang-
uorous, word-weary vocal delivery. The songs
were full of loony, incongruous detail, and
in terms of packaging and general productio
values it was a stylish and honurable debut
LP. Stand out tracks : ‘The Lighter Side o
Dating‘, ‘The Espresso‘, ‘Goodbye, Joe‘ and
‘The Strange Boutique‘.
Their second album, ‘Love Zombies‘,

proved to be an extension of the ideas

iSTERS
iSTERS
JME SET
ASTERS
DME SET
ASTERS
O1-IE SET
ASTERS
OME SEE

ASTERS
{ROME SET

expresses cn‘Bcutique.‘ It was notable for EMASTERS
its humour, odd, quirky time signatures
and bizarr quasi-religious phraseclogy. {ROME SET
"The invasion of the jass hippies," ‘Zigzag!
burbled. “A bit too clever for their own WLASTERS
good." Huh! So much for the alternative
view point. A {ROME

The Monochrome Set‘s most recent vinyl }
release, ‘Ten Don‘ts for Honeymooners‘, MASTERS
cams out on the Pre label (a Charismas off-
shoot) at the beginning of July, 1981. It il'i.0ME
proved to be atypically quirky pop single
featuring such deathless advice for young WIASTEIRS
honeymooners as ; "Don't ski naked down Mount
Everest with lillies up your nose.“ And . {OME SE1
"Don't punt up the Ganges in a vest and
holler ‘There She Blows." Phewl Pretty A
classy stuff, eh kids? Just keep those
immortal words in mind and you won't go far 1 01,15; SET
wrong. The song was produced by Tom Hart
of Steeleye Span. According to Bid, “You A MASTERS
can hear him singing Gaudete in the back-c
ground. It was a laugh when he actually ‘ H OMB
put his hand over his ear and started sing-
ing." I can well imagine,,,. ,, _ 5ififltolliffig

The Set did a lightning tour of various
backwater venues up and down the country ‘ ' r OME
to promote ‘Ten Don‘ts ‘. As usual they
gave a good account of themselves, Finan-I MASTERS
cial considerations prevented Ton y Potts
from projecting his films at the |'|
provincial gigs, but apart from that the

OME SE]
Bet gave every indication or going from L sMASTER5
strength to stregth. They premiered a 1
number of top-notch new songs including . T| | OME SE1]
‘Armadi1lo‘, I15th Day of Xmas‘ (their .
naughty re-write of Joy Divisions ‘Love
will Tear Us Apart‘ riffg and the amazing
‘The Devil Rides Out‘. rediotably the
reviews in the music press weren't part-

*l~iASTEB.S I
\#‘POME sE1

ioularly sympatheitc (Lynn Hanna's brief , {MASTERS
write-up in the HME was especially spite- '
ful), but i saw the Set at one of their
dates and was knocked out by their ‘
instrumental prowess and general profess-

OME SE1

innalism. I *MAST.3RS
Of course, I can't pretend to be an un- | HRQME SE:

biased observer. I have a pretty high
opinion of the Monochrome Set. In fact, I ; g-MASTERS
reckon the‘re one of the most criminally
underrated groups in Britain today. I OME SET
honestly can't understand why commercial
success and critical acclaim should have .STERs
continued to elude them for so long. ,

When he compiled an Art School Family Tree QME SET
for ‘Sounds‘, Pete Frame wrote that the
Monochrome Set "are well aware of their

sheer Heaven pressed in vinyl. The b-side, T" L} minority appeal but see no barriers, and
 intend to ride out whatever time it takes ,.t6

500d t°°' ' A break through." I
T



liii state of flux, hovering on the outer reaches

THE MONOCHROMt btl
contd.

I hope the set stick together. I hope the
ride out whatever time it takes to break
through. and i hope they do break through
the end.

PETE SCOTT

Footnote z since i wrote the bulk of this
article, the Monochrome Set have been through
a number of important changes. Lester Square
has left the line-up to be replaced by Freddie
'Fos' Foster ("a student of the Lester Square
school who may soon outstrip the master,"
according to Andy warren). The Set have re-
leased two albums for Cheery Red : the brill-
ant ‘Eligible Bachelors‘ and the patchy
‘Volume, Contrast, Brilliance‘. There are now
rumours that the Set may split with Cherry Red
and move over to a newly formed label. After
four years the Monochrome Set are still in a

of the music scene, still no closer to lasting
commercial success than they were at the outs
set. The future's uncertain and the end is
always near,

i§§§bQ§§§$€\\\7s\\D§
The piece tied in nicely with a single and
album i reoieved from the caring Cholry Red.
Unfortunately not really my scene, so i passed
it on to Owen to see what he could come up v
with.....
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My friend was knocked dowm is our street
The neighbours thought it a bloody tress
The: weren't drawn by their w:lJ.l t. help, but their burmimg

s curiousity

f*I_dIdh'tJknow anything about the mono-
chrome Set I would say that this single wasn't
very good; but since i do, i've listened to it
about ten times, and as expected it is now
rated as one of the best singles I've heard for
agel.

This single seems to epitomise the basis
problems that the Monochrome Set are faced with
if they are ever to get their long awaited
commercial success - their records lack instant
appeal, and so are unlikdw to ever make much
of an impression on the charts which is not a
bad thing in my opinion).

The single , although just released, was
recorded in 1981 It owes much musically to
just about every non-psychedilic 60's band I
can think of It's a disapointing choice for
a single really, with the 2nd track on the
flip outshining it by miles - a redone version
f their 1979 single "Line Symphonie Des
rauens " what? renamed "Noise (Eine Kleine

o

Symphonie) If they re-released that as a
single now I think it would have a good chanc

of success; in one's humble opinion, it's
one of the best pop trakos of the last
five years.

Inoidentall, the single comes from their
"Volume, Contrast,Brilliance..." album
which i would advise anyone who does not
suffer from a serious earcomplaint to buy

THE CATTLE MARKET

I wast someone to understand, to listen yqt 1|,‘ fgund ‘ha
the hardest thing anyone can ask I . i t 1.
if you waat to be used ‘r °.Pl' ‘r’ ea‘, to ti-d
He" 1 ll 1:11-n. flitting infront of the mirror, pm; ing my face
adorning it with a mask to hide behind Pfflpgrilg g. g. .ut t.
a might elnb, the sort of place whro most people see the same.
The search to end this void is the drug that draws me..,,,,,

But f"°'d by Girls wearing postal dresses
The dense atmosphere only depresses
Syumg th“-r MP‘ '5' "'°"Pt-a """1-IE their home-perms to the

I °‘n't 581? but wonder by what ambition @h.;Ei:h::1...
30lolno also would fetch help, while they pushed through to s
Like sheep they'll follow when others show the way
If you give the orders they'll do as you say
But they'll only venture out if thgylr. ‘at.
That‘it's all clear and they'll by jggqrg
They vs seen the news, thgy'yg haard it ..1d

Crowded together om the dance floor, like cows at a cattle
Th’ and market
T ‘"11’ infl -en: "Baring cheap suits, are their target

hey discuss each girl's worth with their'mates' before they
make their move

And 88 thfi 'buyers' approach, the'cattle' tries harder ii ifI

Tb°T° !r° P°'Plo starving, but some one else will see they're
fed

Th97'Y' h°aPd ‘f AParthsid, they know of oppression
But the world cup will make more of an impression
as long as there's beer om a Friday night
Someone also will solve the problems and it'll be alright
Although the the nuclear weapons could lead to the u_11;1_m1-,q

They must have been built to fullfil an :;;:::E:t.?unction
What right do ‘Peace Women“ have to tell us the ‘end is nigh‘

' With something to pros;
They don t expect chivalry or romance
inghing mori than a drink or a dance

as usua alienated I w t h th t 1as rules. as .:.:g es: :i.:-rim: 2:2; £:;;.::;::*“
pride

And i've said this a hundred times before
5' by new I should know my hopes lead to . closed door
And perhaps thetrouble lies in me
For wanting more an failing ts 539
I was out of touchWho can believe someone with green hair if they tell Q5 we'll

all dis But then they always told no I expected tag nu¢h
‘T o much.

as long as there's black and whit,
There'll be someone else with a battle to fight
as long as there's good and bed IgHER_cIT! LIMITS Hm
There'l1 be someone else to make the sick glad

sold cement and sticky tarmac
And so when the bomb dropped 1]
They waited for someone elseto see that the lunacy was stopped ::£dt 1:22., ,;nd w lino!’ ‘P.0d It-it '1!!!
And so the nursery rhyme the children sing pR535p:UTT3=g‘RD u:§;i
Is the sad story of suff r
‘Once upon a time there fining world, ;E;£::;r.:::::..d '€h'm"
Then they dropped the bomb _ d1r.ct1'nl.ai B,‘ ‘H.
""°°‘“d it "39 8°n°- ' drowning the screams rr to

. II OIHOPQ
Qflgxzz lQt*Qq, °°"P1°d "P in tower blocks '18 0

'-- - with chicken pas affair;
“—Hu h - iffid a e a -- - ----~-~ -- _ae we-e in I... 9" 0 e t s are comi . AAAA .

MUNCH . MUNCH . Hg GH _ 593 Gum“
On Membganesl _ _ I I1‘ ‘ ‘*”* a"" e-



7i::chums! The future should look bleak i supposed but i m

OBITU he newest ones toispew fortfi,
_,, .definite doomy gothic feel and tinges of the Cure,

I ‘D

. p ,.l.ocAl EFF!-‘mung
"(' I /"/I//R MP7 Illéirf Iv

I was going to begin with ‘the only thing the local
scene lacks is a decent venue that puts on regular gigs‘
but in retrospect that's a pretty stupid comment since,
without a decent venue, everything grinds to a halt.

('_Even when there are sparodic gigs Slough's 96,000 pop-
ulous usually keeps a very low profile, or else turn
out to watch their mates band. A prime example of this

4was September's gig at Studio One featuring the new—wave
come-Jam vibes of HEARTS ON FIRE (awful pretencious

”'name) and a revamped AXIS (rock group in the more mo-
L' town sort of style). Around 150 had congregated but

about 3/4 of these left after the support group finish-
ed leaving poor ole‘ Axis with their gleaming new set

’ playing in front of 50 odd ageing hippes and school

optomistic. Both the energetic TELEPHONE BOXES ("wacky
pop group; the Sex Pistols and Elvis Costello meet the
Monkees. Great fun, no pretentions") and FEAR OF
FALLING (with a 12‘ single now out and a poppy sound

, faintly similar to a less sickly Altered Images) are
njplaying London fairly regularly, and reggae acts such

as THE MIGHTY STRYRES and NATURAL ROOTS are well
established, the former even appearing on Channel 4 a
few months back. Slough's evn got 4 fanzines (but more
ofthat later). However, local bands are segregated in-

' ,to oblivion....gigs are disorganized, advertising
pathetic and turnout low. I was gonna do a comprehen-
sive list of bands but i can't be bothered; i don't
suppose half of them even know what a fanzine is and
the rest only seem to contact you when they want a

a s s s _ '

Japen et al. OK but a bit too lethargic at the mo.
HOLLYWOOD MORGUE Quirky pop synth group with a mass
of technology (even tv's making funny squiggles at the
side of the stage)
DEATH POP More 'pop‘ than 'punk' nowadays verging more
towards sophisticated trashabilly (even Smiths-like)
Single out soon . Send El to Tombstone address.

;'WALL TO HALL emmersed in science they produce a robotoc
' sound ; Voltaire meet Kraftwerk in the charts.

Q|_A§,§' ' Laid—back trickerling syntherziser sounds.
, Very professional and worth watching out for.

RAH REALITY punky band mentioned elsewhere_ __‘A!. i-I e U .. I . . . -HI
SECOND ANGLE. Basic pub pop band doing half-originals,
half-covers (‘Police + Thieves‘, ‘Brand New Cadillac'etc)

, SLEDGEHAMMER. Long dormant but fairly well established
'original' heavy rock outfit. Album out recently.

AIMITATIONS. Irregular group made up of various local
musicians performing everyones favourite songs. (?)
THE COMPANY. An offshot of the Imitations (this gets

nfusing). Play ‘country and western very loud‘.
~IIFE OF LEISURE: Slick and professional efEEt?B u

_ . H/7" oh. and DISEASE
Coverage in the local papers is usually fairly"
consistent but not exactly comprehensive. The best
one is the Maidenhead Advertiser due solely to part-
time contributer Marc Hall who will actually kontact
you first. The rest will do pieces on your band/zine
etc. if you go and ask nicely.

' 1
- .

if i have missed anyone out it's cos‘
a/ i don't know you exist or
b/ i don't want to know you exist

(don't cyme meaning to me, it's your own bloody fault
As far as fanzines are concerned Slough is pretty well
off nowadays. APOCALYPSE, EGOTRIP (a HM extravganza?),
1bflBSTONE (even meriting a mention in Snoudsl), and
MARSBAR. Also on our tails is a proposed mag for the
locals which will be socialist in outlook. All the
above are fairly well known. LRcally, outlets are
sparse; the occassional gig (were interest is generally
positive after they've realised it won't bite, but
questions such as "What's a fanzine then?“ do get on
my tits);on the street, and in David Pryce clothes
shop and Reveloution Records (both in Windsor). Iou
know things are picking up when people begin to request
more zines or shout ‘weren't you that wierdo who flog-
ged me that mag at....' David Pryce suggested i get
in touch with all the better zines from the South as he

' wants to expand the present display (especially with
the tourist season looming ahead). If you think you
write a better type zine drop us a line.

. As i said early i'm optomistic cos i can't really see
much point in being pessimistic, and like Jane of half-
way to Slough/half-way to Reading situated zine ‘SOME-
THING’, I'm desperately trying to get things moving and
i_$anV see things changing._ _ ‘_ _a_'\ _ ‘_ ,,,H ,

VENUES” (trx SOMETHING/fanzine, which has a fairlyY
comprehensive list withen its pages) ~-’

apart from these check out clubs, pubs and local halls
win- Ha as "kn »a=1lv. PARTICIPATE AND ORGANIZE. e

no
cosy
club,
back

DGW

on Saturdays, 11;; bemme
a much needed focus for

crammed in to hear Sfikh
and Second Aug]; in"
recent weeks. .

o s own pro ecr,"‘mn"".\
Mother's “iardrobe
which meets in the
room at Studio One

bands .About 10

. “Th * fjjzf
bands.e%hea1l': watt: gm.
atmosphere." said Bo

However. he and many
others are worried about
$9 Plzobable closure of

Ough s best known club.

The

20/3/31
James Creelman
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decent venues here

;u cnmmn: use ‘flu;
there will be nothin left '
infifloughflfihnunufiéilcs
the doorstep of London.
It,‘ "ll? there are no .\

Bobqflsnstocnhusthe
T°‘"l H811 and uy..."else who mi ht help. '1 \
want to gt to
better dealfifor local End:
"It Year. I want topromote local bands, I

now Slough hag
reputation for trouble, but
I think having at
membershi scheme
would help solve that."

E2

The Indian sat on the rock locking with_
disdain at the white san's civilisation.
He did not understand why his harmony
with the rocks was being shattered by
the pale-skinned sen from across the sea.
He thought the white aan was to be a friend.
Soseone with whoa he could trade buffalo skins
Instead, the white Ian took the buffalo skins
and repaid with gunfire to teach the Indian
how to show civilised folk respect.

The white sen case to civilise s savage country.

White sen went into the Indian hoses,
talking of s god of love who loved all people,
then the white as shot the Indian wcaen and children,
shouting, "Kill the savage heathens".

Ihduuiwasliprmmlauawho

white sen said that the Indian was the savage,
and that the white san was the civilised nan.

Indian knew the importance of the rocks.
white nan used dynamite to love the rocks

to sake - motorways.

The Indian is still seen as a savage
But the Indian knows that what the world needs is
an Indian to civilise the white ea

will
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The Indian sits in his reservation,
looking with disdain at the white nan's civilisation.
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PAUL is interested in
producing work for
zines/cassette inlays]

If e outetc. anyon
their in fsnsine-world
could do with s bit of
help drop his a line.
He is presently trying
to assemble a booklet
of his work.
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respected his enemy tribes for their bravery. __ -
But he did not respect the white son's tribe, .-- -
because the Indians‘ offspring were butchered
by lawman in blue uniforms. O’
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“HOW SMART
DOES A CHIMPANZEE

IMAVTETTJIBE
BEFORE KILLING IT

CONSTITUTES MURDER?"
rm; q,_,¢5|,o,, *5 Ly Pumzel Pure
Warmer Doctor Carl Sagan. who cofllmued
"Cmmpanzess can ansuacl. nae_o1her mam-
mds they are capable oi strong emotions -
lhey have csnaonly commune-o no cums"
--§___-it-.i_-w -.__--.1 _ 7 7 - - ~ 7 '

lb
Chimpanzces are reknowncd for their remarkable
intelligence and ability to reason. They are also
capable of strong emotions and mourn for dead
companions - rather like people mourn dead friends
and relatives. ,

Scientists take advantage of this near human model
for research purposes. Rats, guinea pigs, dogs, etc
react differently to drugs than humans. Also their
brains work very differently than ours. On the
other hand, the higher apes, chimpanzees, orangbutans,

_ gorrilas, etc, have brains, nervous systems, emotion-
E al reactions and bodies vary similar to humans.

Apes are forced to take part in a vast range of cruel experiments for the supposed
benifit of humans. lore often however, these experiments are merely to satisfy
scientists curiousity or further individual cdreers and possibly gain promotion.

Gorrilas have been used for heart and organ transplant research./Adolescent baboons
(caught wild) had electrodes implanted in their skull. They were than givpn drugs
and various unnatural behaviour was observed, including vomiting, panting,‘chewing
at their own limbs and twisting of neck and trunk./Over . period of months, marmosets
with surgically induced injuries on their brains were obaerved.~IThey exhibitediY
uncontrolled circling behaviour, circling as often as I2 - I5 times per dinutei i
monkpy had a chemical injected into it's brain, which resulted in it turning it's
head at an angle of I80 degrees.

On the assumption that these tortures were inflicted for the benifit of human welfare
we can ask what kind of 'benifit' we hope to gain by condoning such cruelty? Many
of the experiments inflicted on animals are exact replicas of experiments performed
in Auswich concentration camps-Mothers and daughters were seated facing each other
than given electric shocks tillone or the other pressed a button which eloctrocutsd
the other to death./Human babies were separated from their mothers at birth to see

QQQQ.
Q
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rm: unlortunets Chimpanzee has been ". . U 0%!!!‘ I'D‘ |\ 'l|mnoculered mm sypluhs lo! research "L“:.::“"“h. ::m:'.41..’ "::'h' II' nan slsahe
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how long a new born infant could survive without
nourishment./Various tests on human reproductive organs
were performed, including radiation, in an attempt to
discover methods to prevent Jews procreating.

Hhcn the realities of the horrors of Auswich are dis-
cussed, people are shocked and horrified. So why do
we allow this kind of torture to carry on happening in
animal Death camps? He are all aware that animals feel
pain. There is no doubt that chimps and other apes are
intelligent and emotionally sensitive. “HON 3lART.DDES
5 CHIMPANZEE HAVE “"““—' "
TO BE BEFORE KILL-4
ING IT GONSTITUTES ‘
MURDER? If it were
announced that
handicapped or sub-
normal children
were used for pain-
ful, unnecessary
research, would
people simply allow
that to carry on
happening?

£§§§.§$v.99¥§E§§t¥§§4.§I§§i.¥¥¥‘Z’.it
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Silence drones
past empty shop windows
shflflarsdlursibnurcminimmmuflndsa
the clashing of tills
RlSGflEB_~ _
eahees that haunt ay dole existence
|mfl,ghegEhrsmep¢humdss
shmmnlbarlqrtinuirafhufldsa
under the.light sf a hundred electirc suns

past another smashed telephone box
.. a victim to angry questions
pastisganlqflattsnuivmlls
- moamsats ts the grind _
a girl shouts at me from a billboard scale
"SMOKE;HfifilPL£D§lIIHGSIflU'

piss stench, shitty newspapers
throw their ewn brand ‘
of beised truth up in my face
HOT
SWEET!
DIRTI.....CONFUSIOH

and if i had dreams
i could sleep endless oblivion
in these motionless hours
but disordered, disorientatcd
I'm lest in a fevered toncless dose
give as my red spray paint
and 1 could define it;
P.FF...FF...F...FRDSTRATIONl
That defys description

BOB Gfifidflfll

Bob is looking for poetic
contributions for a fan"
zine he is hoping to
begin. Contact — 15
cnnsoso‘ CLOSE/CROSBY/
|vpgYf'o@|'-/l:.ut(sRIA/CA15 6RY. ‘
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‘ ..... ound late December snow began to fall. The_
flq:€- T authentic Christmas picture. Tbe park glittered like

‘$5
1!”_ c(§'\P’\

a palace Children played meerily and everyone seem-
“n. ' ed to be in a ]0Vi<':il mood The good will of christ-

V r " '- mas encompassed us all. That old man was still '
“defiantly there - often blue in the face with cold

7' S and often the subject of snow—ball target pratice.,
t . But he did not stir. He didn't seem to care and in

Often to esca e the crazy mad-dash world 1 wouldli f lg d f the rk for a few sane a way my jealousy for his apparent freedom made me
t ea aroun or a5 YO P Ce U Y _ P _ come to dispise that old man.

hours. The park was a favourite sopt of mine.— so
natural, so refreshing yet so unreal. The only re— Christmas day was a joyous occassion climaxing in a
minder of the grim reality was an old man sitting on A , splendid meal. Our house was ablaze with celebgation
one of park benchesmumbling crazily to himself. Roll-I "Goodwill To All Men‘ we chonnsed. We sat argund
ing those dark—sunken eyes he would often share what I filling ourselves with plate after plate of oo .
seemed like his only meal of the day (by the state
of him) with the pigeons that daily gathered round
him. They were his only companions. At first 1
used to wander past glimpsing only for a second at -
that shabby old-man in over-large clothes. Then
there was a time when i would half-heartedly smile
as a token friendly gesture. It often did my con-
science a lot of good although i later doubted
whether it did much for him. Nearing the start of

Q exchanging presents and eating more and more until
we were fit to burst. The worlds evils seemed a

aWa.Y............... _ _ " U

It wasn't for a few days after christmas that i viistgdl
the park again. The sun was shining beautifully .

- throu h the dri in branches of the trees and the ‘l
Decjfber mi gyeshbzfigmi giiiiegf 2:: zitfigfii igtily snow gas graduaggy gelting revealing the earths true
ggingshfiir A§3Canyway' i hadn.tpthe time for colours. The children once more played meerily trying ‘
pleasentries anymore; my newly aquired part—time ]0b to Salvaqe the I§ma1n$ 0f their 5a3g}n9 :n°w@:2- Bug .
began to erode away a substantial slice of my there has Something mi5$in9- 5°me *1n9 errl Y tea »
leisure Still i didn't really mind too much as i and frightening was 9°ne- I 91a"¢9d at the Park ben¢hu_
was an extra income into the household and next The Old ma" wasn't there- '
month we were bu)/ing a video..... - " "‘ I _
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STRESS
*iEU”COME_5 T09 L_i’:T§

Listening to their live performance at
Huneaton in June, it is obvious that STRESS
nave progressed a fair bit since the'HELP go
G01-i.E.'5'I‘GJ LATE‘ cassette was released. Their
naive bubblegum synthetic pop edge has become
severly tainted with a bit more complexity
and Cflmmercifllity. it tines i can detect
Soft Cell tI‘nCOS, find Ph1.l'S Strained vocals
do sound like a more organised but 1033
cmotionative Marc Almond. Their experimental
side has also rapidly expanded and develspeci
encompassing e far more meaningful mistical
sci-fi creativity. Much better than the
often remote doodlings on side two of their

PART ONE
IIIIII

I don't usually venture into gig reviewing They are sonething which
tin s - i sitively despise for they leave me cold and often in tho @880o
of the natizsal rags in bewilderment as to what those egostitisticsluieing;

ll t lk b t! Thor re however exceptions to every e a
:2: tfittaesi ':x¢::§1:.;? was unegrthed at the cul-do-sac Studio One'- JANE
count! (who, you might reneaber released a sentimentaly entitled 45 Fuck

1 Q back, She was then Wayne County and the Electric Chairs. Con-0 i hil
‘fhsed: “La easy explanation is that this wierd-looking feaale was once a

(probably equally wierd looking) Isle. Such are the wanders sf lsdsrl
cience...?3slits! aforemented release. Stress are still ‘pleas-

ent' but try and be far aorc forceful with
their lyrics than others in the same mould.
I particularly like their two sided Jerkell
and Hyde arrangement which can oovisusly give

Anyway after hearing of the aforemented gig throughtthe grapevine i decided
in ny infinite wisdoa to go along with little cash and the desolate threat-
ening outbroak of s storm. I hate to digress but don't you just love the
anticipation before a stora breaks? The distant ruahliags...the aisty haso
...tho old timers chattering isaaely on the bus wondering if they will reach

s bit more Scope for adventure. As Alan point-
ed out:

their destination before the downpour. Ho? Never lild th@fl----- " It's very easy for groups to find a fonsula
and stick to it, but it's much more difficult
$0 vary YOUP music. We are at the stage when
we can produce music that ranges from commer-
cial to very experimental and free and still
retain a certain identity." Problems do how-
ever r ' 1 ,

I pay my kindly donated £1 entrance fee and revel in the usual Stud 1 atmos-
phere (resembling a aorgue after the bombs dropped!) The place fills up (s
bit) but the discreet lack of publicity (or is it sheer elitism) ensures the
grflud stays at a purely personal level It's getting late - we push a few
lines - and suddenly a scintillant strange certifide Dolly Phrtoa type-figure
drenched in cosmetics and oblique garaeats appears and announces herself in
a deep overstressed gruff Yank accent. I wonder if the doctors did their
job properly? Then the ausic...deadpopstars...love affairs in r:asia.i} if s
rg¢k;ro11,,,love affairs in east gernany...sarriage...soae lore ove a a
oh and of course sexchanges. Purely satirical of course and mildly amusing

a ise out of this ambigu ty

P°°Pl° might nave one idea of how Stress '
3°u"d "ith°ut knowing that other tracks could
De t°tallY different. It's confusiflfia but it
means we can't be classified which has got to
be good." '

The sound itself is i suppose s loosly aasrican (ish) new wave (+ synth)
possessing punk afterbirth tinges. I'a not too accurate in this field(aan).
A f d Some out of boredan...othcrs...wQll..-But "hat F0811! lfld°ow ance.
this night aenorable was Jane's totally false (with a big F) stance and her Pull: n 9? coursa P°P 5°flg$ Con be easier to

do because so many previous examples eixat to
influence...Stress represents a loosely

= structured body of ideas; we sometimes im-
provise which is normally the most productive

nooessitsrianisa that to sustain an audiences attention she aust give her
(manplsds) tits as airing (whilst in the process of changing clothes) and
strut and stride all over the stage in orgosaic delight as if she had lose-
thiag peraanently embedded up her backside. Qfl1t0 QT P0PhlPl tilt 1' I
bit teo harsh? They finish and shirk off an encore. I laughed Showbis is
Just so docadent Well this recklessly over-the-top lady could be the new
wens; 0' Hillians (of Plasnatics fans) 1: she puts her hind (and body) to

A later i'm informed this was aeroly s Horn-up dltfl it tbfi ltlrt '5

catagcry because it is a group effort, relect-
lflg our ideas better than if i had an idea for

Jnd
a major tour. Beware. But don't be s uare. Givo it a go.my ,¢S6/r\‘\\. ~ / W31\

It will be interesteing to note what ad§ance’
STEn" .05 will sake b the time their next tape‘ Y
aPpesrs some time in 1984PART rwo : I now ms mm comm um sans rows Inurrvs nrro an mmium om nou _ ; _' tr present set-up gs Oased Louargs doing

S ructured $°“3‘» °“t this may Qflaflge with
the P“r°“"S° °f 8 new 4 tra x e‘ *nabli
produce sound collages of abmdrc complixus to
lat ooooflt I ' .guturzstriztiziz pin gninge and develflp with-

.c ~ '
sncial onesl)" P fie lnevitahle fin-

This quickly arranged support slot coupled with Saturday I
diminished the slough crew (tee hee) to I pitiful 15+. Booth Pop howovor
still aaaaged to play a surprisingly good set perfcraiag lush of the oil
and sore faster numbers. Some grooved (although only one of those was a
son-sloughito). Saraan was nervous, having only heard of the gig oa the
ssturdayl, sad Jim locked uncharacteristically 'shsky' Perhaps this was
due to the previous nights/early morning exploits where ho nanaged to po
off two bottles of vodka until crashing oat around Spa and waking ay tired
body duo to his excess snoring when he later awoke be looked s real loss
and all thoughts of further sleep were drowned in he sad aohors 6p: piano
lessoal Hal lhat'll teach him for depriving us of a place in the oxcluli
van! JON played the popotar and benaed with self eonfidosoo, Martin was
hidden beneath the drums and Vic oaly sanagod to break oao guitar str
Gould this be the start cf something big i thought as the crowd surged o§3
ward to catch o gliapse of the ever-horrendous Ms County lad what s
bunch of square-heads these lot were. They dida't soon to like doth po]
whilst the death ‘crew’ didn't ewe! to like count . She was irritst

*“'~6nbF1§1ng of 3TRESb one side ah: a

No doubt your oe nearing a lot more about
STRESS in other zines simply because of the
contacts the nust have amassed (ALAN does
ADIENTURBS’ REALITY and PHIL used to edit
DAMN LATIN) or maybe because a lot of people
will come to enjoy their music. They should
alsonake some 'ccupilaticn cassette‘ appear-
ances but ueébre all this there will be a
360 tape leleaseu by IRIE zine (Lrom Germany)

band the other.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIP'P I

and oven lore over-emphasised becoaing sickosly lad at the odd hockorliag
(‘hairy bUH'/'Testicale') One went ‘when i was a little girl....' III
poor aisguined soul Slough was tired; tired of her awful protoaeious IE1,
and i had to pay £2 for the honour. I suppose i oould rsaesbor the sight as
being special since on the way hone 1 was allowed 2 square oa's is tho ox-no
honoured van. Is this a piss take or what? ‘bin boa ban 1 tlsvollld il
dilth. _ q5‘:F"f":lq‘

, Punky protesters Tut DhPONAT R0 sent me thelr dyHlW1C J
xtra (S1C) debut 1p LMhRLtNLY BROADCAST SYTLMS Dlvlfiq head~
P€O long into slightly subdued, decorated hardcore and Dual
evpw Mans Shadow €i(]Ljl’Ef:3$.->l(.\l\ 1L glorlfys lnlts own raucous

ndy tome w1 h she

Alan S6 Chcve;-at Ave,
:FQ‘d‘¥!T1§’€I"fi9V¢J1t1QU5
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cheap

II‘; pleased you want to do a piece ea
Phul lolday. I spit dragons whaa.pooplo
say Paul's ansio has oalykliaitod appeal.
Bullshit. Hot everything lcls to Ion-Ill
like the Beatles to be ‘appealing’. Ulloll
of course you're a radio one death addict
......I would think Paul would like his
Insie to speak for itself.‘

So there we have as opinion.
‘ole Bob never one to aince his words

nms<nPnn:unss(can
srmues(0%D
wmurx(mw)
mumwsncurus U0)
runmi use)
nmn(%m
SlflwfllfllllflfllflfllfIJIKCIIHRHIU30
umwansmuunuiflwe) -
Lunrsusrn:nom:orsmnnn.axe)
rnorosrsxnxc HUTATIOI (060)
unaonlflxe)
xasrcauns H80)
lnansmnanuoacaw)
nmmnsncmns1n:unmrnun(pan
Ixsmune G50)

'aummcw1maJmmunmwmn use)
sexton) _
casino use; <1 _ '
|ocanms(ow:
Asnsn:rnu,1mcnuariua use)
asnwstown
UUILHB-
IIEIIIII. ~

o doubt there will have been
some new releases by the tine
this goes to print. Paul's
music can also be found on
thousands of compilations,but
i do feel a lot of these lose
the atmosphere. It's best to
sample as a whole. Send off
for the retrospective too,
but remember this is also fairly
disjointed compared to the
usual flowing mass.

All tapes El or blank + SAE
Also ‘Flight Over Asia‘ (2 x C905

PAUL KELDAY
4 WALSINGHAM ROAD
HOVE,
EAST susssx.

Ps>|~o "HE QITY’

maybe 1 got through to the pompo
blue—suited businessman who looked
down his nose afithe flower i held out
and said ‘I thought you were supposed
to be stopping the city‘. And i said
"You've stopped haven't you, and YOU
are the City."

KIM f Moving‘ fanzine)

‘ -- - 5.40:.’
"HOGIIWER"

I'm a wog lover according to you,
Cos‘ I don't hate the hlacks or the Asians too.
Hell the only reason that your not one
is cos‘ your bloody ancestors couldn't get enough sun.
Ice i'm a wog lover i'm proud to say..
I really can't help it I was born this way.
You say that the blacks are muggers and the Asians smell
They're nicking our jobs and houses as well,
they carry diseases and cause inflation,
and that the only solution is ropatriation....
Hell I'm one of the NEH GENERATION,
that rejects your lies and discrimination.
Your racism seems a load of crap to mo,
using scapegoats to avoid reality,
Hell your fooling yourself if you can't see,
through all the lies and hypocrisy.
I'm not trying to preach political theory,
tell you about Babylon or slavery,
and i aint prepared to fell guilty
bout the shameful side of our histroy.
s' all thats water down the drain,

nl we can only make sure it doesn't happen again»
Y'soo I'm proud of being English but i'm no cunt}!
I won't fly the flag for the National Front!!!

s' we're wasting our time fighting each other,
‘re all the same book but with a different cover.

oah, I suppose you could say I'm just another wog lover.
I tape the reggae on the John Pool shows,
buy Blues and Soul and Black Echoes,
cu can stuff Rod Stewart and Motorhoad,

I prefer Tristan Palmer and Mickey Dread,
nking Joe and Black Uhuru,
ogory Issacs and Eoka-Mouse too.

look around and I'll think your discever....
hat i'm not the only one that you can call a wog lover;

s all over the world there's others like Io.
the future is ours thats plain to see. L
it won't be long before we see the day,

hat your sick disease has passed away,
nd everyone will have seen the light,

won't give a toss whose black brown or white I111!!!

by Keel Knotes '83

0|-J

east s east and west is west,
And ne er the twain shall meet,
Rich is rich and poor is poor,
And only one shall eat."

These lines are taken from UB40's song ‘Forget the Cost’.
hsybe you should brink about them while you are stuffing yourself with
tuFk9Y and Christmas Pud. Christmas in the rich best is an excuse for
fihe little kids to get lots of presents & for the adults to get drunk,
ehether you believe in the Christmas message ( whatever that is) or
not you will have a good time this winter.

That 15 ""1855 3°“ haPPen to be living in the Third World.
Fhere. it is unlikely that you will be anything but_hungary for most of
your life. In the west, on the other hand, a major cause of death is
heart disease through overeating. Butter mountains are being-sold off
to Ehe RUbbIANS cheaply and even Eton College, spawning groans Qf the
Flt and idle, wants some. ban't these mountains be sold ( at the
§T°P@P PPICB) and the money be given to poor countries: for food,
instead of guns. No! instead they sit there bolstering the profits of
some fat French farmers. -

But while you're shedding a tear for them don't forget the
poor in Britain. The old, the unemployed, the one parent families
and all the other unwanted people. But you don't care, do you?
Y°:'PE alrisht aren't you, in your semi-detached suburbia. Did you b
vo e or the 1_'ories or the SD? and let Thatcher in. It's this Tory
Ewerlnment which is allowingpoverty to continue in this country
supposedly one of the most civilised in the world. ,

I'm not saying that you shouldn't celebrate Christmas
I'll probably get pissed.
Stuff myself till I puke.
{'%l Set presents and enjoy myself.
bngoy yourChristmas Britain! But while you're at it

think about those who aren't as lucky as you, may-be you will think
“hat YQu'P9 §°i§E when Y0“ dr°P ZOP in the collection box for the
“@963 ln Ethlopla. Maybe this sounds naive but one day this world
will be a better Place» but not untill People start to think for
themselves instead of blindly believing what they are fed by the
establishement, and do something.
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“ " U ' .... Everybody except me and my mum seemed to be wearing Gall:l.ni or ""
Clash T-Shirts.......it was probably cheaper to eat at the Savoy than at
this years Rotting Hill Camival......too many punks and fanzines spent
too much time digging up the heroes of TI/76 instead of looking around
for others to replace them.......a lot of people with sick and distorted

rminds tumed to murder and sexual attacks and others with distorted minds
~ decided that officially strangeling them with a piece of rope was the ,

. answer. to the problem.........despite the courage of the C-reenham Women
the world took a step nearer to the holocaist as this country became the'
53rd state of America and 01-wells ‘Air Strip One‘ never seaned truer...“
......when violence seemed to temporarily come off the terraces and into
gigs,particular1y in London with too many Nazi cretins spoiling it for-. “

___---. others....Essex finally won the County Championship and J imy Young comes
__ on the telly to tell us that at last theres a ‘Magazine for Hen‘ and its
5" called .... 'Flora'28 uuhgland disgraced themselves against the danes
J‘ at Wembly but not as much as Kenny‘ Bomb the Russians'Everett and Steve»

‘Pot a red'Davis.....6‘l's and Northern Soul became the bigest single
influence on the charts as far as Culture Club,H1mn Lee.uge,Jo Borers,
Tracey Ullman,Paul Young and Phil Collins were concerned...“ Ken Living
-stone made a right prat of himself by giving £5,000 to commemorate the

-V death of Karl Marx........the blood thirsty actions of the I.R.A and the
1 no Russian air force were only overshadowed by the Lebanon....'me Animals,

' ' Yes,and Neil Young joined the Vibrators,I-urkers and UK Subs(aga.in 1) in
‘ boring comebacks.....the C.L.C made amends by being the 2nd bigest London

' promoter with a string of simmer concerts,though not nearly enough people
took advantage of the free ones missing dire perfomances by Misty at
Brixton and Bad Bmins at Crystal palace and superb shows by Angolans

/ Semba Tropical at Crystal Palace and Aswa-d at Rotting Hill.....Punk bends
/ were notioable by their absentce,do we blame the G.L.C or the bends for

lack of effort...1984 is G.L.C Anti Bacia year so put words into action,
and offer YOUR servioes.....Working class Ititers became hip with the

N.H.E.... Sounds grew more like its off shoot 'Kerranggg'-.... the stander
-d and number of fanzines increased by not their presence at ggs except
the Committee gig at the Clarendon which hosted no less than 5 scribes ‘

selling their mags...a fomer punk rebel turned New York tax exile retum
-s to tell us that "This oountm is finished‘ before playing his outdate
-d Anarchy Anthem to hoards of adoring punksunthe popular press sank

to an all time low with the Sun,(who else...) leading the way with
pre election facist mvings that would have made Gorbells look tame"..-
..... which resulted in the British public being fooled by past values,
and voting for a party directly opposed to their own interests.........
luckily C.H.D and Neil Kinnocll re-emerged in the Autumn with some self
respect and support that offers hope for the future...“ a B.0.C
executive eamed £579,000 a year ,the Royal Bank of Scotland £95.$ Id
my mum £3,554 and some prat in the Sim tells me the H.H.S is wasting
money--1! crave ‘Q16 charts end thfi I33-1‘ With S18-d-O,BOd St8I81'b,GOI.'l1S18g
Status Qu.o,Cliff Richard,l‘he Rolling Stones,Bar.w Manilow and Elton John
......all we need is the Osmonds and Suzy Quatro and it would be just

like Old 13111163 eheee?? can be aw ‘IIOISB eeeeeee???

MY TIPS AND PREDIC'I'IONS....George Orwell finally gets the respect he
deserves ....the Queen mother dies...America threatens to invade the
Isle of Wight after the discovery of a Cuban chip shop worker “...”
The British Olympic teem fail to win a medal after listening to the
Steve Wright show“... the Sun claims channel 4 is a communist plot..."
a Surf Music revivial.....Tottenham supporters invade the Gresham Common
base....somebody claims to have understood an H.ll.E record review and
is instantly locked up"-. the Sun claims that Nottingmm Forest has
been ini‘i1trated by Marxist's......Billy Bragg,The Comitte9,New Model
Army,Swif*;.. Nick,Colchester United,Lnima1 Fam,Mercenary Skank..."
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TRONG AND PROUD/PROUD OF THE BULGES AND MUSCLESTANDING s _ p‘fi f _
(fatuous sexual pretension)/FUCKING YOURSELF IN THE MlRggE
F VANITY AND HOPE/HOPE TEAT YOU WILL PULL/ DRINKING,SM -

“OUGHING and CHATTING POOR SPEECH/HIGH IGNORANCE/G so -
UEHING/BULGING (with tissue paper props)/BUTGH and bPaVe/‘ENSE/CRE-
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LAUGH LOUDLY IN A FICKLE MIND OF UNEAPPI ORAZINESS/NO EscAPE/
SUCKED IN THE SANDPIT OF STEROTYPED EXCRETION/NEARLY GONE Now
peering ... E0RR0R _ FILLEE A0 YOUR LIFE SINKS FURTHER ...
SOON IDU MUST DIE (and who will care ???)/LIFE?LIVING DEATH?/
TRAVELLING UQNTINEALLI IN A EEARsE TO A MORGUE FROM A MORGUE/
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4-if IYTK‘ r5|\_.'€ w Clea"-ers From Venus tape called ‘UN Any Normal Holiday‘ popped through
my letterbox accompanied by a letter from Martin Newell. I recogniz-
ed the voice (on the tape, not the letter) as the singers in the Daed
Students and confronted Newell about his shady past and a single .
which bore his name. He owned up to everything and even re-iggued
‘Diminished Responsibility’ in it's proper form as 'Barricad~s and
Angels? by the Stray Trolleys. We then took on a l four tapes he
had available at the time and our tape distributionset up had begun.
Me and Pete Bpgflt a duy at Newell's place in Hivenhoe and inbetween
beers we exchanged addresses and listened to other Diy masterpieces.
One of the addresses that Newell gave us was that pf Frazer Nash thd‘ ‘

FA The F“-5[ F |QQr ' The A;-Ca e man behind Music For Midgets and it wasn't long before we started to _ _
- Av A | to _ n _ ea. Ssex ' sell his wares too. We now stock a massive library of cassettes ‘

Pmr 6 C ac n O S E which includes some of the best rated titles around. This side is
constantly expanding as we're getting new types sent into us all the I

1. FALLING A - The be -_ time. Tape sales are definetly on the way up and this is something
F3111“; A was formed by petsr and myself in the mid 1970-5 as an that the music industry can never take away from us because it's such

a personalized thing they'd have no idea of how to cope.outlet for our own work. Up until recently it has served only as '
a label for our own various projects mainly Frenzid Melon - the 2, FALLING A - THE MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE
thrashy acid punk band that we put together in 1977 until the
jkflit in 1981 and since then has served mainly as anoutlet for we befiun sending out mail-order sheets in April '82. These consisted
our new band - The Insane Picnic. There are currently 12 tapes °f the Various fanzines and t3P@S that we had in stock. The first
available on the Falling A label. official newsletter and catalogue surfaced in Feburary 1985 which

went through s 1,000 lettcrboxes, since then so have only had a
Frenzid Melon:Provisional Music C4 £1 couple of update he t b t _ _t t Fs e s u as 1 wri e, he new improved alling A
A compilation of the final pratice sessions and demos of PM before - . ..
the split. The tape serves mainly as a document to the musical :atologu:ls.ab0?t to Surtaoa fltn another to floow shortly after’ we
direction of FM were about to embark on. The recording qualitv tgfi 2fi:gelm1ng ?;8Eo€§ thdn.€iO?O people and lt looks 3 very r°a1i5'' . y . ere w1 on 3 pernisent catalogue update shgqt
is not too greet and the music is often very loose. r.
The 11158110 FOUI‘ Ba S In 3vd]1ab.le on

Still the best selling tape on the label. H tracks that have 6' FALLING A‘ LEADLFS IN wH0LE3ALE AND DISTRIBUTIQN - H9 h8Y0
been praised in many dipferent ways ; the beat known being the always been wholesling a number of records and tapes out to other
hklody Maker Ftview "a twisted cross between Echo and The 3unnymon* 5h°P5 etc‘ Earlier thifl $98? (1983) Music Week agreed to list our

and the Fall" new releages on their new release page which is the major new
THE 3LA55IFIH*3l@h or yggTAQ[15 gzp 29s release bulletin that goes out to all the shops in the country.
Another much reviewed and raved ahout taPe_ BBC; documentary In late October we actually became recognised as an established
music. The Cure without vocals, 3 mixture of Durutti Column and pg distributor and they gave us the status symbol of a distributor

code right next to Polygram and EHI in their list. In the 198k
are just some of the comments. _ _ _ _ _
SPASMODIC C‘RES5:HILL5ID3 .20 C20 £1_2H directory we should receive a good informative write-up. We are

hoping to persuade more shops to sell indie tapes as there arg a
Demos ngcorded prior to the appearance on the MAD pressage(s) _ _
ComUi1ation_ The recordings are of a punky nature but there are few already which have had very good customer reaction to them.

‘ , , E. . . _ 
one or two interesting bits that keep them from .alling into the
predictable punk traps. 7. FALLING A, THE SHOP - In February '83 we began negotiations

~ ~ to take over an established retail outlet in the centre ofRi:.C'I‘CNOB :%1-..'s At-.' APB IN THE. SK! C20 £1 _Clacton and by June we had started traing. The shop was mainly
T tr h d . d c d la g't . F t r mainl h brid

he ape as pro U09 anoer fin u'n er ea U as y Y a chart outlet but we have made quite a few radical changes. Weversions of heavy metal'clHssics§ It should not be taken seriousl _- J - have not ignored the chart material altogether but have introduced
HIE HS-NW Es R fl'lE3.!'1C8£EO1.ltlC:-I" Ironse C10 £1 _U is I L more indie records and lots of tapes and ‘zines. The fanzinesC - i l 'th . ' t t' 1 ' . Has beén compared to ' _
thZSF:llgc§i:: P lzie lgoirzzglggagickgénénsane {ionic are a cun- h3'9 b°°" an °V°TVh°lminE 3“¢°°55 in th° 5h°P and the t3P°5 ha?‘‘ 1 d gained a lot of interest. It's early days to say exactly how the

shop is going to fare ,but it seems as though it's going to be a ~ning blend of noise and me o y.
595%; cmami nsll IIQ moving 111.25 _ _

lengthy tracks with“ bit of ‘factory goundv influence and a case of merely surving er not. Clacton is not really the right
10u¢h of reagae Quito n bit different from earlier demos. place for anything that involves activity that is anything more

P’ l "1 Q l than breathing! We have suffered a great lack of support fromTHE CLASSIFICATION OF FISHE5 AND BOATS C O O 1} d f _ d _thin our locality and I suppose we should
_ _ .h 1 v d " g"t. e. This one v.ntures mort man! 5° Ca 9 T19“ 5 "1 *

The follow up to the MUC O e Ve' GP P have expected it as Falling A has NEVER had any local supporti t th nknown being elittle less structured than previous. _v:P$OUs:eT;_ FALLINJ A SHVPDER Free for a blank + SAE anyway. Still, we can only do our best and that's what we qre
\ Ll - ' _

figs in ro uc on 0 e al ing s set up. This tape differs d°1n8-
r d ii __~__~)_i_—- . _ - _ , _ _,*—_ ---1-' _ ,_ _—»- —- _ i_Ii LLJJ everyone ma e.

TRAPPED nuns; i'm: STAIRS cg £2 8. FALLIPQ A, THE. TAPE DUPLICATORS- we began supplying custom
The 3rd tape in the Classification series. This one is even wierd-* length blank tflPeB in Ffibruary °f this (lagt) year and tggk over
er than the other 2, but just as necessary. some tape duplicating work in June. Our prices are keen find we

I
THE P309? OF RONDOG=THE FAMOUS 'HAUNTEn?G0AT ¥P C22 £1-20 try to be fast. We also supply any brand name cassette in standard
5 tracks of erractic modern tonque in cheek dance music full of lencths.

I._-\-I-_1i-1--9-4. _n-. ._Q-I-1-ll
C:

back street lyrics. - a real FUN tape r~ ~“;,-3;“; .," ;g_' '
]FCFFO SPEA!dIS:TEXICkH RAVELONI (fiedsoggs for problem children) 9' FALLING A’ T3“ RDCOAPIJQ JLUDIOS .Sea Level recording studio 15 a conve"ted garagein Jaywick. An 8
' C $1.“i . . -i£L———49 track studio with some of the best equipment around. Engineer TonyMr. spearjig first rose to Fame in the form of Mavis '0 Shave with
his legendary hits ‘Dennis Smokes Tabs‘ and ‘Anne Fords Bum‘. Has
since appeared in the Channel Q programme The Tube as The Hard and
n: ti. =~c1t"'.' t " 5is Erea er,nore eve ou 1ona1ry,rh1ags o come 16 tape include we guarentee it will he g well Spent. N
the sin le ‘Tie Your laces Ti ht.‘ . ._____i___ .
TY 8 8 _ _ ‘ _ _ $0, FALLlNfi A - THE VnNUE _ .

.ere are other releases currently being worked on which include a n Conjunction with Joels Records we pre trylqg to get bands to play
new tape by Annie Anxiety and a comedy compilation which should in clacton at the westC1iff_ gnfortunately it's one thing getting &
00th see the light of day early im'the New Y@?r° n full length band but another getting an audience. So far london R'n'B band Fast
Insane Picnic tape can also be expected some fine over the new few Eddie have been the most successful_ond also Jah warriors have played
flhnths. is far as the label is concerned we have a very exciting A heavy metal night is about due but af.er that itus anybodys guess_
future ahead with lots of interesting projects in the pipeling. This is C1aCton.S last surviving rock venue and we ¢an bggely keep

Smith has worked with all types of nmsic and has done everything
from radio advertisments to d.j. jingles, indie tapes and records.
For an 8 hour day it will probaly cost in the region of £60 - and

2. FALLING A - ' PUBL SHERS it alive so the future is indefinite.
_,_g¢_-|_.._ 4-_..___. ~ _ ..- __.__ __ . -_-. --.-,- -.4 - .- -v.-. -, _~1.»- —..-.-<-.—.-.|v---- --ear».--r"!---I-.-u--2"-sun-_ 

'¢f lm $S‘T€ 'tle huh? ' 11 3 t'- all ‘t ' -- . H . ¢Q Efii 5 - - 1 1: est» <1 a s We 11. FALLI'\-G A .. TI-In II‘.-SANE PICI\ICBgn p 18 ing our own writ en wo?k when we startgfl the label. ' K. a full length cassette and are
Peter and myself Put together several silly books influenced by The band are Currently “or lug on .
"Ont: Prrhon all or which have disapeared off the face of the earth P1“““i“6 a bit ‘“°" a°ti"1ty f°r this year’
We attempted to become a music publicisng company in 1981 but de— 12_ FALi§§E*R‘_FéHfi FUTURE
cided to forget about it. w. are abou - - _
lishing company with a story by Annie Knigei;vzziiegufngizngnpgze we have a few ambitious plans which with the help of others we should
Carnival Cafe: which should surface early this year. be able to turn into reality. Negotiations with Rguska pouska of

Q. FALLING A - nu: muzims DISTRIBUTERS """"_"""' forksfure are tldflng P336? for I: very eliciting pr°i°°t"'°“ “ill be
Without a doubt this is one of our most successful departments. It pearlng aboui 1n_the ??rl?S' :?e mojt interesting developments '
started with a local Clacton zine entitled Synchromeah in 1980 will be taking place wltn ghe mail or er set up and the label.

which vase bit or a feeble error: and only 1..-me 5 1551135, v.
then saw issue one of Elam! and were suitably impressed to take The Falling A bank balance currently stands at just below £6.5000 in
that on f°l1°“°d by C°°1 N°t°5 and V°Xu it then just grew from debt and it shows no sign of improving just yet so bear with us as '
there. We now sell over a 100 different fanzines and we want eeen it's hard to work under finanCial pressure.
more especially as one or two of our best sellers have decided to . -~ T ,
call it a day. There is a market “or fanzines and a very pOOd one 1%‘ rALLING A _ TEL S W‘. . . .
at that‘ we are just beginning to fin‘ it_ ’ Dave Henderson 1D Sounds Sept '83 "Falling A 15 a multi-functional

-*~~~— --- ___ operation....'
FALLING A - THE TAPL DIQTRIBUTERS. we need your support so that we can support you. F

Vc had been thinking of doing tape distribution for about a year —
and had been trvine to track down one tape in particular ‘Diminished '- ac‘-on (O Q’

I j I 1 i 
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The following incident was related by an electrican whos
firm had undertaken work at Porton Down. He got on the

jurong floor and opened a door.
"A first i thought i was ill, I thought i was seeing

things, and then i went a little nearer and looked.
Q "It was a little monkey enclosed in a glass case — a

sort of box. Its eyes seemed to be falling out and it
couldn't breathe. It was in dreadful, dreadful distress.
I forgot everything and went near, and said something to
it, and it buried its head in its arms and sobbed like a
child

"I never slept that night, and the next day managed to
go back to the same room, but it was nearly finished by
then. It had sunk to a little heap at the bottom of the
glass case.“ ‘.

C ' 0. " V "
. .- Ci‘. _‘ ‘I

Although l and many others see vivisection as wron ‘in
the sense tl t ‘t ' ' - ~ Qia i is morally inhumane, this viewpoint?'ZfiZ.2?Z.3i¥Z?§? SPz2:.f:.;:.::*;r"i~_ ' 6 . pathetic etc.and
refer to (ln my Case at l8a5t) “Well look, you eat meat
SO you cannot possibly care about animals" as if to
Justify their own apathy and ease their guilt—ridden
conscience. Another argument is "well what can 1 do On .
mY QWH anyway? _ This is just so pathetic — it undermines
aTllndlV1dUalS iniative. As Dave Apostle pointed out "If
36" Y¥geCa2hdo is nft much, then it's as much as you Can
dOn;t wast tZr:h$ tle OD, lt s just so horrible that i

‘ink about it roughly translated "if i
close my eyes will it go away please?". Well, the ans-
wer is no without your support.\. . -

-0 “Q 0 ‘Q. ‘ I .
gigfi Pfigglfi tgll me that the problems of the old, the

the sufferign acip TFC Ere more 1TpOrFant t?an those ofusually do ngthhnmafz, ut these concerhed 'C1tlZ€DS '

Often t _ 1 _ be anima rights movement,
' ge invo ved in both areas. And anyway, what

unwritten law is there to say that man has the right t
justify mass genocide on other lifeforms just because
he sees them as lower than himself? wasn't that what
Hitler preached when he exterminated 6 million jews?
Isn't cruelty to animals just an extension of man's
inhumanity to man? Scientists have argued that if
Dolphins had arms they would now rule the world and so
we pay_them their respect by clubbing them to death.

to ' " ~IiBut let us forget all these complexities. Viwisection
a simple matter with a simple answer ABOLITION. It is up
to all of us to help achieve this. PLEASE ACT NOW FOR
THE ANIMALS SAKE, THEY WOULD THANK YOU IF THEY COULD.

0 1- Ip .au_L fin‘ ‘I-
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FANZINE
I _ Apart from the

two enthusastic replys t0
of The Naive‘ fanzine and
Drowning. I've decided to
permission of course!) in
others in the same way mY
Send any more thoughts on
please.

I

 
CO-OP

I

odd "great idea‘ etc i had
my idea from Steve of ‘Return
John 31am of Ha!Ha! I'm
reprint their views (with
the hope that it may stimulate
small piece did Steve and John
the subject to apocalypse

how it would work .
"I write to
they'd like
is money so
possible to

all the fanzines i know and ask them if
to be involved. The first thing we'd need
1 try to get as many of these fanzines as
give a fixed amount which would be put in

a central bank. Then each fanzine asks a band/s to do
a benefit gig to raise some more money for the fund
The total money raised would then go towards some de-
cent printing equipment (offset litho or whatever).
This machine is then looked after a certain Per5°Q and

all the zines involved inI available too firstly.
=¢£; co-op and secondly to others outside the co-op.
Thefbrmer pay cost—price whilst the latter get charged
at reasonable rates which wOUld at least be ¢heaPer

Others may also like to usethan commercial printers.
it as well (eg bands for handouts).
Now a couple af points. One person would at first have
to be responsible for the equlPment' but If 3 ?anZ}ne
wants there mag printed they would have to bring it
along and be taught how to print it themselves, thus
enabling knowledge to be spread with no one person in
complete control anymore (eSP6§1a11Y a$_th°5e who we re
nQw knowledgeable of the printing techniques could now
pass it onto others.)
Also if enough time was spent getting the "fund" t0"
gether perhpas more than one machine could be bought
(and help de-centralize the.co-op)
The problems of running costs could possibly be covered
by 5/ a surcharge to users not involved in the
collective

b/ doing some commercial work if time permitted
c/ a certain % of the money off each zine printed

at the co-op ploughed back in

ploughed back in. n

d/ an amount of the zines printed was donated to
the collective and the money made by selling those was

STEVE
"The fanzine co-op is a bit of a no-go since it is too
centralized but a newsheet is an excellent idea. A
1isting's sheet, with news, financed by (cheap) adverts

L

Sent free to any zines etc for them to use in their
next issue, given away at gigs, shops, in zines, mail
or sent out by distributers and copied by the people
who recieve them then sent out by them, so it escalates
and covers the whole country. Also it could be
available at a HQ (just an office for recieving info
and laying it out) for a SAE. First issue would have
no ads and be printed mainly to get the idea round.

It could list: new releases, addresses, cheap printers/
copiers,have a few articles on doing tapes,zines or
whatever, help bandsorganize exchange -gigs etc. Bas-

'1Iically a list of contacts

Or to de-centralize it; there is a contact point in
every county throughout the country, collecting ads
info etc and then passing it onto HQ for inclusion.
IThese contact points would then be sent a master-
copy of the newsheet which they then printedifip to
leaflet their area)

On that sort of framework anythig could be achieved
and later contact could be arranged with the rest
of the world (although currency and language would
be a headache). Ultimately it would provide greatei
co—operation between bands, and far more events
could be organized and advertised.

jOHN.
"" ‘-
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Over the past fewrnnmths i've come to realise that music is a particularly '
narrow form of subversion and that it's easy to wallow in se1f'righteous
rebellion screaming anarchy, peace and chips (or whatever) from the pages
of your fanzine or pedestal of your band (where lyrics areusually totally
incomprehensible anyway). I'm not condoning such actionhut neither will i
patronize it. I just know that there comes a time when you must actively
take part in helping to change things by trying to reach a far greater pro
-portion of the population than is presently possible by undiluted zines
and bands. Too many zine editors do a feature on a certain topic, often
sqallcfl and temid, then leave it at that. ‘Too many bands shout half-jaked

L _- theories and thoughts at an uncaring and uninterested audience...then feel
as if they are achieving a lot. flpybe the LOST CHERREES summed it all up:
“So you've heard it all before. But do you ever listen?". The answer is‘
rorably yes, but more to the point do they ever act? I shall now inform

you all of uhat i have done to spread the news on vivisection. I canassue
_ you that it is, for me at least, a far more rewarding than writing these

words for apocalypse., This is one of the reasons why apocalypse is having
a six mont v

E _.'-   _-'---_

Try and keep vivisection in the limelight at all times. There -se many
ways of achieving this so go to it.

Top priority - 'oin one of the anti—vivisection or anisations. Once
you've actually t;EEn the big step of sending off your minimal sum
and begin to recieve the relevant literature, your start to become more
emotionally involved. It's definitely the taking of that first initia
step that's the hardest. Ask people if they agree that vivisection ‘
should be abolished, and if they do, ask them what they are doing to
achieve this aim. Tell them the annual membership fee is so small tha
they cannot possibly begrudge the animals this if they do really care.
Do whatever you can to get people to join because only after enough
people begin to throw their mmdght behind the movement will things

—- start to change.
Read as much literature on the subject as possible *~leaflets, zine
articles, books etc.etc. (ask at the library what they haved on offer) '
Leaflets. Distribute them whenever you can and whenever you get the
chance. People sometimes undermine the value of the leaflet but i,
like many others, became involved because of of an eye~catching slogan
or distressful photo. However before you do distribute leaflets make i

sure you know what you're talking about, have facts on hand and make
your arguments good. Be as persuasive as possible and try to be kind
and friendly when giving them out.
Bring the subject up in coversation as often as you feel necessary or
give people a leaflet and ask their views. Listen to what t ey ve gpt
to say and try not to get all hot under the collar (like i sometimes
do) when they state that they are pro—vivisection. If they come up
with a question that you cannot answer, write it down or make a mental
note, then think about it until you feel you've come up with a suitable
counter-attack. If your totally stuck it's best to contact one of the
local organisations for help. And don't worry, after a while your'll
probably be able to argue fluently if yougve been thinking straight.
Letters to the local ress Always look carefully through the various
local papers in case there are any pro-vivisection sentiments. If
there are, write a lengthy letter arguing the case for its abolition. ~
Try to incorporate the previous articles quotes by twisting them around
and destroying their smokescreen; use good olid fact and put your
point clearly across. The best ploy is tovgomebody endowed in journal-
istic skills and vivisection knowledge to contstruct a long factual
letter and get others to write lmaller more expressive and emotional -— -—~

letters. who knrws - if the paper becomes deluged undermail it may well
| run a major feature on the subject. Local papers are definetly one of
y thelbest ways of communicating to the general public and can be very — -— ——-_

effective if worded right. , L
If your school/college has a magazine write an article on vivisection

‘ for it. Ask if you can do a school assembly on the subject and inform
8 teacher that it would be a good debating issue. to discuss. O j

' ' ! I /47 I - i
Hrite to an co anie$ involved in animal rinpntation, ex ressi

y _ 5ef% '5n'r'<i?u~.I-‘éfétén ‘tB‘56§-”¢‘att allllllltfifi products untilPfl\ey ,5 _ -—- j
I stop. (1 ‘— S) . Ilry to _get others to also write in and I

gt some attractive leaflets printed Ccnpanies hate bad Eeublicity
so make sure all the facts stated are correct else )ID\1 COUld done " — “'-
for liable. i

8. Buy some large posters and poster themup|£pund_your local area; lqake ___ A
sure they're in prominent ‘eye-catching‘ positions. Ely not to oet.
caught (ohviousy) and take alon gone friends as onlookers. .l!sttiI@
to do it is at nighti when its freezing cold - there ,
shouldn't be many people around. -
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9. Go round_collecting moneyfowrlflggefge names of all those who donated 5;
H and hol much they gave. ‘lee more money collected the better ie you 1*

can only geet 100 leaflets for E1, but for E5 for get a thousand or
I so. when the ordered leaflets arrive give them out to those‘Hho i
i donated (ie a leaflet for every penny)asking them to read the leaflets v

then pass them on to friends, family, relatives. 'ThLE Hey a large I
cross-section of the population will recieve some leaflets.

J 10. Kee one co of each leaflet you have (plus all other relevant detail) “
in a Eag/scrap book. These help in writing letters and also the whole

I lot can be lent to trustworthy and interested parties so they can have ‘II. -;
a read. ! '

1 | ace WI some I 11—I- ‘  
through the actions of

‘ ?' Pe°P'° _  ‘---ur i -.. ;__. "'° "°'°s°‘ ——III
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13. Stggtfigp or jpin a local
various organisations.)

§B§UMENTS_FORj2HE:ABQLITQN

C , Q ” \

\ :\. ‘F5

FURTLBR ACTION nnlcq 1gnAy§ggtT_Tg TRY T¥Té; ; \\\\\\\\

11. Qrggnize benefitggigsl
12. Eegve leaflets folded up_

read.
inside library books for the next perrtt LO ANIMAL LIBERAT

FRONT,
BOX 190
8 ELM AVFNUF
'OTTINGHAM

group_lt;c latter info can be obtained from

14. Putlcise by wearing anit~vivisecti9n t—shirts,bedges etc.etc
Send along mpch needed donations;_
If theris a small nucleus of people interested in the atolition of
vivisection in close promixamty, why not organise a meeting or_a tryg
to see a film or speech on the subject? Its a good way of getting all
view oints and not feelin isolated.P

\ -we -¢c_, y
?he3 the first leaflets were distributed round school i Has surprised to
_1n so much interest and even long—termmembers of animal welfare org. I
ggit gouldn'tb:nderstand why these people had kept quiet for so long: what
S y u possi y hope to achieve by keeping your grievences to yourself?

omeone even had a go at me for publicising to much‘ I just feel th t- a, .you ve got to ramm the message home hard to an apathetic public. Theres
O many different leaflets that maybe one will get someone to think and

iwzy their opinion. So far i've managed to get two vry long unedited
e ' ' - - - -ers printed in local papers attacking pro-vivisection sentiments in

prev1ous editions, got some people to write animal relief articles for the
5C@OOl Mag. and generally enlighten as many people as possibie. It's
bloody hard work but what alternative is there?. This so—called demo-
cratic system of ours relys on peoples apathy and ignorance to survive.
DON'T PAL INT -L O THE TRAP. DO SOMETHING NO“...... . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . .... .

F_
9

to defend your case better. BUT do not merely learn these » A
parrot fashion...read it...digest it..then THINK about IT.
and asses the situation yourself.
FACT
l
FACT

//
§>

ARGUMENT Just where are we to draw the line and be able
I

FACT

\\
ARGUMENT Unfortunately these aren't as viable for the -

FACT

ARGUMENT Drug companies are not interested in health but

FACT

‘\\
\\ monstrous form. ' ‘ii I '

FACT/ARGUMENT Disease and illness won't be eradicated by F

//’

FACT

FACT/ARGUMENT Cancer is apsychosomatic illness connected

ARGUMENT Unfortunately there's not much profit to be madii

I$EC'1“lQN- “ g

\.

CTItisnotgenerallyrealizedthatbetweenll%and

25%ofpeopleinhospitaland40%ofpeopleinthe communitysufferfromsideeffectsofthedrugs
theyhavetaken.

ARGUMENTThevastmajorityofpeoplewhodieandsuffer

fromdiseasedosofromoneswhichealready knowhowtocureThusitisamattterof distributionnotmoredrugs._

ARGUMENT/FACTDowereallyneedmorecosmetics,furnit-

urepolish,headachepillsetc,?For exampéewehave70odddifferentinlabe butsimilarincontentanalgesics,aid oddsimilarsedativesandtranquillisers onthemarket.Isanymorenecessary?

\\INFACTTHEMAJORITYOFANIMLEXPERIMENTSCARRIED
FORCOMMERCIALNOTMEDICALPURPOSES. Ifoustillthixkvivisectionisjustifiedpleae

statingyourcderhapscanworkom
1htih INL EFRQ

l 40

wxite ethin

l
These will hopefully become a guideline, helping you \l\l O

l / "'

S S

100,000 animals die in British laboratries every j —
WEEK. That's one every six seconds. ' y » E
Animals react in a completely different way to hum- 4
ans. For example, Rabbits can eat deadly nightshade i
but it can kill humans. Morphine depresses humans, J
rats and dogs but stimulates cats, goats and horsesi w
Penicillin is highly poisonous in guinea pigs but 3
widely used in human medicine.

to conclude that — based on vivisectionists 4:T\\
results - certain drugs are harmful to man and 4 lf

' others are not? I I
There are far more accurate alternatives (tissue A '
culture, bacterial research, computor simulation
etc.) which could dispose of vivisection once and -
for all. '

3

'caring' drug companies. _
The World Health Organisation lists only 210 drugs
as essential and yet every year 2,000 new chemicals
and 15 000 different medicines flood an already
saturated market.

illness. There's no profit to be made from a
healthy populATION.

M]st of these so—called 'wonder—drugs' do more harm
than good (Opren, Eraldin, Stilboestrol, Thalidomide O
and merely mutilate and surpress an illness until ' P
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Who s whom the Animal Rights Movement
drugs but by improved living conditions,a
healthier diet and elimination of pollutiori,
— as they have done in the past (TH, Small '

\\\+pox, Typhoid etc.) A report by the USA
scientists in 1983 stated that a main
attribution to cancer was an_unhealthy diet

All medical experiments could be drastically reduce
by altering our western lifestyle. The eating of
rubbish food full of additives, the lack of proper
exercise and the stressful lives we lead all con-
tribute to a large extent to heart disease, cancer ,,wwbamUmnWaWmmwnmmemmmL
e to _ l group who are promoting the cause forall their worth. One result has been a

dramatic rise in membership in the past
year.
Publishes The Liberator, bi-monthly
magazine, as well as plenty of well-
designed leaflets and posters.
Annual subscription £4 or £2 for non-wage
earners.

its original aims. _

.-..-__....__..--.

British Union for the Abolition of
Vivisoction (BUAV)
143 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Practically dormant for many years, it is

Vivlsoction lSSPV)

EH2 4PG

‘th f t t_ d 1 k f p pose It Annualsubscriptionfll
Wl ILIS ra lOIl an E1 ac O ur - .

is no longer a medical problem. Manyof i I
the cancer—causing agents are a direct
result of our own technological age. So how’
are we to cure this? Not by the infliction
of untold misery on poor animals but by
helping people to understand the causes of
their illness.

--__...._..._,__

society.

National Anti-Vivisection Society (NAVS)
51 Harley Street, London W1.
This society has been working steadily
against vivisection since 1876. Publishes
good publicity material and a bi-monthly
magazine, The Animals ' Defender.
Annual subscription £3.from this by the drug companies (who exert note

able power over parliament) so we are kept in "mmm"_

Annual subscription £2.

. /,/ -. ;

" Contact ~ I‘CASTLE‘STREET/TONBRIDGE/KENT/TN9 13“ANIMAL AID

' \.

\

-

_-|_-___

3
O
Z

VIVISECTION
.'-u
O

For the benefit of those who have only recently become involved in the
Animal Rights Movement, we list below some of the societies with which
Animal Aid works closely. We would like to include more, but unfortunately
space precludes this. Members may wonder why we don't all join together and
form one big society, but at present we believe there is value in diversity. Also, i
one very large society might to become too bureaucratic, and so lose sight of

Scottish Society for the Prevention of

10 Oueonsferry Street, Edinburgh

Produces an informative Annual Report
on animal welfare and the campaign
against animal experiments.

Scottish Anti-Vivisoc-tion Society (SAVS)
121 West Regent Street, Glasgow G2 25D
A small but important anti-vivisection

Compassion in World Farming (CIWF)
20 Levant Street, Petersfield, Hants.

Y An effective and active society working
for the abolition of factory farming, live
exports, etc. Publishes bi-monthly
magazine Ag, as well as much excellent

__ waged/£2 unwaged/E6 family
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_ @396 se o e fou§‘PTdT&““' -your local library - it's free d ~ ‘. in ‘ cule. I an they tflm 1; ‘ . -
half or Whatever. Think about it at least ngn':C:t:O 1:2 having g¥een
any views on the subject gratefully re¢ieved.“COre qna c -‘Participate
1'Ve just sacrificed my stret cr d (I ’ “ on nO“'l@t 5 5efi€YOUS what you think about it all. 6 -) SO thé least You can do is tell
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ur££'1J_i read 0113 UHQE I KQBMSQ’ 8 tQy~y_9b]e
S I =.' _' _-"' I ."“.. ' - * H-onl ml QVIQQ ln P) belt education, Uflcfi Russell claimec that the

libyagyace ycu could go nowdflays without getting ripped—off was the Loco)

New before recently i had never really read any books} - ' "';H P i
i ci t see gbgP@lnt anfl l duh t really have th t‘ ' ' ' wpeoples disbelief 1 al e _1me (1 still haven't as to many

W permeantl b. b t
ubject i decided i would 5 usy) u cnce l thought about-the

And i have

--3;,‘U?

"hr

ixbi

_-.-*1‘. ‘ ; . _

iv ff‘; “"—- .
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start o read more and mould ve to f ind

he main reason i have deci e o ona a cou e ages t
. . F O PQofifietfiggesbof Apocalypse es i feel not enough people really think

ion _ 1 SH ]e§t Properly and lose out permeanetly. But don't get me
9. am no intellectual crap—headwho fills his/her head flith l s

of useless f t d f‘ - - -. ‘ tea m_ oC S an igures and participates in neaningless and point-
less discussions ust t lwant t R 1 J O Ook good and above us mere mortals. Ibjust2° athing CO5struC;+?e-¥whgCé is Pi U fY hy rea ing it i will learn sonef
ional novels —~if i want to eo e O ft e reas9ns why 1 tekc t? sklp fict-always Switch on thet V or rgggpih rom reality for a while_i can _

re—educate PVS€lf wake r e paper)’ I Want to T 1: you llke “_ H_ . n . Myself more competent when arguing (you can al-
ways tell when you've won an argunent over soneone - the res t t

- - y or ol - - . .V10 QHCQ) because let's face it the national papers are so biased in
favour of ri ht—: ' -_ I _ g_ ving politics that anyone holding even a mild left~
ing inclination must search for an alternative mans of comrunication

(this is where the fanzine comes in....). The fanzine although repre-
senting a different viewpoint does however does often get set in its
ays and produce very biased arguments and in that respect mirnicks

the exploitative nationals. Much of the anarclb-political type macs
churn out the same propacanda time and tine again and if YQU do tape it
ll ' - . - ‘ . ‘sou éninparrot faShl0fl: §@E not only defeat the object of trying toget

and sku ;én9 L01 Y0QIS8lf out enables others to attack your arguments
th_ k‘ pi narrow—minded defence and @iQ_because you just have't keen
.in ing straight. As someone sonewhere orohabl' once 'd " Q

J ' c * . ~ 5 Sal cure youcan have freedom of speech.....as long as you agree with us1"It'5 311
'.'\.' I . 4

ll ‘f ' F

for a chan
onto t

our "'

Y 9 agreeing with people but why not try and think for yourslf
ge? The best way to do this is pick on a certain s b' t r

_ u jec t-enlibrary and trv to get as many viewpoints as Oqible
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critic is obviously very limiting since i have never under-
the task before and thus you can probably understand just what i'm going on

about! Unfortunately i have not read a lot of books lately because i just haven't
had time but i still feel that those i have read are worth a mention. I hope these
reviews will be of some use - any suggestions on books which you have found interesteing
will be gratefully recieved by me - if just one of you out there go to the local
library in search of one of tge mentioned books than i should think it would have been
worthwhile to include this piece. I would like to know you views on the subject.
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To start with i liked to point out that i prefer the historical texts on radicals.
Remember kiddies : "those who forget the past are condemned to repeat it."

'RADICALS, asroaaans AND SOGIALISTS'(Katanka) has short and informative biographies
Ton Paine, Francis Plaice, Robert Owen, Hillina Lovett, James Keir Hardie, John

and Beatrice and Sidney Webb. I found this an excellent insight into the lifes

‘WILKES - ‘A Friend To Liberty‘ is a fairly lengthy biog. on a man who ‘remains an
important figure in the history of the freedom of the ritish parliament and press‘.

eresting.

heal ¥oung's semi-fictional essay ‘THE AISE 0F THE HERITOCRACRX' (1958) concentrates
narr°tiV° 3tYl°a°n th= d¢V°l°PmBflt$ of the education system and work ethic and

onseqnent rise of a new elite not based on heredity as before but IQ tests etc. (thus
re are no classes anymore and the Labour Party diminishes until it fades into

bscurity). Baded from 1870 right through until 2033 where much change has occured.
t is this change bsnefical? Read this thought-provoking book and draw your own

onclusions.

powerful if sometimes overdrawn book on the needless murder of millions of innocent
animals each year ‘SLAUGHTER OF THE INNOCENT' by Hans Ruesch (Future) shows up the greed,
stupidity, and mistakes perpetuated by vivisection. As a side-line the book also points

‘O-
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f people who have helped improve cliitions for the downtrodden lower class. Recommended. ;
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the jconception that the new wave of wonder dru s constantly flooding the market (derived
A from animal experiments) do more narm than good ie the life expectancy rate is not

" decr- ' 1) 'increasing but
vivisection
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(I'll skip ]0\<es about rabbits - janfi) i

This is a letters page with a difference (hopefully).
There'll be none of the usual ‘I thought APackOfCrips
Sjwas weally good‘ cos apart from the fact that every-
body who read it thought it was dogs turd it's very e

e '?°“.“.‘?" L e I I-lm 1-ram-r
"iiiiit§§§e§°§n§r;G$ii?5§aien  “I went to the '§teP The ¢itY' "515" "es Pas°1“ati“9 1“' - t f eo le can cuase that much havoc. Imagine

, "heese sandwhlCh' \veL\M;- igathzol/€wmpwhg'll no doubt attend the national CND
.?““‘*"""”“““ '“TZ____. demo just took things into their own hands and walked

P 1::-__*P“""__P' f th i wn as o osedILETTER or THE ISSUE into Hyde Perk 61°09 a r°“t° ° ° r °1 t EP )
l d ( lanned to cause eas c aos....dear warren to the route p anne p I IVE)

___________‘,,._ _ _ .-ywell it always makes good copy to slag people off aed i_._~e~
h f tti i nd ointless classificat ons e31 1'0“ 1" 3 9" "1 C sms a P ' .  .-*__

i hope you set the job eh ‘sounds’. its ebvieuely veer I 1 ve been in Europe for the last few weeks. while we
s iritual home Good luck with the Exploited interview. were there we met up with the Subhumans and saw themP -  ,
Just to help you out for the next time you do anything, glpactio" and P*V in Par15- A" amaling 919? I9a11Y 9°6510 minutes is not lone enough to write e review, also it A crowd. It was in a squatted warehouse which is run by
would be helpful for your readers if you actually 1isten- 4 an Anarchist Federation who also finance pirate fardio

stations fanzines etc. It's a re ll ded to the music rather than your precoceptions. To be 0 a y goo set-up; thh nest eu donut really seem to have much ef e clue e kind of thing we still dream about over here, and the ~. . ;
about music...why not leave it alone and do something 3 police give tg§2DggA:aSs1e either-
else? yours with hatred and disgust w i ...I agree with a lot of these articles about

ROBERT GILLH 1_ exploitation and feel its so wrong that talent has to
" -___ _____ *** become “commercial That's the good thing about zine

urcharge and tapes People aren't in it for the money but cos
Mr Gillham they are dedicated and care about things
stam MARCELLA

I had to pay 22 pence s u .
to read this gem since . § ,
decided that e 5 ence F ewould suffi¢e_ ‘ If gigs were as friendly down South as they are in the

R re» _e=e-~" R y .1 Ndrth a lot more would be achieved.
DEAR WARREN F CARDIGAN

I'm the only one whose just about got enough nerve to
Just coz this is a big piece of paper, does not mean 5°11 them afid 1 d°"'t like doing it mU¢h- It's So
it's gonna be a long letter as ' depressing having the old excuses out again "Haven't
1/ i cannot write so much U u2/ nor would 1 want to e got enough money etc. They've got enough money for

. 1.; heir next int or ot of 1 -3 if i did i ld l bore ou shitless. - t P P C1-'33)’ C0 0“! but when it COIHQS/ “O: an i n ycos of in er avoidance: down to it, that's all they care aboutto e s or a ywy g ~y .' e -so de1iCate_ , » sanafl (TALES FROM was WASTELAND FANZINE) eJ{§g§_
LARRY (Cause For Concern) Back to my Pinkee and Perky record. Now that's what i

only mag that has me reading reviews of _ call difficult music-

It will have
my hands are

Yours is the
music i hate and making it sound interesting.

....If your going to preach about something, there a
a lot more important things to worry about than peopll,
who smoke and drink too much (ie: ME)

RICHARD (COOL NOTES FANZINE)

V:

...Your anti-apathy antidotes seem to go for the thrfliub‘

....the point of drinking is not to eleviate thirst,
but to put one in the state of suspension commenly
known as ‘being pissed‘: it's a nice feeling if you cal!
handle it. I hate the proverbial Mr.Hydes who obvious,-
ly can't take it and act like the sexist cavemen they
really are. How about having a go at speed and dope
in 4? Sterotypes are easy to spot and even easier t0
knock out of the sky in a blaze of flmae...great stuf
keep it up. "

DAVE (ADVENTURES IN COLOR)
You said you'd like Apocalypse to a full—time
occupation bringing in a decent wage; personally i
don't agree with that idea. I do my fanzine cos i
enjoy it and not to make money.

NUZZ (VERBAL ABUSE ZINE)
‘I _ __ _' _ _ - - -Qiljil . 4 ' - ‘

-_-4- _ __ _  4"*_?$$-

i - -In.-n-I-I-1“ “*'%-»_.-I1-—-_— ——-~-—--. in-I-n-1

I've often thought about packing my job in to do a
zine full time but as far as making a living out of Lt.

you haven't got a hope in hell. Even with adverts,

I

TONY (ex BROKEN SKULL)
ANNE DEE MARTIN (The Apostles) l P PS: I've noticed that you've started putting 808 in-P

llllstead of - it must be catching I noticed one in
The Guardian the otherdayy typewriters are taking over
the world....

RICHARD (Cool Notes (again)).
 fi_ .¢-,1-pg-.. --1-Q5451 l--IOIIIJ-li‘£;I

The quality of the first BBP cassettes was not l00%spoC¥
on, but i still do like them. We tried out best on all
cassettes and that's really i feel what its all about-
geing against all the odds and trying, evn if it does-
n t turn out brill. at first, at least you've had a 99
...don t you agree.

STEVE (BIG BANANA PRODUCTS)
Yep - Warren
Th; €"1Y thing is there's a jump on one of the tracks
an took it back to the record shop and as always
happens it didn't jump on their deck. I'm sure record
companies provide shops with special record players
that "ever jumP- I am temPted to buy a record take it
h0me» run a stanley knife across it and take it back -
1 Pet it wouldn't J'11"f'33 I RHOW, i'll smash it too
bits with a hammer than take it back! - so the man in
the 5h°P $Pend$ §/4 hoir arranging the bits of record
onto the deck, finally its there, 2000 pieces of vinyl
girggged on the deck in a 12" circle, he puts the nee,-3|e

---1t Plays ok. Aah h h ah ah hahaha ha ha
sorry about that Warren got a littl ‘...grants and an issue every 2 weeks. We printed 800 for ' ' 9 Carried aWaY----

8 f N h A t 1 w-__________H§T§yE (RETURN OF THE NAIVE FANZINE)£176 with an E 0 grant rom ew am r s Counci . The
only place that seells a decent amount is gigs ( a few . I ' -Q

—— __7 '47 e-:_?*'

“J”W post, a few in shops) ...unless you stick Kagar-fu:::k- POP music is "here the "‘°"eY is Emd when You have money
1 g—GooGoo on the front you'll have trouble making You are 1" 6 P°5iti°" 3° P°51tiVe1Y help other bands
enough to print the next one let alone make a living. Qet heard? it 15 r0mBflt1C to have ideals but not poss-
Never mind our time willeome eh? ible to act them out in a capitalist society...You DO

RICHARD (COOL NOTES) NEED MONEY» Ie it possible for me to make a couple of
would you please send me a copy of ‘Apocalypse’. If i l mi111°" f°r AIC 5° that 1 ¢a" set "P mY 0"“ Club,studio,
like it i'll send you a kiss! re¢°rd label and 99¢ bands like Death POP on TOTP. Would

PAULA’ Newcastle i i still have your respect whilst i was openly selling
Prostitution 77? _ warren out in order to achieve just this? Our songs are

commercial and i expect success; anyway see what youI noticed one small thing in Apocalypse that worried me thi k h 1 d
which was the (albeit half-hearted) endorsement of a 11kg 1:,egustfiggderggafigeougsg' gfudgifi nfihiobliged to
GBH single. I think GBH are the sort of fucking sexist A DAVE (edveneuzes In Co?0r) P95‘
macho 5hittY: fl0'bI3i" Punk m9"talitY We w°“1d all d° You will no doubt be interested to know that the w d

orbest to ignore. "punk" is e ld d f » n
ROGER GIBSON 0Sounds) n oVa1w?Altefihat€€:s;e§?te .

...don't bother to review GBH s1ngles- we all know '1 ill b h
about them. related subjects next issue - Warren' 1 W e aving a few more articles on feminism and

5-G-I c°r““'a11' we
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ctnnsr HALL FARM,
NEAR crass,
suosunr,
surrotx

So, to leoond be e
'hole' was near capcity by this t
everybody was having a nice little

Last Friday i went down to the hole 0 long ta tfiu facorda eaurteay °f thaholes * » _
the Marquee, to catch self-proclaimed ‘Champ: famoua and ”‘tr°m'1‘ fit J'rt7 r
ions of Musicians against the system‘ - THE th° Enid °‘m‘ on‘ »I 'uPP°'9 76u."fl%'t5

' knfla who 81'! -

by CWQYENJ

Th J t b nd d ful ) OCO8BQ10l'1Bl 700818 _\

edeas?gE?iy ran-df-the-miily'::w ergaggofifeemn Stephen Stewart ' guitar (in tha "idb'£
rock‘ band Complete with phoney antics possible intrepretation) occ. vocals
courtesy oi the lead singer. l suppose they um’ yeah well “ drum“
deserve the obvious acolade of remindi m ,_ _
of early Genesis. I do not know what gfieyehope Twfly Openad with one “H135 1 navar Hi?‘
to achieve by playing re-runs of well used been able to find °ut thg nan‘ °f! but_£t'
progressive rock themes. Surely they can see very g°°d anyway! and bilda up t° l .5553
that it is only to be a very short term inter- ive cr°s°'nd° which laaval star '*°“‘°hest? I plastered against the back Illa thy

on to do two more very good songs,
The same Cannfit be said, however, for the shin. and In Th‘ R°81°",°f Th" 5"m"°r stlrli "“
I would not do them the discourtesy of descr- There's a r°°llYa‘l°°tr1° 5tn°'Ph°r':°
ibing them as 'Prog. rock‘; in fact, the prob- by R°b°'t G°dfr°y and hi’ °hit'°hat"1tb@t
lem comes in trying to describe them at all. audience’ and Stswart “ha-as “aver ‘G D
They sort of leave you dumbstruct (make that said anything in all the time” 1"‘ 5955
just dumb in owen's case 2 ED) if you know them ' he doesn't n9°d t°3 all h° bi! ta
what i mean. Who would else would perform is be th§r€' 'g"F"5I| th97 V33‘ °#‘§° P1‘?
Elgar's ‘Nimrod’ as one of their encores 7 1 sogigpagvzae 22:52:25 figgkzgkgzcaizlzgdg

I suppose would 1 you a breathing, bfii-D8 81196, Vintfi M,

about them. Right; they formed in the early alive’ to buy‘ _
'7U's la ed their first i with a local L n .
amateurpdrgmatics group, d§dg2 albums - In The After finishing the final track of tbs
Region Of The Summer Stars and Aerie Faerie they bid us a false g°°dni3htP.BU'°a lid
Nonsense for EMI (boo hiss, Nasty capitalists) left th° stage‘ Th’ ¢r°“d "Qnt wild ‘la
who then dropped them like a ton of bricks when enough! “° "°r° h°n°uf°d with 5 .
they decided that they might not make them all ’°“d1ti°“ °f 'N1“’°d'! "h1°h R°b3rt5.
that much money over the next month or so. EMI ed they plannad t° du the naxt day ‘ti .
still Own all the rights to the two albums 1h- °“b“rY f°“ti"°1- F°11""1n8 ihlt @hB!%1‘T$
cidentally, and the Enid have never recieved again’ us crying °“t f°r m°r° "h1°h~ifl§dn'
a penny for them, and despite the fact that Cour” we got “Mn tha! ’°°PP°"°d"1*'¥il?5"°o
EMI now refuse to acknowledge the fact that an°nym°us extras to play 5 r°u5i“3 *¢?5”@*.
the Enid ever existed, they also refuse to sell of the Tr°gg's ‘wild Thing.‘ Th9 cru“¢a{§*the album rights back to them. Nice guys‘ Any_ acted suitably, save the two arsehble8* elf

r

‘Fol v~q.
\-

W3 8 few more albums _ Six Piec B Touch Me me who made total pricks of themselvei“hoid
Liie at Hammersmith Vols I eho Ii,’eho finally, b°“gi“9' HE‘DB*"°I“G‘ I ‘h°“3h* *h'*
the new one and in my mearge opinion their out with the ark’ Thq’s“‘r'*th'
best, Something Wicked This we; Comes. uh- N“BH“ “1t1“°t° h°°'1°'i;Y°" ?"P",*5
like much of the work from the previous albums, 13"14 7°ar5‘°1d9 ”h‘rt;h‘;r b'¢‘d35¢
Something Wicked captures far more accurately mummies won t 1°t th‘“'g’°'Iit.b°l6‘i
the vitality and sheer energy of an Enid per- gggiggl!tfigtgggiéafirgjagigggg gifiiid

0 ' 'f°rma“°° which they might even be so daring
Oh, by the way, none of the above albums are : Pat°h °n,th° bMck_W1§i%hlfiBb
available from shops, and can only be ordered- B°rn T5 1°59"! °re'37b‘ 'nid‘ Tb I1
ed from the Enid themselves. I'll put the T° RLd°'5 Lik' 1 'a1d75d§§§h91"'
address at the end. '

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllll
I digess. This was thought generally to be the finalfi to e greet
of us, cause we were in the know you see. So the cheering died out I bit, and i

tas if people were starting to leave, but luckily, they didn't let ufi dove ind sane
for third timeggggpwthgig unions version of the mbustere theme, felldflbd H7

; _ D‘ ,c  - . tbl$'#1“sf I-1:1 0£f3oP§And uh,
., " ' +1 '-* _ ’ ‘Ir ‘ -..*,fP, _.;;__,__*-ml! ,5 -- i-f'_§~,,”7’"?“,:;~;,.<.?-*.-3.~<=I-_.;.~»?:'§5‘ "2 ' '

. ___ _ , . n_,., _.. fi> %*gf .p1 . __ .leQOfiPl§3Of¢ dgoo,3Ipoke tornoenjgayn, and went book to our:
" +-_ ' 1 ’ ' . "I

I L -**'~w~'7e“l<, '1r@*w~'*+~r’*v ~sv?st""es"
8 jam 3-‘. '? -f‘ 5 1-

h9'i9iC1fi £qrward,to'thd‘nc1t 2 hcure-of total escapism

. _: __ -_ “-‘ _ :.""o ad ''-f¥*-" _ ,-I - , -mi"-= . ‘-‘-‘..""?-.‘1.1-

ThE sronho RAYZLNDS...MUSICALLY oIsTuRshoTi.0wa DIMENSIONAL PRODUCTS (002
J

About a dozen people contribute enabling a stark diversity. It's thrashy
raucous, murky distorted punk in the Good Missionaires/F.O,Recordz
disorderly oarace would, but a lot better. A roomy wrenching roar. Cones
with hand written info. sheet. **~/"‘ El or blank C60 + SP2.

91 Products/91 Sorinahill Crescent, fiade1ey,'Telfcrd, Shropshire._‘
Y jinn --»vARIous..eHMmM...1 THOUGHT IT MIGHT snocr Yon raves {G081 i>---

u c.n'r1bute at least two trax apiece. hound a “it ubjcuv I IWES
Still ““'“P1'<°‘l*"I‘€i O OI’ 75? " i" ' 5 S **

. \ Jm : ' ?\.h1vT~ll(“ I I-I w QQII J.l‘.l. 1:. _---I-L‘ I - 7 7 7" -.‘“

Robert John-Godfry assorted keyboardipyu

H

loohdrqf P
ho tells no oe3jtqen@n$1¢=efieegiseahioreiqenie*~oE* 1* J Axis
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A better than average punky Qgmpjlatifin fenrurinu enerflotic numbers ffflm TH ° '
orsrnucroas (so much better live), THE susnumnws, HPKHD. PPTROL» 4 Mlmumi _, v i
“”**Y“r ‘GED. 3/D SCREAM and A LOVELY WAY TO UTE? (cute synth d1ttIee!>who by ~ - e E‘ _ ;
ii I “ L d 1 _ at 'C' illlt '- ‘

-~ --... bl4- F . e hers.h 1's ey-w E _‘____Q;d____j.L_;lL;__;;;____a_____J
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Living only to avoid the deathly smile of hunger
in stinking streets swamped with the words of want
these million men walk alone in a cosssunal
claaour for the crusts of bread charitably allowed
by the caring west as death makes fat on the
malnutrition of many a forgotten corpse in

_Calcutta or Bombay.

But it's not my problem.

Living by the command of oppression and fear
iin destitute dwellings of bricks and bars
lthese forgotten people desperately cry for help
heard only by
in caring European states, as a bullet pierces
the brain of a brave young nan in

' Sunuagm

_But it's not my problem.

hrthe
rear
Illa
issue
Iibilil '11

"t 1§'l not my
I Q M ‘£6 lea,

VS/81
-filhslhnahum

. e

H _ _ ______ __‘ _. _. _ I . .- ‘ll ~ a_ -.\:"’_'-r A

A GOOD EDUCA O
Have you ever bothered to look at what your school life has aught you from an
outside point of view, your education consists of a_variety of subjects that you
stidy in the hope that you will pass exams in thesb subjects and then it is hoped
that these favourable exam results will help you get a job. If you consider how
likely it is that you will get a job exam results lose a bit of their value don't
they.look at how many school leavers are unemloyed, firms are not willing to
take on unexperienced school leavers, it is unprofitable to employ somone that is
not able to do a job immediately, also it takes up the valuable time of another
employee to train the school leaver. The whole country and especially industry is
in the middle of a depression and now that the conservative government have ridden
back to power on the wave of Falkland fever it is unlikely that it will get any

that is money, people accept bad jobs for low wages because they need money, the
government kills hundreds of people with Health Service cuts, kidney patients are
denied machines, people die while on the end of frighteningly long operation wait-
ing lists. Thise peoples lives are squandered because the government needs more *-"
and more money to plough into it's defence programme, a hopelessly le. 31; cause .

Thatcher has pledged him our full suppot. She has let it publicly be known that at
the first sign of Russian hostilities she wouldwloose outr nuclear arsenal against

them, knowing full well that this in turn would mean the utter nuclear destruction
of Britain, this is "Better Dead Than Red" taken to it's most perverse extreme.
Given the alternative of living in a comunist police state or being dead I know
which one I'd choose. This is not a pro Russian sentiment, even under their power .
they could not destroy the spirit of the British people, within 20 years Resistant
fighters in Britain would have freed us of our oppessors. It's been done before.

School does taech you some valuable things such as how to get on with
other peoplr etc, but the lessons in the class room are outdated ,time would be
better spent teaching things like surviving on a low income and the arts. The
emloyment figures are becoming worse and worse, unemployment is now over the three
million mark and still climbing. This means a lot more people have the time avalable
to do things like writing and painting. All through are school days we are taught ;*'
not to want to be actors or musicians and to concentrate ourselves on getting a
proper job, but now these proper jobs have disappeared from the face of the earth,
and people are able to be creative, but in most cases their artistic development has
been stunted by an education system that is geared to churning out carbon copy

How many prospective Shakespears and Henmingwys have ended up working in a factory

and more respectable to get a "PROPER JOB" no they can slog their guts out fo a
pittance in a mundane job when they could be writing classics like "Jane Eyre" or
"Hard Times".

prevalent, when a country fails to care for it's subjects as human beings they fail

other and crime soars. The worse off a people are the moe crime, violent and oth
is committed. This causes a clampdown on basic freedoms by the government, and it is

when the government is slowly increasing it's powers . the people are kept behind
it by making them think that the present government is the only one that can protect
them from a threat of hideous proportions, be it a war in the Falklands or the
threat of Russia.Do somthing now. we still have the right o protest when and
"'° 19"‘ sss YCII IN 1

POOLISH WAS THE MAN
wso 010 NOTHING,
sscnuss as COULD ONLY
no LITTLE.

how

without a thoug
that can

found min
DEMOCRACY?

They twist and screw all facts
resulting in lies,

believers believe new lies and
the fence falls,

quickly from right to wrong to
right,

well do policies matter?
i don't care if my bread is fed

to all,
worker or those who don't
i just care about instincts
whether motives designs are to
help those born into the ‘wrong

castle
or the declined
Balantly steal
is it their will?
are they to kill
the proles for the

hey've a ways

to force you to

the governmental sellers of arms
would you be so

light that shines
to worship is a dream developed
suffering the shale of believing in

watches her children
the name of the state in a sake of them

selves

precl oenind me...for i will
...Don‘t walk in lrontnot lead you ' ’

of me...for i will not follow you
the what?....walk beside ne...and be

ll ____ Z ___ ___

better for perhaps the next four years. The school leader is turned out into a harsh ,'
wold, society is sick, everything is geared to the importance of just one thing, and ‘

Russia could be a threat. but Britains defenses pitted against Russia in a fight that
is'nt oure anyway would be like you or I swatting a fly, Britain would become a heap
of flaming rubble. The Americans are using us as a missile base, in a war we would be
the first to go. President Reaganshatred of the soviets is endangering us and Hargeret

workers whose lives are destroyed or made unhappy if they find themselves out of work.

or an office all their lives because thy've had it drummed into them that it is safer

Present day society encourages the mindless voilence that is becoming more and mofg

this that is happening now. The new police Bill is just one step towards giving the a
authorities total power over us and creating a virtual police state. During this time
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to care for themselves, human life becomes unimportant, people are isolated from each

ht for the mind
not conform,

ds resulted

when death takes part in their
brainstorms

one thir§;an“t be perfect but.
time tells it can't be so bad

surely nothing is that bad
X for those so

evil
naive?

see more back to slaves
what will work recieve in the form

of money you've paid?
hl F

s per!ectH

Y 9
machines rust

as our machineserode anti-wealth
attacks the whole t

n

they killed minds with a mind and
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erfection? it has been sought ___-

different that they match with ti
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and no stor' all lie
I'll look a he instincts and believe

the l wet cry
we're all out for one

but some one is all as us
the used ood fake tears and all our

up
ies
t t
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CARNIVAL I N \ VAL " Sw|NG|N'G
TAPES FISHERMEN

ran cmnxvn. cnsrrunss IN('Anarcny, Chaos and Carnival Tapes'
'...if your lonely and depressed one evening pop into the venerable King's Arms is sunny

“'*""““' “"5 atch if our unluo those sea fairis' sailors themselvesan 2 Green Park and you might c , y lq,
6 mmum R153 the Carnival Revolutionairy Creup discussing direct action over their favourite liquor.‘
Luna‘ "4 2" (from the book of the film of the play of the sketch.....)

Me and Jane 'something' were having a chat on the Jelly-bone when all of a sudden she _
camgover all weak and shaky and stared burbling something inanly down the phone about
BOB FINDUS, the man behind the scenes at Carnival, enquiring naively ‘Is it just me or
am i being wound-up, is he really that mad?". Hell i had to calm the poor girl down and
try to explain Bob's disposition. It seemed that the man of mystery had been sending
her strange mail in our wonderous postal system and she - being the innocent lass we all
know - was getting worried.....but no fear Jane; Bob is Just your normal-average every-
day pyschopathic loony. He was in fact certified a while back but thats secret so Shhhh.

He never used to be like that in fact, i recall. Only since Carnival's bid to take
over the world failed did he lapse into lunacy. ‘Such a nice fellow‘ people used to
remark. Not, alas, anymore. Now down in Sexy Village they cross the street in order
to avoid Bob and his merry crusaders. And who can blame those frightened devils. The
last person to approach them, enquiring the time,wss sold a Swinging Fishermen tap0....
arghhhhhhhhhhh tn. thought .r it. Needless z. say, he hasn't been seen sinco.(RIP)
Se just what is up with you Mr. Carnival, me'ole fruitbat ?

" Just call me Bob. Old Skip Findus that's me. Salty old dog of the sea. Tell Ross
the impesters when it comes to fresen foods to fuck-eff. Reggie Birdseye and meself we
know only twice as well. While floating lengways we have to keep the Carnival tub on an
even keel. Splice the mainbrsice and shiver me timbers."
Yes...oh...eh...quite. What's all this Iissing Swingermon than 7
“ To tell you news I shall put down my Sunday papers and snuggle out of my blanket and oar-
pet slippers. Gary,who used to be in So Boon, has joined me and we've begun the Swingmen
Fishering. He new resides at the Carnival ship. Yes me hearties. Ies. Ies. Some fish
sounds should surface in time for we have been sometimes busying ourselves reoeriding.'
We're be spreading fisherman laments over yonder sea myth or two...‘
and what about Carnival 7
' It's a travelling Carnival. Make it up as you go along and we'll do it all with actions
and no speech. As to standing in frost of a big Carnival feature, i don't know. I would‘
nt know what to say about my little Carnival children; perhaps - ‘well it begun in Rev.
1982 and is still going...Just' - It's there if people want to take notice. Music is free
for anyone and those bastards who tell you otherwise - five pounds for 40 minutes ea
plastic - should be drowned in their shit.“
Wise words my friend. Wise words. But i don't knew what's happened to the old bugger
either. Maybe he was lost at sea? Maybe he wasn't lost at sea? Maybe he's been lists-
ing to Paul Kelday for too long 7 Hho knows. But let me tell you my friends, perhaps
Bob is totally fed up with it all. The apathy that engulfs anything good. Pbor old
Carnival seems to have suffered more than most at the hands of the dubious nsumers, but
perhaps now apocalypse is handling distribution of a few tapes things wi'lI&aT\s i was
telling potential purchasers "Look, even if you think its a crock of shit, you've still
got a good TDK tape for a pound" So what the hell have you got to lose my friends. Please
write to him and buy some of his tapes. Carnival is cheap and extremely friendly, the
range of music is diverse and each cassette i have heard is of very commendable quality.

Shall i put Carnival on s pedestal and announce from the gallows "It's the best tape
label around." Yeah. Why not. It is. So go to it. Just one pound or a blank 4 sas
to see what i've been babbling on sbout...... ‘cheques ploasol) M up g
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Se for two hays been deleted; ‘Bore Comes The Disease" by Steve Ainsworth and ‘Disco
b‘ t ls lum P uins The latter has bees re-done with additions and omissionClu Eu’ ha y‘ emq .

and is new tvailahlo from Broken Skull Tapes (see cassette corner mo heertiea). ‘I t-

1. Ball Of Mirrors - Stove linsworth (C46) 19
2. s.w lhaanlty Switchboard - :1... van Music (090) 22
3. lggs to Market - The Eggs (pro-Swingsring Fishermen. ‘light doom with moments

- (Q46 of early Voltaire and other melancholy merchants‘) 29
4. Sanihinh houses - Steve linsworth (C60)(lengthy gentle and pleasant synth-

§ , based gangs. laid back mann. Cary Numan on a shoestring
b etH48

5. Tears Befpre Bedtime - Exit Smiling/Introducing Dragons (C46). (both up-
: k t ed rou s Cme excuberent with strong brassmar e m orn pop g p .
; f - aka laughing Clowns, the other sad and deleful ‘experimental’
3 _ pep. Recommended for those Just venturing into the tape
' market)

6. Bose Skies Overlap (C60) Paul Kolday. (Retrospective; from'Q5 to '82) iii
7. If It was good enough A Blake - Kissing Riff Raff (C46)(plink...plink..fiss.

yeah. insane) "'
B. How A Capital Occuranca Ulthered - So Been (C46)(Iaintly Faoteryish. CrostA*'* 26
9. The Maa.Hearing Trousers - Kissing f Raff (C90) ' »
10. fillet pf Lies - Swinging Fishormeniuifiowkind go to sea? ) "'1'

11. Compilation featuring 15 minutes of music from ATTRITICI/BOURBCIESI QUALIITQUL
‘ KRLDAI and NEH 7TB MUSIC. Just out. qfilfll ... °.r.‘r

O -11

Sales figures have been included because i wish to show people's folly. Poor sales
not represent bad products always but rather stupidity by ~ weary consumer is christ,

- _there so cheap they must be crap. All tapes TDK. .
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MARTIN NEWELL...Two For The W1nt8I---

(O04) - d d t lectro-pop ditties from the di-
D+V stands for drums and vocals and together the two Two haéiezngfi Egg: %e§us_g sliding .sYnthers1zed. gui_
(sometimes put through an echo) become simple but eff-
ective soapboxes for the duos shrewd observations. A
C60‘s worth of D+V material might be a bit too much,
but it's refreshiiil different and worth your eartime.m — — hnsaq Q IIIIII
CHRIST. its the) APOSTLES...Stu io ession...Protect +

' SURVIVE 002...
An 8 track studio tape featuring revamped oldies, newies
and mixes of songs that failed to get on their 2nd ep.

s

erse
tar rhetoric anti-american sentiments. me11°" Sfliiiflg7 .

vocals and unexpected surPré5e:' Advent“§ii*BIG pop
usik (even XTCish). 3°? r°

m est St. wivenhoe, Essex. C079DE23

THE CALLING. . . .Popu1ar Obscurities ) I‘
3 elegant and soothing moody modern new—wave/pop sped‘
taculars, specially served with tantalislingly delic-

Plucked (sometimes rather badly) guitars, a strange high ious and softly melancholy female vocals, and flicker
pitched voice and a rush of puundering, rolling drums. I ing keyboards. Prickly passion and sweet dreams. I
Drowsy but refined. ***% E1 (iH¢ P+P) Georgous. Comes with lyric book and Badge. E2 ****

_Ei_i |
CLEANERS FROM vm~1us...11~1 THE GOLDEN AUTUMN...Man At The -THE INSANE PICNIC‘"ROMANCE/POLITICANS PR°":I§E;gg§"‘;}I“'

Off Licene Tapes 006... . . 1 1. _2 numbers more intricate than the Fall, ess aggress ve
Yet-another Spectacular from the Variegated Cleaner and truncated than their debut. Avent-garde decadentadding a welcome splash of colour to an often doomy and “In N - . E - _
overcast cassette scene, with their fine pure pop, ech- I pop ' ar§3fi§§° lnFa1i§range but Catchy manner' n'oy
oey harmony and soothing scenario of rampant unpredict— e‘ E1 rom a ng
ibility. The lyrics "a mixture of broken hearts and  fi
angry politics" and extra textureslxylophone, sax,pianc CONTAMINATION COMPILATION...V/A...CONTAMINATION CASS-

Christ 5_Park Rd, Stony Stratford, Milton Keynes. 2 Ocean View Crescent, Brixham, Devon. TQ5 OBE

etc.) transforms potentially dire'pop' tunes into class ETTES(RAD 3)---
—ics. Favourite tune, the trashy "A Holloway Person"; This 28 track sampler of Cumbrian punk suffers not from
a compulsively repetitious out—of-tune acoustic creation bad reproduction quality but the many pratice session
with added harmony, straight out of the 60's garageland tracks submitted. It's mainly sub-thrash Discharge-
ethic. Disregard this review at your own peril. £1.50 type garage punk outfits who might have the energy but
(inc:p+p) **** ‘not the means. Best bands; ANARCHISH (1), THE DEAD,

West St. wivenhoe, Essex, CO79DE. PSYCHO FACTION and NERVOUS CONDITION, whose dashing
- - - I ll I I - - I I I I i modern punk progression with powerfully growling girl

THE CLASSIFICATION or FISHES AND GOA'I‘S...FALLIN(3 A (sss6,u"°°als' '“°"1“‘-3 t°‘f”-‘rd?’ tribal Creatures lashmgs standway above the mediocrity Average punky tape for the
Dggp dark doodlings flickering in an eerie atmosphere of less demanding. E1 or C60 + SAE. **%
°b5fu9¢atiOn to flatulent delights 05 0r9anY joy and Sean, 8 Dent Place, Cleator Moor, Cumbria, CA25 5EE

U'l‘ ELECTRIC CLUB. . .COULD THIS BE TPIF. DREi\.I~1?. ..
SUBWAY ORGANISATION (WAT)-l".l' 5). .

An extremely passive and uninspired C45 of simple synth
sequences, cheapo—drum patterns and cut-up .voices/un-
emotional vocals. Dull, cliched and boring lacking any
imagination. Dump it! *** El;

THE FALL

NICK SWANN...A HUNDRED YEARS, ANOTHER TIME...SUBhAY ORG.

Not to be cast aside in the 'experimental—ok—if-you~like
*that—sort-of—thing' pile. Ok, so side two maybe just a
little too self—indu1gent/pointless but side one redeems
itself with a delicious combination of totally unpredic—
table vocals to startle and bemuse, and allsorts of
colliding accompanyments to enchance them...tribal beat,
crashing guiatrs, sometimes haunting, sometimes laid~
back, sometimes aimless, sometimes confused...Will it
make any difference if i say BUY IT? El + SAE
II — — IIIIIII I I-}1.l
CHOIRBOYS...HEAVEN- IN HELL (C12) EP...CatCh 2 tapes...

ii
Stiff Little Fingers meet Discharge in an energetic
rabble rousing debacle of melodic power—punk. 4 tracks
for 75p + SAE. (comes with info sheet). ***
Kev., 2nd Floor, 124 Bath Rd., Cheltenham, Glos.GL53 7JXIt 1-I||
new 7th MUSIC...HYPATIA...
More ‘dream music‘ from these ambient improvisers. Soft
and gentle ripperlings of remote sound. wavering and
hypnotic sending your senses into drowsey oblivion.
Splendid mysterious melody. El or C90 + SAE ***%
54 Mill Park Rd., Nyetimber, Bognor Regis, Sussex.
II III IIII II II IIIIII II III III -I 1|

V/A. . . BOGC-LI-IF. COMPILATIOl"I . . .\/OLLTREFFER RECORDS . . s
An electronic extravganza featuring Austrian and German
groups, many of whom delight in crazy rhythmic sci—fi
electronics and/or more ‘wild planet‘ type tantalisers.
Best bits include ANDI ARROGANTI, DUOTRONIC SYNTEJRROR
and DIE SELTSAME SEKRETARIN (all bubbling and slither-
1pq_jutg;istig_§vQghj§eguohces):; DYNAMO KIEN ipower—__
ful SPK harshness); SON OF HEINO (repetitve but hynotic
strange play of the voice); DIE O—BROTHERS (A less pri-
mitive Test Dept.), KRIPPS (rhythmic pulsations strewn
with hazards and instruments); HERO UITOS (difficult
doodlings and avent-garde lickings); WUT (stoneage punk
and lastly CO-MIX who climax with a brillantly insane
eastern melody of majestic robotics. Overall a creative
ano varied compilation. Avaiblable possibly for a
' ‘ ' ""“" " """" I -I--L .r&.|..a. _ _ ________ _

trashy percussion pieces littered with flagellated 
guitars. Integif — but ultimtel relzing. 90p *** ..[EWWUD...NO SENSE (C12) EP...Catch 22 Tapes...

Begins with 2 pacey sophisticated Discharge anti-war
bashes, then veres towards a punkier anthem, finishing
with a rather noisy version of the Simon + Garfunkel
song ‘Sound of Silence‘. Average punky mayhem. Comes
with info sheet. 75p + SAE **%
Kev., 2nd Floor, 124 Bath Rd., Cheltenham, Glos.,GL53 7JX

W 'te oft, 4 Pylestone Grove, Stoke Bishop, Bristol‘ -1 - ....‘ — 1 _. I -"9 - IE E _ - -‘I - — 1 ___ ______\_ '!“l'.lL SWINGING FISHERME.N...A FILLLT OF LIES..CARl\IVAL...
The S.Fishermen delve into pop and emerge with a mildly I
unemotional vocalist and some truely fine lyrics (see
accompanying song book). This fuses with ‘jolly’ little
tunes and numerous fascinating musical affects and
percussion that would be criminal to miss. **** El‘5Q|\e-
 '*— III‘!

THE APOSTLES...SWIMMING IN THE SEA or LIFE...5th Demo..
Vibrant ‘punk’ passion as harsh and heavyweight as ever
At its worst, its funny...spanning from a desperate
uncontrollable mess to a rare attempt at melody which I
sounds closer to Edwin Collins (huh? Ed) with a belly-
ache. However, this is certainly less oppressive than
their earlier material...there's a distinguished bass ll
writhing under the occassional cacophony and the brutal
lyrics are incongrously sensitive and unsubtle yet al- M.
ways make disturbingly heartfelt. Not exactly original-
but then what is ? £1.50 (incp+p) **t ~lNnQ.III III lI_lLJ¥%F_lQrJIl IIII
I'M DEAD...AFTER LI ... LUM TAPES...
Some fine ole‘ spooky Doomabilly. Vagually punkish.
terribly catchy and comfortably eerie. Side 2 is a_
continusly improvised mesh that delves even deeper into
doom and evil inclinations. Overall enjoyable. ***
£1.25 + SAE from 31 Hall Estate, Goldhanger, Maldon,-I I s||||s 1 I alts“
V/A. ..BUP.N'I‘ OFFERINGS.. .MUSIC FOR MIDGE'I‘S..

Four obscure bands, 3 songs each. THE TIME:; old-fash-
ioned seventies rock with hints of reggae, which sounds
professional if not original...FOUR PEOPLE I HAVE KNOWN _
...Ditto. Although the brass and percussion improve it
marginally...THIEVES LIKE US go back even further to
the late Beatles period and HEADLESS HORSEMEN first pro-'
duce a bearable, slowpaced early Police-style reggae
track and then ruin their performance with a cover of
"Baby You Can Drive My Car" one of the worst Beatle's '
songs anyway, All in all, forgetabble and boring. Vive
L8 Pub ROCK! E1.5O time Jone rS°methT'.fi'z,fle. '

40 Thompson Rd., Langley Green,WEst Midlands
IIII '7III 'II'II|IIlI II III IIII' III II IIII IIIII III
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AUDITIOI .ACTION AND REACTION...MEDUSA EVIDENT (003)

Results ItIIming from "a collABOration...via the postal
system‘ between Audio Letter and Attrition, it consqent-
ly often lacks direction and cohesiveness, but is an
intriguing experimoental proposal none-the-less. The
Seattle Side (iniated by AL) combines an often percuss-
ienless grating sound with tender and mellow abuse of a
selection of instruments. Oblique/relaxing/vexcitious.
The Coventry border is much more together containing a
musical mass of unconformity into prisons of moods rang
ing from desperate vocal—erranged sensual love, simmer-
ing intermittent soundscapes and abrasive carved-up
lenghty electro sequences. Overall disapointing with a
few relaxed‘enjoyments. £2 (inc p+p). ****
Attritip l13@‘.~at Ave., Coventry, cv3 6BW.

KISSING RIPT I F...IF IT WAS GOOD ENOUGH...CARNIVAL...

A witches cauldron of nailgnant tortuous sound erupts
into minute, flickering, gurgerling fragmentary patterns
and notes mumbling indistinctly in an anxious musical
.p§hiQ§h£::: Music for madrscientists. £1 or blank.****
______i,_,. v -
ALTERNATIVE...WAl, THE INHERITENCE OF HATE (live)...

HHBATABRAIN/COCKNEY OVERTURE TAPES (O03)...
C1aiming_the sweeter sounds of Crass and binding them
with their own originality and entysiasm, the hyper-
active Alternative gush forth 12 entangled 'gothic rid-
den anarchistic' numbers, dripping in emotional adren-
ialin and anger. Excellent. Includes all tracks of
-their first ep. *** El + SAE
4 Pittencrieff St., Dumferm ine Fife, Scotland,KY12 BAJ

‘THE RATTLE...FFUTS LABEL (O10)...
‘Previously The Ffuts, The Rattle have disguarded (too)
zuch of‘ their own enchanting dirgesome quantity that
I ade them so uncomprehensible, and have added a fuzzed

nth. Tiresme and badly recorded noise losing all the
;integretity and uncious oblivion of the FFUTS. Sad but
iture. £1 or C60 + SAE *5 ~

l - - - |-u- ‘o ~od London SE19 IBX

jo distortion guitar and audible but moaning vocal chord-
over a half-hearted twisted and meandering gibbering sy-
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RRESS...FOUR MEN IN A DOOR...FALLING A (sacSPASMODIC cA 11‘,

‘Less desperate than the Insane Picnic but similar in
thudding pace, heavyweight atmosphere and lingeriflq
vocals to tease and tantalise. Four enjoyablfi tracks
(condescending 'hack' phrase No. 7) spoilt only bY
cloud recordin-. **%/*** -. ' -.

V/A...POSITIVE PROOF FOR PossuMs...APPLs CRUHBLE TAPss..
Portraying 6 badds/soloists with at least 2 trax apiec

residing in the world of DIY: -12 CUBIC FEET (more pris-
tine pop sensibility); ANGRY DUFFLECOATS (drifting fut-
uristic lonely love songs and lost passion); ROBERT GILL
HAM ( 3 vastly differing trax the best being a distorted
punk thumper, and the others horrid jibberings); PHILIP
JOHNSON (noisy obscurist experimentation): BSM (some
sombre synth sequences mingled with sillier songs)and _
DIVERT.OFFCENTRE (braving the pop world with 60's imP'
lications)l*/*** £1.20
13 The n Fuiwood/Preston/Laqcashire/ER? 3"T

sronsn RAY2ENS...THE wonrn Is A BAD JOKE, BUT LIFE IS now
YOU MAKE IT...ONE DIMENSIONAL PRODUCTS...

Scrappily arranged but enjoyable raw-boned post—punk
misty muddles. The darker side of protest with no pre-
tenses, lots of originality and barrals of fun. £1 or

_blank CID + SAE **/**k (91 PRODUCTS address)

APOSTLES...LIVE AT THE RECESSIOI CL =...'ROTE P + SURV

Deciding to play a totally different 'live' set to the
songs they do in the recording studios it unfortunately
comes over as a shambolic out-of-tune, out-of-time,
monotone debacle and general ear-grinding experience
(bar the great version of Mark Perry"s ‘Splitting In
Two'.) Sorry! £** £1 from

riv u hborou h Leicestershire, LE11 ORU

SO BOON...HOW A CAPITAL OCCURANCE WITHERED...CARNIVAL

A selection of their more accessible moments brought
together on a C46 just b°f°r° the splitf Pleasantly

ghaunting and enchantingly lugubious music, focusing on
1 a highly celestial ‘Joy Division‘ sound. Good tape.

‘ _ . Q46 + SAB **** *
ess? ou ... ... i 51 °r 1‘“kIiI ‘GO

A revamping of the old Carnival Tape ‘Disco Club" by
Asylum Penguins with additions and ommissions. Hainl

KULPhRKAMPb...THE STRUGGLE...RUBBER RABBIT TAPES (O02)

dark-noise doom behaviour with deranged pulsations Of On one side Kulterkampf veer towards hints of the Ruts
quivering noise. but H150 Y"°1'¢ humane and 9t1'\1¢¥\11'¢d and late 70's melody mingled with 80's disdain, and on
‘sound’ incorporating e variation of instruments.***’>' the other they slither and hiss in a vague lengthy punkyf
£1 147 voulsham St. Chelmsford Ess x CH2 OLD S C'"WK"IUN1- ** *** -1 or 1 .nk -I + : i

\DII"FBRENT DIALECT. . .PnosnIA'I'._. "' "1 """' " "“'""‘
I bursts of professional high-tech synth-pop akin to
Depeche Mode, but with a bit more integrity and passion.
One for the charts. **** £1.
36 Cartwright Gardens, London, WC1.

i’ I wnfl ‘IIlIIII—n1III-—-———--

v/A...swITcH ‘AT BLOODY cnann OFF...4 MINUTE WRECKORDING'
Below average compilation showcasing 7 bands, all of whom
contribute at least 2 trax apiece. Intriguing punky Pr°'
tests from APP BRIGADE, STATEMENT, DISTURBANCE FROM FEAR.
,and THE SCREAMING DEAD; Pop-rock courtersy of BOThSIDES
and IN FROM THE LIGHT, and the differing synth-sequences
of NEGATIVE RESPONSE. The cloudy and bassy soundquality
constantly irritates and this is another one for the bifl[O

E"‘7 :1 Fifth Rd., Newbury, Berks.

V/A...HINUTES TO ...MINISTRY OF CULTURE... _;‘

Throughout this compilation there is an aura of piigi’
ritualism, often percussive, drowned in ru ge;yTRITION
sullen contempt . strayiflq ff°m the “°rm “r°
with 2 moody and distinctive spooky futurisitc songs
and REAGBN YOUTH bashing out some great punRY P°i9"an¢°
Side 2 deals with commentary on the "effects of ghe aggm
bub on Hiroshima and Nagasaki . £2.85 (incp+p ION-

_+ photo of yourself!!! **/‘*5 I
pg Box 1086, New York, U.Y., 10185, USA.

1flcING FISHERMEN...39 MINUTES...(Pie music for a massof one).

i " it says. Sickly-sweet synth-
:::::3§1:§:rg3§:i2gsmI: fihe half-light with very occass-
iedel intrusionsk Passive meandering and harmonious.
early-morning emmissions. £1 ****

._ . . 0 -f9 d ESSEX CH2 OLD
 -

ffgm sswar...so|~e: SKIES 0vsnI.AP...cAImIvAs.
.. _ -1 \ ‘I _ ,{_,._,,,,..,,.{,_g'

.- } Qggpxggugga uALEgsAwYERs CLOSE4WINDSOR/BERKS..

~~—-—-—- L" — _ :

STRANGE FRUIT COMPILATIO ...TRACKSUIT TAPES O02... ‘

More diverse ranges of pop featuring the MOTIVES, THE
OPTOMISTS, INERTIA, THE BODY, I JOG AND THE TRACKSUITS,
CLIVE PRODUCT, BEL-AIRES, srsvs MEAD and AUTHOR. In my
opinion this is the sort of tape that gives ‘pop’ music
a bad name. So r Barry! £1.50 ¥*** - - ‘

STRONTIUM are a fairly new punky—p0p outfit with an un-
tidy garageland aura, prominant distorted and twanging
guitars, brittle drums and strange girl vocals a la
Pauline Murray (or so someone commented...). Send a
Blank C60 + SAE for some of their 'unoffical' sounds

o -- . .- - ..-'.- 5" -ford lose/Hoddesdon I-rt$- .-
_ I ' .

THE SYNDROMES sent me an unofffbal 3 track demo, and for E
a 3 piece they certainly make a BIG sound (courtesy of: .
their poundering drums) with their groovy funky. but ,
vaguelly tlrashy overture. Blank + SAE to '

21 Smith Cloee/Piddington/Northampton/NN7 ZDH -

THE SWINGING FISHERMEN have a new cassette available
from Carnival. It's called ?The Rythmns of Humanity‘
and is great (man). BUY IT. £1

RUBBER RABBIT TAPES is a little-known punky tape labe
run by vagrant CARDIGAN, who constabtly travels round
the country in his quest for gigs. ~
O01 NAKED ‘LIVE AT FELTHAM FC‘
O02 KULTERKAMPF ‘THE STRUGGLE‘
O03 LOST CHEERES ‘Live AT FELTHAM FC‘
O04 D+V ‘VARIOUS TIMES,VARIOUS PLACES. '

all £1 (inc. p+p) on good quality C605
APOCALYPSES own 8 band compilation (see introducto.j
notes) will be released through RRT so keep your eyes
the ground and your ears peeled.

lRudi Tuscher runs an internatIonaI tape dIsfrISufIon T1- ~ '- -- flnrvDCfl unH_ CH 2502 B1013. Switzer-
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....and you sat there in your leather-mohicaned-bondage-studded pose whilst the facglgjg
mob jeerod and starred and the little girls asked their mummies why you had hair like that
‘shut-up and make sure you don't grow up like that‘. you pretended to look depressed and

down about the whole affair whilst you were quite content to potray the sterotyped ‘safe-
image‘ of a Punkhocker and mimmick your predecessors mistakes of doing little and taking
tha 8bit..... I I
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TOMBSTONE stated that although
fansines were void of any release restraints,

 there are - in paradox - release restrainsta; not
imposed by kind of higher authority though but imposed

out of fear of broken bones and altered facial features. There
. are an awful lot of (supposedly) hardcore punx who i would dearly

love to oppose constructively withen these pages, but unfortunately, I
even in this so-called ‘liberated‘ day and age the fist is still mightier

thanjtne pen. \\

The word ‘punk' is in itself rininally overused and, in corollary, the term
anarchist. Both are incredibly vague words open to numerous interpretations. Some_

of the more unenlightened among us have taken it up n themselves to pull both terms
down to their abysmal levels a  narrow restrictions ejecting anything which doesn't

play up to their bloody-minded preconceptions. Free—t ought. Individualism. Self- 1
expression . Iniativa. All these terms are drowned i a seething mass of dictorial com-
ormity that now passes itself o f as ‘punk' and makes s ch mundane and pathoticallyludicroua

~ comments as ‘anarchy and chaos‘{f If you do however wish to participate in this narrow
cirriculum of thoughtlessness a d ignorance than you cannot do better than to go out and buy a
copy of ‘Punks Live‘, or sniffiglue or purchase (first-hand of course) a leather jacket/pair

of bondage pants, spike your harr or alternatively there's the mohican and don't forget the
almost obligatory £1.40 exploited (you have been,mate) single. i'm not declaring that every-
?-.'- - - -racket shows -.,z.,= ..d - that would be a var crass (note choice of words)

statement for me to make, it just seems to me that the majority are -ra ess imbeciles who
wish to wallow in self-righteous desperation and ‘no future‘ sloganing with no thought whatso-
ever and no chance of thinki for themselves.....Mark Perry smpg  _

" IOU AIN'T NO PUNK COS YOU SPIKE YOUR HAIR, YOU DON'T KNOW NOTHING, AND
‘ OU DON'T HSALLY CARE "

What wonderouawords of wisdom, Punk's dead,long live PUNK. That's PUNK - frash/excit:Lng/
colourful/poaitive/defiant/worthwhile/imaginative/creative and so on. Now it's your turn to
pick the wheat from the chaff. You know who i mean, but i won't print the names of the
groups i like because that is merely subjective. I'm just stating that we should strike
out against the storotypes and hypocritical ‘punkrockers' and givu them a new worthless
label; Not PUNK - never misuse such a respected term. How about STAGNANT 7

I - V-_ II . ' ‘W _-.__H‘

U ' . “" \i At this point i would just like to sa._ T
t a big HELLO to all those PUNKS who are! is » ,;1g _ “

doing something constructive and a big h " __.‘ I
5 FUCK OFF to all those plastic crapheadsk - _“_JM_
; who aren't. They know who are they"ar2~‘ I
' But what are they doinr about it ??? ,

- _ u _ _

L?

‘IT’Iv'

warren 1983.

\________}

and mr. macho faceless with his vile ignorance laughed in your putrid face and hurled abuse.
and you 7?? you sighed and disapeared feeling sorry for yourself again. and others Hguli
mrflely chuckle cos they know you would accept it as inevitable. and do you know what ?{?
l.dInIt even blame them for laughiag.......,,.,,,,__________‘____

I
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§s II o¢"loads gfiib qigeeilt localipunkies‘ band came uino -ho jfiififldz e§L§§ wit s so ?ee-it,
{FIN Hlldonhocd Ibo had oeeminfily been around for eu s, bypassing the edi _-

4P °r lifill Punk tnffiflh (circa: summer '32) and tne meoia apai*-tiu leoressior e___“Isurioundi areas - 

perzsoh-atily Eoowoluitaristfueisjs*i:1-.:%the#:b::3*i3x]:1E-5 oi‘ the?-C.‘T5Lr‘ G,-ssjé lbs H _
kned tha he at least was - like me - totally fed up with the complete ze.o so
prominant a ound these here parts. It was he who had Jose his can zine eut*tlei
'hOM3“H[WG hLhE' i think) which had sur'sued a loch while bePore Apooaly so was e:e
a neatal ioege It was ho who had encouraged and enquired over Lpocolzpse tHroubth—
out its imaoro‘ existence. And it was predoni.ately ho and a COuplQ of other Jfluifi
(notably DIIOID (RIP) and DhA“H ‘lazy sods‘ PCP) who had SL013 immense enthusiasm
“or the doomed to failure Slough Autonomy eeotre yrQ4Gutg RAJ 1_s iFY were ue i etl
one of tho only bands cooceroed with der1shire‘s pl'gnt, so wren i re:ie:~1 s note
sexing for a feo*¢Ie i would remember these bursts of passionate zeal whs* a e J04
bloody going on about?) - sporadic through they may seem - and give Res- iswity a
we —*es rv * cle-.._.___.<=1....=s.s.*:_1_...=.__._.__.i3_...._ie _l__._i '1'r"*'

The firse HE only time 1 ve seeu them use at stulio Ono wi*F D- Jl =15 D"""“'~- "-
fortunstely murky mixing o d.a very uhcertslo s*mosohere ‘the os~2o hen were out
e sic‘) left their set in tat*ers. One sOng'fi iutrddu tion was pie/ed three tires es-s
of vuriou: coo;-ups, and most were far to worr‘ed about getting home alive than -at- -
ing tre band Yep, punk took ye* soother gigantic lee; forwa d But let s be _
it wasu‘t the hardcore cohtiogent who started out as-pe -usual ttfi S0u¢°°J sqifi °~

PEAR?‘ H
It's not very often that

immediately at

+ ....e,‘..__....

see a baud for tke tirst time who
ttei ion, so when i do i feel a c-rtain tinge

-I

-2‘-Y"

A couple of letters on sod my tape retlrhsd w‘to 4 tra_;s from s re ec* s*ud*o Ou*l.b
minus their Q5431 drumner, (I hate to gripe, but you could have put a bit more On it\ O k is "e lent One "vui arl4812 - there's o hell of a lot of wasted te,e he trsc el l . s
too sub-atagdard pUfl:plOQHlO1d5 la slog the sophis*ico’ion ard s ud‘O e"ieuts c c
forge: tag, obviously lack of funds in the studio were a msior arse 0’ this Al-
the song: also seem to be hsllpered by letna gic prod4c'ioo but slice it was tn-ir
12* go at producios you cannot really seas), Aiti-t~rierist se=tLseuts run bigP.I
is a mebaificant piece of puns diversity with nilitsryeeque =urrJuooi.gs, mysti
s,nth sououl, echo and general sdve LJIB y on the stero ' ZJJR FY‘ 18 A150
:11 ty_nilitary soundihhyoqd faiftly oesd__ il3_§ £r3:i;mk,___

— j_ r <-an-~ 7;: _ _ A __.- <1. — — — —
A —- "— -Q— r 7 : 7 _ 7 :"* YT —-5--amp»-77- ’_I in 4-.f~‘|-i-qjig-;_— .. .—_ig__._ 7 _ : _ __ —;..___ tpi ___ ___4 h +-We lemo tops is ac*uslly going to be re 5&:Bu due to t.¢ fact tna s couple of lad- -

endefits have shown as interest in us. we would Siru *0 a layer rather tuna as indie
ue e_s| 'so re-ord price relsins seer ezoldn tne ssse ei'ner way, pils big oops es 3
Pa! lo sod tquipmert and o ssnise more giés. oe euee oe don't haze any mone, at t e D
none t t e o4'ra cos: would certainly help He ere ot to wc.ried &¢OJ* the oss P
so siled qreuibility so anyway we are too Lu KLPB good For an ih4ere,hdn, giJ_r1
dell, i myself have some serious dolbts over us o l it always seezs hypocrLt‘csi fo
anti-war oshds to sign to say "HI cos *key ha: s_cn a large ves*ed in‘erest in the
arms trsld whien we know abolt. Still if you can .e.ein undilluted (s Vfiij dilfi-ul*
lash and get your message a ross to the cssses tnfiu iair eiolan, if you ws1* e
do 0 sud or 'H1o1ZIJE DfiEAM‘ and ‘SEX, u&UGo sod RAJ .hALiTY ilivs ' (bo.h oite‘ iq; Q;
about 11 trot each) they can be yours for s blank + 50p

o -on lude her-‘s a list ot 1Aa nuA IT?'S hates Lwrltten at a time of intoi_:s-i

Stkmhl Log bl
one ouch grolp BLAIK FEATmJi The etmcsphn e is s mere hint of
yesterdays oscapaio at the Lee where o certain Death Cult ritual
warmed the wigaams o’ many a yolng squow, but in paiaiox, it is
oquvilont to the Death cult celebrations but in a much more microscegi
way. Su,;orting horrid aish-mash ioprovisers PAH, Bloc! Feather oazei
with Death Cult inclinations ‘Ad treaours of the Cramps trashabilly
in s Joyoua decay loiien excursion into gothl -hard ore or posi-bil‘y
Yoshi But the=e influeh as, sitrolar how very ihdignast and etraig -
forward will i'm sure disspesr on e maturity taxes it toll,

‘\4fl
!

._.__._...........4'$»/""-

o1-Iii‘.-an-aim

‘-‘ 4-1;’——-—ll-I->{-5Ki-ii

II ole k Foa‘he can sea ‘o trium,hah*ly from the darker gothic
ridden ro coeeoo o' the Death Cult Lfl:§r0wj4!i+b n.oT1iPel_theo tn-y

i ioooon ape.t once absin. H D H —D
e IlI-_leer

II I I C

will r

ho 16 ling, an inner so J st wai ing to be
* str go Od off Ind lo‘ ahl ze just osrt o hose

when it boppoca. Zowio‘
re i'm there

I

s :1 to Dea*h Quit 7 order?
01.-qprillnet weren't they.‘

n your ti;at gig e you lo
o hit tmtaiethore

':\lD| 1‘ il '
otludd of|unw»oP}wur|mnLe1
sell it you oaod no a hllnl ta
iéil put aoaa of our g;o‘iooa
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-:"iorist orbsiisat.ons/racists/Tories/blad eagi s .-at looted ouliiroge/S"| _es
- "sale/Zsotistic punxs/Dressers/Hi pies (the ones w1*n loo: hair!)/hnyonc 4fl@5%
-K *uos civitel watcqes '01‘ oa.ds melt tip pens Am_s that olow up a 1 " 1

- wrssk bu? most of all people too don't ;Ome to 3&5 us,
.. . “rt "K ; ""1er1.1~~—--¢-A04 as: double bass as er v

d:qq:BJ tt trumpet/Dine - xylepnoie
>9“; _‘iUfl' Bambi - not in the group and basically a'piso-head‘
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THE cruelty of the human species to allwliving creatures to be locked away in
restrioitve cages/bowls away from companionship - away from their natural
enviroment - away from FREEDOM. There purely as an ornament; a mild amusement.
Inside the brain of that torn and tormented creature must be a mind filled with
contempt - a mind constantly SCREAMING. SCREAMING for liberty. It's liberty.
Your liberty. Too see the error of your selfish ways. Look at it this way -
would you like to be imprisoned in your home for the rest of your life ???

I p ? . _' .-'-I?‘ ...’

And can't oy u see the horrevinflicted by 'life—stock' pet shops ??? Capitalism
creates this disgusting and inhumance trade. We don't need undomesticated
pets. We don't need to buy animals from shops - there's enough strays around

. to satisfy all our selfish needs and controlled breeding by owners could be
enforced. Pet shops would then hopefully perish. Take away the demand of a
senseless and needless occupation. Sabotage. Destroy. Spray protest signs

* on the shop window. Write to the owner and ask why? Write to the local mp
and ask why 7 ask yourself WHY ??? And if you're feeling daring smash down
those doors and free the domesticated pets. I'm sure you could find suitable
homes. The only way to stop birds/tropical fish etc. etc. being sadistically
locked away is to curtail the demand. Let people know what YOU THINK. THEN
ssh those who imprison such creatures WHY THEY D0 IT ??? WHY ???

,__._..._,___ i_ _ __.;4n A- I — ‘ ’

|

 _ _auU's are als 1 - Ty.u rath r b 0 crue and callous. Don't let them tell you any different Would
e lft' - -'Ask y.urSelfeISeIT figbgguifipatural enviroment or locked away in an institution?

trade should Sta whats ?. _§Q Smash the zoos - do not attend. This slave-
l.ck them u 9 Hh£- right have"we to sell animals ? what right have we to

P- t right have we to tak the f om h th" bel ? hatfucking right HAVE WE ??? NONE. e m r w ere ey ong w

A

2 O

um 3HQULD we TREAT THEM any nrsrarasnr '2 '2 '2 war 2 '2 '2 sscwss may norm‘
5cRE5M_ WELL I'M SCREAMIN% : aNIMALhRIGHTS. ?%§AND IT. SMASH THIS CRUELTY

* P THEM LIVE IN PEACE even if we umans can . V6" A V y-W “Y ..., 1;“; 2, 1
‘ ‘_ _ _. in tngmgel-¢;V6;5

to mate in ‘Eh: Z°°‘S’ blhrgicfiffifil-iI% 130 8r°"' up
d in the wild reiuse as they donit want t ed d and refuse to

”“°3t animals captuiknatnral instifl°t5’ becaf r seeing their y°ufig(3l§uéhter Of the Innocent;2 _ as tram-3°‘-=‘* 2 I1 birth» P" ° .1 1 parents , =i~ . ~  one Bi tha S Some having give they are mo 6 ~-i.*‘1“ 2"-7 - ' " “- ~ ' fresdlm -»- ' o cin .apmv=.ty- _ 1’ mam, But 1-an
'2 ind K11 * ' c ._onrlb Ill-w
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L.T.hTl.RN JIIA OF MUTUAL TRANQUIL I T0i ' ‘ 1
BIBST! RUPTUREOUS MIXTURES OF A MORE NATURE. INFLUENCES Ki;END
IIAIRE, THE HUMAN LEAGUE, T.G., KRAFTHERK, TANGERHNE DREAM AID ATTRITIQN.oo...

IENT ANB LUIURIOUS

s an orv co arc
with two members Ed and Ash. Also present Martin and Julio of Attrition, Alan of Strass/

vonturos In Reality, Bo and Gamma the Do ~ one )0LLUd ant uu old fr
Roll ‘am...,

ASH 1 why do you liko IRSOL7
I ‘s difficult to so w ou like s ioco of music - you either do or don't.UARBII 1 t y by y p

I don't sit thoro studying the concepts - why do i like this? why do i like that? oto.
ASH 1 Doos our music conjuro up image}
HARBEN 1 Doponds on when i'm listening to it...it does at night when i'm half-asleep
but it doosn‘t if i'm doing my homowork. Thon it's moro background music.
JULIE 1 Hhoro do you got the inspiration for IRSOL songs from. Is it a framo of mind?
ASH 1 !os.....somothing which has affoctod us (books, films, media, moods otc.)
JULIE 1 Ara you trying to rocroato that stats of mind on others?
ASH 1 lot roslly. Irsol is spur of the moment stuff. It has to ho occasionial and
wo hsvo to bo in tho mood. Vary raroly do wo all come togothor and mako musio......
almost novor.
ED 1 Uhon wo used to have sot praticos we Just muokod about. IRSOL is a tag which
onoospassos a lot of things...it‘s just a label producing interesting music....
ASH 1 It's not a traditional songwriting structure. Someone may have an idea and
dovolop it than somoons olso will come along and add something to it. Us might use
it, loss it or wipo ovor it otc. Thon when it's oonsidorod finishod by all of us
wo‘ll got it lixod onto taps.
ED 1 Uo‘vo got a largo volume of stuff which hasn't been roloassd...for differing
roasona. IBSOL is not political - thoro are no lyrics. Therefore a fanzine article

---—1_a_-

--.3."
‘.iiioc

0's‘not or o to think ‘The ‘vo ot something interesting to say - i'll lookon us is f poopl y g
into that‘ but really Just to toll pooplo what kind of music wo aro producing ....

¢II§\%ASH 1 Id try to fill tho gaps that exist in music. Releasing cassottos is done bocauso
othars sight bo in the samo situation as us, and fool thero is a gap missing botwoon
oxporimsntal stuff and commorcislity. I also enjoy making music for IRSOL. Its just
an osporimont for mo to try out music that doesn't always fit in with what Attrition
want to do....I such prefer playing for Attrition. '
ALA! 1 Hhat would happen if IRSOL bocamo moro succossful then Attrition than 7
so 1 It oooms unlikolypdoolflflt 11. '
ALAI 1 But say yop,did 7 A
ED 1 What hsppons if the house falls down (smart arse) .
HARREN 1 Hhat about tho namo IRSOL. Hhat doos it mean....
MARTIN 1 Hhon you heard it didn't you realise everybody would say ‘Oh, Arsoholo‘ 7
ASH 1 Io, wo woro quits niavo and young then (I). IRSOL was the name givon to one of
tho planots on an ‘outer spaco‘ board game.
HARBII 1 1Do you liko all this ‘difficult music‘ 7
ASH 1 Ios. It's groat (I'm not really surprised ho said that since Trendy Handy gave
than a good roviow in ‘Hild Planet‘ and included a icturo of thaml_- ‘Ho‘vo only sold
around 50 cassottos and we got a picturo in Scunddll. -
HAFLBEII 1 Aro IBSOL ‘difficult‘ than 7
ASH 1 Hall... Put half-difficult!
ED 1 .....I could got into dustbins, hot water cylinders, firs oxtinguishors, big
springs...(you lust bo pretty small than - another smart arse comment)
ALAN 1 (who has nothing to do with IRSOL but still....) SPK don't say ‘Oh wow, i‘vo
ot a now s nth but ‘Groat...i‘vo found a now spring ‘

-a.¢o_._
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3 Y 0 '
UABBIH 1 lastly Ash, if you liko playing for Attrition so mch, why don't you turn up
for all thoro praticos 7
ASH 1 silonco....ovoryono donys ovor giving no this top-secret information. Actually

its “QB -ooooo

FIRST CONTACT C46 (advonturosla finality 006) £1.50 + P&P.
HAL! LIFE G45 (Advonturoo In Reality 008) Studio and Live (wall 4 trax wore, tho rost

woro pro-rooordod and they protondod to muck about with their synths...
praticlsing for Top Of The Slope?) £1 + P&P

Ed 1 Tho livo side is great to listen to outside on a Halkman (Yuk!) ‘cos you feel like
cous s are excellent."your in the room sgsin...the a tic
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Those poor down—trodden and much dispised APOSTLES did little to enlarge
their already small fan-club with the release of their extremely militant
in lyric and sound!) but erergetic and angry 20 minute ep "Smash It QR. Ruin
It Down, Kick It Till It Breaks". Musically it was widely admired with its
powerful pungent C&COphunY of sound, screeching and twanging guitars, crash-
ing percussion and haunting VuC8lS whilst maintaining a raw bitter edge.

the FPQSTLES 2nd EP (aqain 20 minutes in duratioraigr i-m afraid’
rather appalling. The music itself isn't too bad but the production is
incredibly amateurish and murky, guiatars untuned, and vocal-chords blurred.
But forget all that (i must stress however that SOmv of the 6 tracks feat-

xured are old tunes that have appeared on their all tut one deleted demos
‘and that i have liked; it's just so badly recorded It grates). The anger

I ‘and musically ability to manipulate their instruments (especially guitars)
is still there, although the former emotion is more subtle. It isn't at
all militant (but still denounces pacifiscm), rather more em0tional,Caring:
It also comes wrapped in a bewildering, massive cover(s)/fanzine, contain-
ing over an hours worth of reading matter with one article ripping to shreds L
the (re—printed) interview in Sounds. Their problem now is get others to
listen to possibly the most hatied band in London (even though they are one
of tho most active - Scum, Peccssion Club ctc.).

Both the singles can be purchased for £1.20 each
,(inC_p+p) from the above addresses._.i_ ;L_ _

(VARIOUS ARTISTS...MEMORASHI VOLUME One...CARNIVAL TAPES T. ORD RE in

{me common demoninator to be found to a greater or DECLINO (EP)...CONTRO PRIDUZ 0' ' 0'! ...

K

1 ;h¢r qQQli;¥_thantheg§ual and is definetl worth it

.On the more percussive side are the excellent SPK with
‘two doomy, sacrifical Tibetan echoing numbers, AUTENIS

lesser extent on this tape is the overrising mood of

expanding) label incorporating
a wealth of activities and very
recently a fully-fledged print-
ing co-op.

0  *r(la("(M !'~l'(lllF((((‘l:fi: B5; 9115- K? 55"" 315 §:°::;:§§€.‘?i.:i:I:.3i‘$u ( S

" We need a lot more people to
know what we're doing...all help
is welcome. The small second-
hand photocopier recently pur-
chased will help greatly with
info. sheets etc. Not only do
hfl_have the t-shirts (£2.50 ea.
](\¢- P+P) . but we distribute
zines (thanks to all those who‘
ve let us have zines for nothigg
- so all proceeds go towards a
photocopier!) and there's the
tapes, which people seem to
§end for if they know about them

JEN xxx

flickering through their self-
pinned zines you become overawed
by their positivism, enthusiasm
and love. write to these caring
individuals at 91 SPRINGHILL
CRESCENT/MADELEY/TELFORD/SHROP—
SBIRE. (enclose a SAE please)
further info on zine/tape pages.’

6 hair-raising short sharp lunatic hardcore bashes.l,2,34
squritual enchantment. The two ATTRITION tracks inc- l E51 + 309 PO5ta9e to T0ma$UO1O¢ Ca5e11a P05ta1@ 203;
luded are my least favourite of their new repetoire # 5 10100 Torino Centro.
becoming overripe and lethargic, seedy and mystis; but ¢
my first glimpse into the diverse world of BOURBONESE g
QUALK more than makes up for this disapointment. Their 5
thrilling creativity lies nearer to Cab. Voltaire than I
Throbbing Gristle although neither are adaquate ;
explanations of their sound but rather an indication I
of their accessibility. BQ manipulate a variety of
instruments (and objects) and moods often creating '
spiritual scientific soundscapes abetted by booging i
robotic stimualtions,jerky electro manifestions and S
even basic grass—roots noises. Great stuff. On the
other side PAUL KELDAY and NEW 7th MUSICs extractions
are very pleasureable encounters. The former trans-
ports us deeper into the dark unknown recesses of a
future time, sending the captured imagination wild with
enravised speculation and fear (this man is amaster of
imagry created through sound). The latter perform
jingling rhythms of divine and celestial etherealis—
ations. The idea of the copilation is a sound one in
that by allowing each contributer to prform for 15
minutes apiece it enable: an identity to develop. Yet
another satisfactory Carnival product worthy of your 1
ears and bloody cheap too! E1 or blank C60 + SAE (no i
cheques please) , A
FLAT 2/6 PORTLAND RISE/LONDON/N4 ZPP H

' F
hip it's hip!!!
V-SOR,A (EP)...DOX MUSICVARIOUS...THE LAST SUPPER...ADVENTURES IN REALITY 007..

ANTI-systEM...DEFENCE OF THE REALM (EP)...PAX RECORDS
Pertinent melody and half-screaming larynx over meerily
thrashing guiats. One of the more spectacular pogo-pusher
currently around and with all profits going towards the
International Fund For Animal welfare they've definetly
got their hearts in the right place. £1.10
THE BLOOD...STARK RAVING NORMAL...NO[SE RECORDS (O01)...
Progressively tamed and less demanding baahers at expl-
icit power punk fusing with heavy rock. Wistfully pro-
vocative lyrics, nimble production and lavish melody.
THE PARTIZANS...BL1ND AMBITION (EP)...CLOAK AND DAGGER
Light hearted but muscular pop-punk a la Undertones.
FANTASTIC SOMETHING...IT SHE DOESN't SMILE...CHERRY RED
80's style version of Simon and Garfunkel! Acoustic pop
with a happy-go—lucky melancholy mood, like an autumn “
breeze or a bird flying free. Relaxing.
TV SMITH..WAR FEVER/LIES...EXPULZION RECORDS (OUT 2)
High tech hogwash (but caring lyrics at least)
KING KURT...DESTINATION ZULU LAND...STIFF RECORDS
Big latereviewing this eh?
JOHN BARRY SEVEN AND ORCHESTRA...THE LOLLY THEME/CUTTY

. SARK...CHERRY RED RECORDS...
Seli explanatory titles. Great party record. It's so un-

3,- Dribberling acoustic/synth simplicities with placid
-'The Last 5uPPeI' 15 Yet anothar imP°Tta"t Ste? forward *wocals arranged in ciruclar nmmfitnus. Kraftwerk on a
for Adventures In Reality. A C70 enclosed in a sealed
plastic bag with booklet (extracts of an exclusive AIR
SPK interview) of superb sound quality it showcases 10
bands/soloists in the more electronic/difficult vein.

FILM - a haunting hypnotic soundscape oozing with
electronic throbes;_SMERSH - loud and shrieking frenzid
electronics; BOURBONESE QUALK — overlong mid-tempo ;
‘gurgling dalek robotics: TEST DEPARTMENT - ratterling i
submissions into rhythmic subconciousness and MUSLIM-
GAU2! who creatively perform simmering ‘percussive
sounds‘. Also on the plus side are the seemingly out
of place cheerfully high-pitched hasty impetuous German.
sounds of GORILLA AKTIV whose two songs are reminiscent
Of D.A.F. Failures : AUDIO LETTER, TEX MIRROR H. , and
ATTRITION (sorry!) who all languish in annoying and
grating improvisation to a greater or lesser extent.
Still, side one is ace and overall another goodie from
Alan. Worth checking out for all you ‘difficult’ frea z

too. 85p

£2.50 (incp+p) from 56 Cheveral Ave., Radford, Coventry bnufllnmfl please?)

FELT..
More

*' bare

(S ANT’; --- AUTHORITY CASE

'19- ANT: — oe_e4w:sA-new

" may seem a trival expensive but it is of a far

essentials.

you've still got it???

shoestring budget. Pleasent and forgetful . El + SAE
29 The Leasowe/Lichfield/Staffs/WSl3 7hD

ICONS OF FILTH...USED,ABUSED, UNAMUSED...CORPUS CHRISTI.
Slithering and subtle ponderings of punky progression
and hurterling horror soundscapes. Dark and evil. GBH
with brains. Amebix with sunlight. Excellent graphics

V/A...HATELIJKE GROENTEN (EP)
Massagraf/Vacuum (the only decent band)/THE JETSET/
Fahrenheit 451. Supposedly 'hardcore' punk from Holland
CRAP.CRAP.CRAP. How the fuck am i supposed to even
consider liking such untuned shit? Even if i did i can‘
hear a thing, and there's not even a centre to my disc.
Buy it if you must for El.35 from Falling A
PATRICK MACNEE and HONOR BLACKMAN...KINKY BOOTS AND LETS
KEEP IT BESSIE FRIENDLY/THE AVENGERS THEMETUNE....
Trust Cherry Red to release something as out of the
ordinary as this 12“. Absolutely groovy! The 50's
Beatnik revival starts here (can i have the job on the

.PENELOPE TREE...CBERRY RED...
sweet pop toons. Roxy Music stripped down to theie

0

...WHEAT FROM THE CHAFF..(EP)... '
Oi Marsbarface, how am i supposed to review this when

/ f\
\.\O"“

t



Th! f1"I1 lllvs Of IRAN; "*' 11*¢ A" ¢"¢Y1°Pe@di of ‘first issue. ARTIFICAL LIFE (6 is 30p: Basement Flat/JTA '
evI1= with 1t'I 52 ress! and fr¢¢ Ves vv flexi (comercial hilldrop no/t35333T‘I2“I‘;ii1-sstsoiisnsa interview—on1y ’
clear-cut punk funk). For the conisseur! (Sup -2 Oak- m‘q' which C.“ ‘ta; 1; r.ther t1re‘o.. if you d°n.t
f1'14 1‘"'/T"11"9/ch'1*'f°Yd/5"'“)' 755 UNREFGIQUND appreciate the mainly ‘adventurous punk‘ bands it covers.
’r¢9r¢I¢nrI what Ills? should hlvs b¢¢" Tlis or It least vos (asp from 449a South Circular Rd/lialto/Dublin a/
°°" "VII l'- Th‘ l°"°¢hF°l' '*t' °°°"'" t"1"'- bl"! Eire) is a sort of zigzag without the gloss. Very prof-
llrvvlancl. rhnvvlon tvlnl It I1 =11 ¢l¢k1=d in I very essional but lacks adventure. i4 had Vibrators/Assembly/
'l1llIfll!1V" VI¥- "lid $0 §l"1*- "h1°h 1' h°" 1 115° swells (A1 article)/Five or lis/lerra l/Cocteau Twinsetc)
£"1 'b°"t °'5l3T°'5 353055-5" '*""'1“* r"1'"1"9 of all If you like the bands - buy it. If not- don't (which coul
‘hi 1551' @1991 #5:? ¢l" II? ‘hi1? lit‘ °"- 39th 11"¢l apply to all those music zines 1 suppooo)ROCRGARAGE is
Pflllr 1"4llP9"91b1I (35? RI-‘ whit‘ CF91!/4 Rylestone also stylish, although since it's all Italian i can't  '

GT0"!/‘I030 l1lh°P/lr1It01)- TAP D5 K (25? from I5 really comment on the writing style. If you are bi-lingue
3"l411"¢°@l F5/"°04V111¢/l"¥!°"‘°"‘TY'l¥/3%!ff!) is however then it seems to be worth investigating with 62
another (ovor-improv1h9) ¢lll'f'V1'" "l9- If Y0“! in pages oi various bands (also comes with an op which by
good of a few(hundred) contact addresses then CATCH 22's n11 ‘Conant; in rngnq; nnngqugisn nnd prgggy fl1[Q)(Buy
I191-issue‘ (no 10) is lor y¢v- But Other! don't switch from Jzsa-30110 nestro Contro. Italy) BLACK HHITE(15

off. the revlsvs arc v1tty.Iry11=h Ind usually very Oxford Ave/Wimbledon cnsse/London/swan)'tE2'tnqIisn sine -
accurate. Also included:Tompst/Le lu/lu‘s/yugoslavia/1982 cuvgring tho US scene‘ interviews Rraut/Youth Brigado/
beet of..Poll/letters and more wisdom from Martin. the misfits/Channel 3/Bad brains etc. Good to see ignored .
C191"?! fY°l V15"!-Oflflifif Eh! b¢lt 51Y llnil lfli 9°05 ground covered, but a bit more research and debate shoud i

_.__..i_.--

"I1"! I! 35P (Ind F100!/124 Bath Rd/Ch¢1tlhham/G1os)- go into the question-answer features before they are put 1
ICHHOCR is a German zine written in English, in a bid tc into print (30p;pospite my rave rantings ovor HASH IASH. C
viva euro-Products sore Publicity in flvsrlll Ir¢II=1ots snasn rnasn 3 (so Rorningside Drive/Ed1nburgh)No4 is a
°f ll?!/f¢¢0I¢ tflvilvl * IOHI 9°°d lh°F‘ lT@1¢1¢'- F0! dlsspolntment seemingly daturatod in dreary factory-fod-
the internationalist! (1 is So pfennings from Bulerstr.5/ fig: bnn4s_ Sgylinh gnd compact but far too moonnniesi
7277 Iildberg 1 Germany 1 COOL "0755 1! l"°@h¢! b19'9"" and factual. DEADBEAT (4 Harchhall Rd/Edinburghlis a rog-
gracing the seen scene for the last time although editor uing safe 'po§:§T§:TT I017 has a free flexi from Pop Halli
Richard still seems to be keeping busy. 7 included Peell taper (distorted rhythmic pop) and The wild Indians 1
T°Y5°11'/P9159" G1!1I/Ph°¢°1°V¢/51ll@°flb“FY/"l"¢lP llfi-** (Associates anyone?). No actually the flexis not too bad 1
loads of excellent ranting verse (joolz,Atillia,5wells. and it's only 10p for the 1ot.1 just don't know whif ‘
lick Swift.let Lynch,Rool Rnotesland the usual socialist Chris of WHAT A RICE HAY TO TU l7 (4 Coniston Ad/Loam-
piss-take humour. A fanzine fit for everyone managing to ington Spa7iarwIcEsFIre) Is golng on about. In his edit- -
potray radicalism in a down—to-earth manner that even the orial he slags off ‘doom-laiden' and 'dank'dopression'
timplist of mortals could understand. worthwhile (30p to zines, which is fair enough as they can get a bit dispon-
s lit 5/1R‘! F°If0f¢ IQ/LOHOOH/E15 4L0). Grandchildren of dent, but when he continues with '1 look down as they
°°°1 "°"' *"c*“d'ng%§_1Q%I! (7 1' 3°? from 26 Ella ST/ wallow in self—misery and conclude that 1 must be in hov-Iewlsnd Ave/Bull) RA l is 40p from White House/Lumby oan'or ‘you've just got to be positive and make the most
Hill/Honk Pryston, iorth Yorkshire) and LOVE AND HO of all you can haven't you?‘ i get a bit annoyed. Is he
sggigllgl (5 1' 33F IFOH Th! F81f"lY/l1llfl9or7§toke—on- really attacking the very small minority who do stand up
rent, taffsl. Irouth is a ball of zealous enthusiasm for what's right? who do complain and try to change things

that try! to onchanco the ignorant non-zine reader to and does he advocate that we all keep quiet and take the
participate and think. One for the 'blind' teenage tory. shit? I'm very dubious that this may well be a tory plot
n°"'k' 1' 513° ' 11“'1Y ‘"3 l"th"'ll*¥1¢ llfli. covering to turn fansines into diluted safe pap. Extremely prof-
‘ "'1th °5 1"‘° ‘"4 5Il"¢h1fl§ 0"! 1"@° Ilfly fields. lis essional in presentation and journalism maybe but pure
rather incoherent and patchy but 2 profits.-s much better escapism. Features Alarm, ilatorboys, Ragdolls, Johnny
things. L.m.C. is a demented cross bfltwcufl Cool Notes and
New Youth in its humour, oriq1"°‘*‘Y- individuality. set
up and go and socialist outbursts. Ace interview with Now-

1 + H t d Yo th/Tracy Thorn/FITD/Cricketand‘°'" "“'°‘ C‘ -" ' u srnancr rnuzrmore. Great value. He can wave goodbye to
too; 15 is a far better affair than previous editions
-ninly due to the aquisation of e lot more Pl9l9- 3l1"1Y
short stories and poetry + some music (1 Spode Close/
111snurst/Reading/Dorks). I'm not too sure what's happen-

1 f GC T who seems to have disapoared of
::stfa::1of the ear::.:1ong with his JUST DRIFTING zine
(309 from 1 Rhodesia Rd/Irampton/Chester!ieldlflo 1 en-
oqopassod all that was healthy in the diy and obscurist

Thunders and others of their ilk. Go stuff your liberal
sndulgonce 1 say. i'm a.bi( uncertain of tho new JUNIPER
BEFI IERI too. Issue one had a certain naive sa€T?TE;l*
charm that i loved. but 2 often comes over as clique and
a bit pretencious. It left mo rather alienated, which was
'nt helped either by the featured 'pop' bands (the times/
Patrik Fitzgerarld/April Showers etc.) Still it is classy
and the presentation is dazzerling so maybe you'd gnjoy
it? (40p each from 'Greenacros'/Iranshill Rd/$auchie/
A1100/Scotland) wonsar start! (tho Son of...) is siso
fairly poppy with lots of irreverence and diy nostalgia.
(a good article on the Ecology Party). Quite refreshing

pun; g1no (+ reviews). A nice neat package. STABILITY but sparse (c/o Iougbh Trade). If you really want some-
lRR's future looks dim too. Abstract but prolific writ- thing different try CRASH SMASH CRACK RING. Like an under-
IEE (THE Sex Gang article); sort of anarchy 0" l¢1¢!l1fl¢¢¢ ground film guide in the affluent l0's to the improvised
with sanity,insanity,awaroness and a bit of music...liko breezy jass—inf1uonced 40's and sprinkled with some early
it (20p from Gerrard. 1] Orchard Grove, Orpington.Kent - eighties deviancce CSCR (5 is 25p from 35 Grafton way/

ealso the contact address for the ebullient FLOWERS IN THE mow lis a time-warp of musical aware-
DUSTIII). Good news on the zeen front is that VAGUE is noes, books/films/football/myths/cliff richardllland a
back from the dead. After a short spell with the rev§IP'¢ host of other unpredictable bric'a'brac cluttering the
liglag Tom has decided he's had Qflouqh Of "fitlflq 15°"! attractive, slick and supreme journalistic pages. Very
music, and will concentrate on politics, satire, cartflfifll unusual indeed and i like it. CERTAIN GESTURES (4 is 35p
.t¢_ '..n"hl1' 3°14 1; still available 10! 499 ¢°"tl1"1"9 _ from 31 Stevens Close/Hampton/Hlddxlis also unusual'in-
an emmense Southern Death Cult interview etc. A colourful g tended to help fill the gap which i fool exists between
blase pf satirical 91°YY- '57- 515° ¢h¢¢k °"t blck 1"“"'! the controversial punky zines and the glossy art and rock
('lutcombe'/Castle St.l More/H11tshiro)NEH CRIMES has mags‘ 4 deals with poetry. art, ficton, theatre, radioo
also been resurrected from the grave just w on d qfzsn l and music. UARSAI (50p! from ‘tars’/Champornowne Croscent/
up the ghost. Hy favourite anarchy zine cos it Ilfracombe/i 5;von/lis similar with stories/poetry and adoosn . ,
stick rigidly to any self-imposed rvlll and OP1fl1°fll ‘"5 - comic strip. Reminds me of a less stylish Gen.
d1v‘t.1ty" .ctiv.t.' ‘Ha .:h::1:h::'p::::hi5g'.Gg1:;lngT It's also good to see a lot of new blood erupting ontoI54 1"t""ti“9' "9“i“9 r. S th.nd_°n_§../;'..;- the scene. TOHISTONE in a short space of time has already
‘Jo’ fro. Gr.“-/]‘o victor‘! Av./boud A tumn Poison) It's Produced 2 issues. It's satirical Anarchy zine that hasa
'1‘° °h'°k out hi. t'P. 1.b.1 and ':¢,n§r [Q is 30p from limitless appeal with its pathetic humour/stupid stories
A 519057 1°"§ til‘ ‘inc. R 1:0 "°' b Jon and intoliiflint thoughtfulness bu nature-lovinq
‘:1 '.th‘.1 "t.t./vxn. :'n‘rurrw.l1§§ T:lSg:dRd$£:::2xn41) Rissell. Together they have erected a monster that strikes531 33‘) '"‘ ‘I You‘ t‘ 1 inalit nd di gogaurd for fashion. For your ost-
aP9eared too. inqv I tive and Precise jougngligits :2-B:y9'.11_.;.:t zoplyou 1.‘ 3' P.q.' cov.rinq 10.6‘

§q“‘1*t‘.' 'tr1k. up ‘Both.’ notch £or1:knThfirF:ll/Shriek- of stuff. Ono for all the family: even the musical bits
l11k' "7',’ Long-wind.‘ 1nt‘rvi.H. U d sentiments aren't really musical‘ (nudge, nudge). Absolutely indosp-
b'°*/*“' °°"*“" 91°‘ :“°:::t:i,;::;:nIt‘:osst1sss can. ensible (on. and thanks for the fiver aon:1. soscrnrns
I QO0¢ lflllfl 1 HOME! III . h it . .up.r‘°r r..d' 1. -noth.r n'w 1°c.1 -lg (‘Q n." nu/.“.¢°-b.7§;ri.j_.I‘,1
5' ' '*‘ °‘ ‘ "'k t° P1°“'h throuq ' r t the was i suppose a rather naive attoIPt. especially in the
I b°“9ht ‘h. '1'tE (th. .P11°qu.?, i"u‘ of ‘Yr - make-op department, but was none-the-less an impressive

” ' I I Th E Cheshiisrat1flqfiYb¢Ti?:;:“Q.s::T‘éigaréltfiiprgznzz cseyhgund debut full of bouncy enthusiasm. winninq over many o O
Bvllblfl (b°‘ ' - - ' 1 bels)+_ ld f ill sion it summer 14 d1 crew (with informative pieces on many a

R qu°'t of flith th{:Y3: I,':'uo.Yu of dank depression ,§. Roaginq populous (who it was initially aimed at).
:::di;::r:::: :§ilf: retaining it! 109$!-'1 ¢h1"* ‘h¢r"5 I02 should be out soon and in told will be a bi? 1WPF°:¢‘bout .t.. good 01¢ ¢;y;' - it so ggng (sand 25p}. It's definetly causing quite a stir n
‘D -“ch ‘i.’ no‘t.1q1.1.k all this cyncial pessimism the stagnated waters of Reading and d1llf1¢l- 50"! MOIQ
...’ to be d.I..tlll' lnto these days. It's an lX¢"'¢ women getting involved in the wonderful world 0‘ *1"°'that cvervvflsl 5' "9 h lve Qmm n1 1 a b Jane) have produced
for not actuallr 9¢tt1"9 up ‘"4 d°1ng '°'.thinq t en.‘ J (n..r1y forgot S t _ng . on. Y ' VE SEX whichh i ht it conq"¢Y* ll t anarcho feminist mag ALTERNATI
Lit. th. '“",§‘1th' ?§§:§;,§1:y::l.ts§t.:o:y1ine) =P¢11‘ E::t:I:: afficles on mensturation/contraception7how 1“P °P‘°'1" ' E °vE,,¢nt1s1 purchase. SCUM is more down 10" ny uirginity/menstruation/the good O16 days/vsqqifl
ifld th" “'°"' ' t from L.rrY.i ‘CFC, {I383 'wierd bits‘ r'¢;P.n and feminism in gneral. It's great to see such a
-t° '.rth' ‘ad ‘Par Do A stles honest and th ht- rovoking well-executed mag like this voicing
‘t i‘ c:T::'::i:ll::3.:§ thgfightfi. P: bundle of anger. .0222, vgowpoint for a change. Essential (25p from Val/vocaPF° nnk good reading (20p - 193 ggnnuonor Ave/London/N5). Another anarcho-feminist
p"'1°n' h.t.' rag; ltfisgfbik/Londgn/E11 1?!) zine i've come across is HYSTERIA (no addllll. 9° Y1"! .
53 I°11yb“'h H111/ na £1 iter on the scone is Lee- Bristol 733567 for detail;TT_AIT3 running along the same '
’.th.p. th.1;g-THEIEARTHC "I600 I5 R0 LONGER A RIG DRAW. lines but more diverse are MASS and MOVING (both cofiP°l¢¢R ' 1 o * T ' -‘§¥¥¥¥%E§'lifgg-F-"“¥fi“'§" "’ t:§!ed*one’etc.etc.Y§Tz 1 1 by Rim)attsck1ng sexual tabbos and creating wart

Q?-""-'-!B’Ij] Ixximfisinafyuaesporate - the last qlifl“ :d'ng:nder roles. Moving is more varied also includinq
' "" ‘I. t .nti .t.g°n¢ more cry of help: I P1¢l f°* accounts of a cnd rally. IAOP ihi Cit! (Of!!! P1¢¢¢)-
9" h"°r. ‘I1 1‘ O 1 ll takes a very re and veggie recipes. all Collflq 0V0! ll Pfiltr
.'nitY ‘ha “"d""'“::n9'uo::'n: ;:t.al{ his 1IlP1Il¥1°" :::en:{al stuff. By avodding music and keepint it simple
1°" 'r°ft1.' Ju.t R re k /London/E8) T3555 FRO“ she enables a much wider audience to grasp what‘! 901"?Iron??? *9‘ "°"9“‘" ‘d/“'° 5°? ' "€T""”T“ 1 t . if it fool isto the right
THE IASTELIND is also similar to the shdIR.tI¢ ¢5 ° on. bond to st r up a s orm 1 1. ht ‘t- ti °f hands and bound to make you think or at east ufl£;;T—5;§'{5;§ off‘; nope straighteforward accoun 1nion' . 1 ‘ ‘ Bu! t

lit. ‘.nd -0-. -“'16). Ab‘?lutd:;r:::ld;gtROn2n:h:Eld be ‘hr ch.11.ng "9 p.rv.r. °n)CATALY8T is also fairly femin-
llthough P‘rh.p. - littl. oglowers In The Dustbin inter" int in outlooks and really incites a qet-uP and 90 attit'l
°"‘ '°°" ‘"4 “ill includa a no s owwesidlniaaxl ua with wont/r e cs s/Non-violentgreat pieces on eac HP
view (309? to Sarah/96 Colleqe Hill / III Dt:.ct Action/R10 Tinto zinc AG"/Gr..nh.n Common + gre.t
U53 7D3)' _ 1 then f 1 tn ' anised/attended and some of

If Y°“r '9" '““";§;§u;“,§§; ::§:c@:§P;1:t?;: Br0vqh' :§:1::;u§1sgt§:y-.:y.:§o§§Z...u. Really worthwhile (51!
IRR4 a&*=""*""“ }91'§;ominqly ‘pop music‘ direction 159 from I Sherwood Close/Exoter/Devon)-
‘°“ ""_EzIE5“'°h ‘ t‘ 2 indie record oonp=ni"- If you like srrusx or rs: naxvs t a qrslt Punk!-PO11*1¢
tackI!11fl9 tn‘ °h'rt" .dv‘rt.' t much write to §tove at Plat 3/ll C799! 5‘/¢h"t"£1'1(h o 1 i e
‘S59 * b““"Y'.n' Pretfb ‘?r°ut:1.§c :a;?§';REN:Ys(3°P Oobfyghiro for info on his compilation and poetry mag)
‘“‘“" ‘h'" tn‘ word pop rim?) §.;na"iz::r:-rs: to save then nnssssn ro KILL (25p from sonsc/The "hits "°"'¢/r 244 Gipsy aa/wsi1inq/ en 7EE"""1I'I376s n hi o)is for you, since soon ed..:::. 'u‘1C from wallowing in its‘o:gt:i€;.aT:u:gg3:§a9s gigs: tY;:§':P"1;1d €u{'th: sine and wrote most of the
Ill‘$31P"*'“' c°'9't.nt 1nt'rv ‘w + H rrah/Violent
'-"-./..rkg‘:1.It+::m::l1)'rB::c:ofre:hinQ and tidY.
::::::::.:: implfmoot mee1‘;¢l thrvuqh I"'1¢- '°'Y °°°d
e

excellent comprehensive tape/I1"!/rl¢°I4 ¥¢V1¢"" '"d
n ted a lot of influence It does however stand upt us eser - ,

on its own merits even managing qOO6 P°l¢l1 1"t¢Y”1'“'-
lost bits : Anti-System/Resistance 77/Th‘ $08!!/Crtqihll
J stico, an anti-vivisection introduction and a br anfi
manifestation of the Ecology Party! Hill (not just Iflot Q

FREE M A6I\HF)(<N(I
emss

P011¥1¢l1 flflqlllbefinetly one of the best first issues
ivo seen. Another gooddie is C HDORP- Irnmo-A
(7 Graysham Ave/Grants kill/I1f§g§$E===§TI-A5_iET§%T§
'h1PPY 31"!’ svvlrinq Iverything from vegetarian recipes
frogs and toads, and astrology to vivisection, the
apostles and cartoons (etc) These aren't rigid ststsnnng
-s. more reflections and observations often tinged with
humour, reminding me of Tombstone in outlook. 32 pages
for lop is exceptional value. luy: (slog [gun tn. .;.‘
address comes the lately deceased IA§I¥ BEAE, whomo mngn
concern was ecology and conservation. p es. snq unggn
a look into). SKIN is another nowie. run by the Popular
Obscurities toe label. A bit insular at first, now
thankfully branching out. Jdp seems a bit stoopbut it is
doubtless, a great boost for the Uevonshire music scene.
(2 Ocean View Drive/Irisham/Devon). ROR (53 Anchorshol-
me Lane/Ilackpool/Lance) has ogually_§3od coverage of th'
o Blackpool scene. Typically Membranes-derived scruff-
inoss of a head-in—s-spin muddle (and Richard strange
interview). And i'm being purposely ambiguious. 21 (2)
is 30p. §§§¥§ ill sonnet Close/sasingstoke/Rants) is
an usual mus c sine: there's no interviews - instead
in-depth gig/tape reviews (A floods/LISA/Black Esstoretc)
+ letters, stolen newspaper articles, photos and a touch
of humour. Sparse and scraPPY: nothing special but ok
for 209 (loll is now out). The first §e§%e%1l§_Q!g:!l!E
promises better things to come, is its turoes pun
-y’ style, similar to an earlier Icrlaivo. Good articles
on Jeols/Iheonisland pirate radio stations in general)!
Rubella Ballot/Chemical warfare e reviews. (25p to 40
Lady somerset RB/London/IRS). or the more straightfor-
ward lines not already mentioned 8 IIARCE (40
Stratford Ave/Sundorland/Tyne+woar , III
(1 is lip from the 91 Products address ,a
PROPAGAH%% (2 is Jdp but since the editors mowed write
to r ucts address], are the best. aoo has emson-
sive coverage em war - mot the usual skit, but pieces on
mutiny, nuclear power disasters, militarism and serious
poems + good interviews with the Poison Girls/Annie
Aeelety/faction, the Iemeus lmpestors and loads more. .
lastly worthwhile. ltd, albeit a bit teesevappy for its -
own good, eentinees with so sir of activity and love
fee mature and the emviremmmt - also from the some
people eemes £155 (Io! is lip! where beyond the mundane
lsyemt sbese's something splrkerlsng and yet angry try-

4-H‘-
-ing to escape and spray its messggo from your window!
and THEY BOUT CARE : a mossy little ‘get off your arse
and do something‘ mag. Well worth 10p. Roth zines are
sound investments. JOP stands out as being one of the
most attractive 'punk' zines around with it's 42 v.11-
presented pages of colleges strewn with messages. Very
pro-animal rights (not just the usual ‘meat means murder
sloganing either) it also tackles well psycho factlonl
sinys/effigios/Stuff/oring and yellies and squatting.
news. addresses, colour subversion and simlpe but effect-
ivo abstracts contained withen these collages. worthwhil.
asset.

As usual there's loads of spirited-punky zines around:
MORAL DANGER (2 is 13p from 48 Chetwynd Rd/Chilwell/ ‘
Nottinghamlls an average punk-band currently breaking '
away fromtho cliches. Interviews fairly well, A Heads/
Hillions of Dead Cops/Subhumans/Kon. Uprising/Naked etc
(+reviews). Promising - as is INFECT on (mo: is :09 ffqm
36 The Grove/Farnborough/HampshIre) which. although has
mainly interviews with bands such as subhamumans (opps)4
Rposes etc. etc. comes over as refreshing and a bit
different from the rest. WHY? (5 is 25p from Box 261, 8
Elm Ave/Nottingham Jlqoes all punk philsophical and at
times nausatingas i loose track of what's actually being
said. Still isthas some interesting articles and Oirollo
have definetly got their heads screwed on-right. 12 page
mainly concerned with anti war/vivisection (with part.
accounts of marches) sontimenss LIEI,§I[]|§IE8. for a
fi i irst ssue, s promising although presentat on is prett
dullsvillev i ithink it's free (oh, can't find in soars;
REID is a spirited ultra diy newsheet/zine is one A4 sh
mot folded 4 times crawling in news/views/humong ggg n11
for a GAE. Get one today! (N010 from 8 Hoorend/Rel I1
Gordon City/lfertslllba Iero is a good guideline :o.'z._-...
who feel that they couldn't do a proper zine due to
either lack of material or cost. Eflfl is an aptly-named
short zine full of questions and vs d points arranged
in abstract manner. lend a IA: for s gucik read. lltboug
Christ - who only photocopied s few copies - want‘s it
returned so he can circulate it to others! (5 Park Id/
Stony Strstford/Hilton Aeyses)._§Q§QQ (2 is 1!,Ameots
lay/St James/Northampton) tlflllll Ilfly important subject
very succlntly and soundly. A nice neat introduction in-
to many topics. Iith s bit !Q;! adventure/pages should
be one of the better punky-protest mags. 15p. 1_!1£QIE

QAQRIIG is at lest exploring new avenues, bands. .Fbsoe
tation, writing techniques although i wish. Seevo woulc
Hot break up his. Sentences so much. Competent punk-
obscurist magg but nothing special. (6 is 15p from 41
Fifth Rd/Iowbury/lerkshire) CEILQREH 0fi;TH§_REVELOUTION!
main attribution is'the J5 page Iitorview with co—founde
of the American Indian Movement Russell Means, stolen
from 'Resurgence'magazine. Restincludes Toxic Shock/Squa
tting, a crap antireligious piece and more defiance.
worth 20p for the Rneans piece alone (POBox 333/Full
Marks Bookshop/110 Cheltenham Rd/Bristol). SKINHEAD
HAVOC measily 6 pages are full of news/views and cartoon
EI§FI1qntinq the Edinburgh Herbet Sound (eh?). ox but
really all ovef too quickly (1 is 20p from 5 Royal Crosl
Edinburgh/EH3 GP!) cure for the cor olite is one long

ti o s oe lth ill st ations and cli in s hecon nuupmw ur ppq
to to hammer home their message. Ingenious! (l0p fr
R.E.Practdry/Heecropress/2 Carberry Rd/London/SE19).
HEAVEN AND HELL 2 suffers from blurry reproduction.
smothering a lot of the youthful enthusiasm and anti-war
vibes. Includes short pieces on various bands and consta
ntly attacks those who bury themselves beneath a ‘fake'
mask. Improve the presentation and Paul will have a good
sine on his hands (10p from 142 Marford Rd/Hheathampstea
Harts) THE HANIC-ZINE seems to jumbled and rushed but ha
some interesting pieces none-the-less on suqattlng, anti
apathy etc. (20p from 12 Albert Park/Montpelier/Bristol)
If you like reading about endless punk bands (rAHN)thon
oBITUARY is for you (No 5 is 20p from 14 Cold Blow Cres/
BexIey7Kent) Includes D-fekd/Corpse/UK Anarchists/Two
fingered Approach/Instigators/Political Asylum/Reality
Control otc.etc.etc. Often straightforward and often
cliched but loads to read. IIIROIIOIIIVE HAD ENOUGH is a
small nespaper-type format zine (1 is 15p from § Nlth
Ave/Paisley/Strathclyde/Scotland)Two big circulation
American hardcore zines i recently laid my hands on are
I IPSIDE (whcih has been oin for 6 ears and is nowL; __ 9 9 Y
ranch ng out into video) and HAX]flQH RQ¥['§'RQ%§. Of the

f whi h dotwo i pro or the latter c seems to g ven a‘ ar wi r
and more interesting balance of bands/organisations then
the predominate question-answer interviews in Flipelde.
MIR is more politically aware and boosts an extensive omd
descriptive global outllok (mainly reviews). Flipsido is
the American equivelent to Punk Lives and i'm pretty see‘
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at’s no compliment! it seems content to churn out the"
.sme old garbage every issue cos it's so dammed scarred
of losing its 'credible' addisnee. Pretty safe and cease:
-vatise ‘d day. Check out ass though . loth will set you
bash a dollar a piece. Purchase from lough Trade, it's
eaessr. ms: A quick note to say that if your into comic
strips with a message (mainly llticklli the steretyplflq
and violence of some of U8 punklthen check out Isidss
‘comic-relief‘ issue. I myself food this much more
satisifying. Again one dollar(IO so: )6J/VF1@!1¢!/Cl-
90600). Talking of cartoons, if you can get hold of a
copy of VII COMICS - do. Ip‘s sick humour in a monty
python m;=T_fh:_5=ano sense (with puke and shit particul-
arly at the forefront of things) and twisted irony are a
must (about 30p an issue from it Lily Cres/Iewcastls-Upon-
Tyne) THE MAI ll TH! POI IONS ASHORE (20p from i Elton Ad
lishopston7Brlstol Tlls an eslremely abstract carttoon-
caption (no words!) following the life of one distorted
and metarmorphosing human being.
ONTO THE Hl5CILLANEOU8....
GOLDEN EHBAYO is an 'arts' mag featuring a wide variety
6T“€3BTEi“BE? lacking any real sparkle to be of much
interest. A sound idea that needs more planning ('2 is30p
from White House/Lulby Hill/Honk Fryston). IHUHV is one 0'
those obscurist-type zines that you hate at firsst. A
‘wild planet‘ affair that extracts the urine out of'wild
planet‘ bands. A bit more pages nest time and maybe i
won't dismiss it so readily (can't find an address) Qgflr
PESSIONS Of A S§§}_DBTACHEQ,DR§AH is a down-to—earth poet|
mag wlth illustrations? l out soon (30p from 20 Cambrian
Hay/Rugeley/Staffs) DIE IONIENTRATION is an Al sheet fold-
ed in I (like Zero) wlltten In Carmen with pieces on Ghng
ogf Four/Tempst/Kastrierten Philospher/tapes! 50ff from
the voiltreffer. Records address: Imsaal 38/2810 verdan-
Halle/GermsnylTflE SYIIOL indicates just how wide a spectrm
the ‘fanslne' ls. ln thls context it's a Zlpage mag wand-
ering through the origins, meanings and facts behind etc.
~csrtsin symbols (nonestl) and other trivia connected with

and intellectual - bogged down by factual unnecessariesr
and obscure wordings - it is, nonetheless, pretty sound
reading for the more historically minded. Of particular
interest: origin of the I symbol/growth of symbols and
meanings attached to our present day society. 15p (incp+Pl
fathcf SCOOP but if your fC0l|nq ndvonturous (and richl,
and want to broaden your horizons investigate! ((42
'heaIsnt Rise/Bar Hill/Cambridge)

Unfortunately with space rapidly running out i'm forced
to just briefly mention the more ‘average’ type zines th t
lead more thought and imagination applied to them.

BIN SPIKES . FORGOTTEN YOUTH HEOOLOHAIIC, MOUNTING
 rEEK LY and EEMID are all punll-,uslc
lflfllflllifl I fill: H UMOUI as r llant presentation
nut too many questlon-answer interviews. THE DAY's EYE
:lots of top band gig reviews etc.DlSTANT ECHO: muslc and
poetry and THE OTHER PLACE— rushed and sparse music mag.
roe ofthe above are ‘crap’: far be it for me to apply such
a term on other zines - but rather most are too musical
dominated/scrappy/sparse/'ive read it all all before'(but
Olaybe you haven't?) , for my liking. Ho offence mean’tto
any of the editors - i know what bloody hardwork it takes
to compile a mag. And at least they are doing something'Lf§.”fZZIiil..v~¢°~11** M -M - ~/S 5 W M
lDl5T STNENETH is a very good first issue covering DifJur/
\5F 5r1q=3s75=v=h1¢ TV/Omega Tribe hhoughly (with reviews
:tc.). Good presentation too and all in all up to the
same standards of most of the Haroow zines (30p from
3 Tyrell Close/Harrow/Mlddlesexl SCROBE is a punky zine
that suffers from terrible english! Some good ideas and
an intersting interview with the people who run Acts Of
lefiance zine pull it just above the borderline case.
(Nod is 20p from Protect and Survive Distribution)RASING
(ELL is an incredibly messy little punk zine in the
true punk spirit (N02 is 10p from 6 welburn Ave/Leeds/
iest Yorke). IH§gRlOHT NOT TO_HQRk is a little phamphlet
drawn up by Dan of Chumbawambelandpstates the reason why
we doesn't want to work, the alternatives etc. BRILLANT.
WUY IT TODAY (lpd 10p from the Animal Packets address}
SPIRIT OF REVOLT (N05 is 25p fromOak Cottgge/Sontley/
Hrexham7North Wales) is a better than average punky mag
Hith 3' good lengthy piece on public schools.

such work (eg reviewsl. At timed a little too ovsrpowerinu

a

1H god this is too much These reviews are a real
d hmess an’ t e typing Often-appalling. All will be rectific l"u— bk ‘cs ’

in apocalypse 5. SORRY SORRY SORRY. la:

c?e»\s¢| 80%/\$F\ illfiflflea Illldfiiji .q¢hd¢1Q$ 5 4 ‘:{ilL "l:‘l' ¥zIaflj>."‘: . Far fin bszE'
35 <5,-ea-F'1'¢.al war NE '- 1°"! uo(?'mam.P~;-an -

' .,_ ...
usrfun Agngssstg U“

FALLING A (see elsewhere for info.)
ALTERNATIVE PRESS (zine distribution) Andy/2 Wostmor-
land Avenue/Wyton/Huntingdon/Cambs./PEL 72HS
PROTECT AND SURVIVE DISTRIBUTION Christ/5 Park Road/
Stony Stratford/Hilton Keynes
BIG BANANA records and cassettes 90 Grange Drivc/
Swindon/wiltshire/SN! 4LD (also distribute zines)
ROUSKA White House/Lumby Hill/Monk Fryston/LS25 SEEK
Yorkshire. (distribulion + printing service)
MUSIC FOR HIDGETS I0 Thompson Road/Langley Green/West
Midlands (tape label + distribution s. i. )

PLAYLIST
l. ANIHALS PACl8T:VAliOOS AlfI8T8:li.Sl (ine-p+pl z.
soutfivlew IEEFEYIU Carr EroIfs7Iieds/L:ll !::)rom2. Till LAST 8gPlAc\I£A,f2.5l (incp+|l Cheveral
A OI t
3l‘ATTlITIOI'i Various demos (writs to shove address)

I Ii (incp+pl from Iesic Io!4. Y 1
nidgets;l: gaiiiien isalgngisy Green/lest nidlandsl
S. ggusasassafgaggios lIii!§§ demo Ii on C60 + sup
from t e ma ac ets ress.
6. 3 war nascrawsarrvrs IAPPIIID TO TH! SULIY sors 11.50
from The lief Supper address
7. THIOBIIIG §!§¥!L!IIOTNIIG QHOIT Of TOTAL UAR ll.IO OI

Prv ce 51;" + p rom o y us aresbroeki
STEVE JEGGO (international fanzine distribution servi¢q Lofiqon/pp]; 1p; _
(9 Shackleton Rd/Old Rowner/Gosport/Hants/P013 95C
POPULAR OBSCURISTS (tape distribution) Simon Larkinf
2 Ocean View Crescent/Ocean View DYlV9/BTlXhflm/Hgvnn,
TU5 ORL
Jim (Look Rack In Anger) "Glen Eyre"/Brickyard Rd/
Southampton/Hants/S03 2RJ (small zine distribution)
PETER HIESS Klosterneuburgerstr/99,4,5/(200 wion/
Austria (tape distribution)
SUBWAY ORGANISATION White Croft/4 Ryiestono Crjvo/
Stoke Bishop/Bristol/H59 3UT (tape label + cass. Din.
MEDIASCENE BOOKSHOP I4 Corporation St/Sheffield/F]
(books, maps, comix, zines, posters, badges)
VUBE CRSSETTES (t distribution) I4 firylls Park/Lan-
reath/Looe/Cornwall
PO BOX ll/9890 halter/Belgium (pirate radio station)
Alan Crobien/ll Rue dc L'Ecole/4 051 Strivay/Bolquim
-‘Open Systems Projects'fanzine)
1| PRODUCTS 91 Springhill crescent/Madeley/Telford/
Shropshire (tape label. zine distribution, L-shirts..
*FUTS cassette label (various Cfimpllat(OnS and solo
rutlngs by The disturbing FFUTS) Martin Rawlin=~n/10'
entral Hill/Upper Norwood/London/SE19 (HY
ONTAMINATFD CASSETTES (two punk comps. + pyfirhb fnrl

‘1pe) B Dent Place/Cleator Moor/Cumhria/CA25 SFL
“A010 BREST (pirate station) I] Run St. Martin/29 29'
wrest/France '
=HiEF HORRYIHG (monthly mag, outlet for local music,
ieneral Somerset area co-op) Unity House/Dampier 5t/
Hridgwater/Somerset (tel; (0278) 427373)

‘TURN TO RED t-shirts 34 the Paragon/Path/Avon (whgqpw
HAN AT THE Off-LICENCE TAPES (purveyors Qt Pure 0

P P
music) 23 “est 5!/Hivenhoe/Essex/CO7 905
96 TAPES (colourful u k t
Hackney/London/c8 P n apes ) Robv /96 Brougham Rd/

I

uonrnanrron MUSICIANS COLLECTIVE Gerr /15 a a

ACORN BOOKSHOP I7 Chatham St/Reading

I. lRSOL:IIl8T CONTACT £l.S0 from Last Supper address
9.RiSlNG F555 TN‘ ilfi 8AID|V/A £4.50 (inep+p) 2sC6O

from
l0.LOOK BACK IN ANGBIICASS SINGLE El W SA! from ‘Glen Ey
-re'7§rlc§yard §d7Iwanmore,loutEampto
bubblin under
SO i66i=iEi A CAPITAL OCCUIAICI UITHERZDICAANIVAL TAPES
llHORASHI:V/AICAIIIVAL TAPES
CLEANERS PROM VENUS! IIDIIGHT CLEANERS
KIND DEED demo
SHINGING FISHIIHEILIHYTHIS OF HUHAIlTY:CAlNlVAL TAPES
SHINGING IlSHERlBIiPILL£T OF LIESICARIIVAL TAPES
EXIT SHILING and INTRODUCING DAAOONSICAIIIVAL TAPES
GLASS demo _
SUDDEN SURGE OI POUBl:V/A:CAUSB FOR CONCERN TAIBS
THIS BITTER LBSSONLTHE VALUE OF DEFIANCE:il from 96 TIPGE

Only my personal taste, but all the above have high sounf
quality and presentation. 9“-SJ
ALTERNATIVEiHAR,THI INHBRITENCE OP HATl:Hn2ATABRAN TAPES

s-I-MDQ-slC\U'\ubhl|\Js-I°seI

. TALES FROM THE HASTBLAND Bubberling under.

. fanzine without a name , ,
vacus *"1"*L5ctosruoonr-rrauc—anauc. nmmmnm

. viz conic "*'5‘**_ ALTERNATIVE sax caasa snasn CRACK RING
_ 1ummflmE mmmwmwnmmmt

CATALYST was unnsecaouno
coot sores '15"T"; RIG", .0, To ‘nix ALLIED rsorncasoa

mwnw
uwunu
risu CAN'T EH1] ”

_ . arrs or orrxascr(... W W ... ....nsruau or rut uaxvr
_,a|-p j

' -_s|I-"

_nll these are worth gagging
Northampton/“N3 20x y roa mead Ave, _‘ I . DRESSED TO KILL.

CRIH iMi-- - ~lNTEé:AL D CL RLCORDS 91 Swansea Rd/Reading/RG1 BHA
ATLD CIRCUIT RLCORDS Cl -Forest/York) ntra/Main st/S\_|f[()n on the

SgAS§GRECORDS 79 Wellesley Court/Maida‘Vale/London/

UNLIKBLY RECORDS (+ compilation tapes?/42 H
Felixstowe/Suffolk IP ave“ ClOse// 11 BLF
APPLE CRUHBLE TAPES 13 The Turnpike/Fulwood/pre;t°n/
Lancs.
525:2: REP RECORDS 53 Kensington Gardens Square/Londcn/

rAUL SCREETON writes a weekly column for the Hartle_
pool Mail and frequently reviews zines. The Mail/PO
gox 11/Hartlepool/Cleveland
XCENTRIC NOISE records and tapes (various 'hardcore'
compilations with contributions from around the world}
17 west End Rd/Cottingham/North Humbersidg
THIRD MIND records and tapes Gary Levermore/20 Spire
Age:TankertOn/Whitstablc/Kent/CT5 3DS (experimental)
IAO Cfllllhftfl TAPI8/PO IO! H205/IAI OlI®/CALlI'OIIllA/
gglll/UIA (large selection of punk-based tapes)
in - _ _.
COMING ATTRACTIONS (punk label) 1230 Grant Ave/Suite 531/
San frsncisco/CA S4133 USA
MARIO VIDMAA has quite a large selection of punk tapes
available. Contact: Clrll Hetodov Trg.l9/61000 Ljubljana
/Yugoslavia -

II’

The popular but misinterpreted
BROKEN SKULL corporation (1) has
cracked under pressure, after
many lethargic months of indec-
iveness. Leaving us with such
gems as THE ELECTRONIC SYLVIA
PLATH and BONES fanzine, entrep-
eneur Tony has finally decided
enough's enough and moved into

, other spheres (winding down the
tape label, zine/record distrib-
ution and mag.) Some of the old
BS Tapes are to be rescued from
the cassette graveyard by Falling
A. but it's still sad to see one
of the (fairly) old (diy) blood
disa ar; or will he ???.

OUTRAGE is the attractive bi-monthy animal rights mag
The Spectacular Times series by Larry Law are'p0cket-
; A ' of facts, figures, statements, quotes, ideas and

'~ lgzsgzer clippings. ANIMALS is a sad and disturbing.

concise booklet showcasing all aspects of animal
exploitation awakening me further to their shambolic
and downright shameless society. Invaluable. THE SPEC-
TACLE is fluid easy to grasp and relate to high capcity
anarchism attacking the commodity markets exhibition
and its perplexities and misgivings, with a style that
transcends from our normal self, questioning everything
and accepting nothing (attaching quotes and statements)
It becomes intriguing and original. MORE OF THE SHAME
and the bad DAYS WILL END aren't as powerful being less
cohesive and widespread, centring more on quotes and
comments with el briefo statements. Both good light-
weight disenchantment. All these are available for 45p
each from 17 Chatham St/Reading/Berksw

The TOWARDS ANARCHISM phamplet‘s simple message is to
encourage anybody tying to make things better, to keep
faith, for any beneficial change due to their work, no
matter how seemingly unimportant, is one stp nearer to
ahcieving your goal. POSITIVE! 10p from HOUSMEN BOOK-
HHOPS, who have a large selection of ‘alternative’
reading matter on sale. Send a SAE for list to 5
Caledonian Rd/London/Nl 9DX _
NOT THE JOBHUNTER is the controversial Coventry mag
Alan of Adventures In Reality is ivolved with. Run on
the same lines as Sheep Worrying it permeanetly attacks
the gov erment and covers a wide variety of subjects
linked with life on the dole, and trys to inform locals
of what's happening around the area (and even globaly)
10p from Alan.
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH publish a bulky newspaper covering
conservation. Worth 50p : Freepost/Mitcham/Surrey.

___, Jo '

CLEAQ'(newspapet for the'C§mpaigh Of Lgad Free Airk 15p
from 2 Northdown St3London/nl 9BG
G&EENLINE (magazine of the Green movement) 30p. I found
61% Yerv hard .¢<>..f<>.i1@w avd__r§59mwend the “°1'E PaP°£:_.

1 f_ . s 1

put together by ANIMAL AID. Always contains enthusastic
and well documented articles. 40p a copy.
LIBERATOR is also bi-monthly and is the BUAV's mag. Lots
of interesting news in newspaper format openly supporting
the views of the ALF.
animal aid's (report nol) TOWARDS ANIMAL RIGHTS looks
at mans right to exploit animals on a massive scale,
experiments carried out, medicine today, factory farming
and reform. 50p (inc post) well spent.

SOCIALIST WORKER POBox 82 London E2 9DS 20p + SAE
THE ECOLOGY PARTY will supply you with a list of
available phamphlets for a SAE to 36/38 Clapham Rd/
London/SW3. Their 1983 manifesto ‘Politics For Life‘
is available for 50p inc post and is well worth buying
if you want to look at life from a different angle.

ATT'(>JTIo~A L 1 M so \aMA1'4pal
I was going to do a big piece on ATTRITION but space
limits me. They have a 12" single With Swiss group
SHAMANEN CIRCLE out soon and an lp on Tone Deathfirecord
label with whom they've signed a 3 year recordinglgndd
publishing deaf‘, Also sed 15 a 3 week tour of Ho an
and Germany in April with the Legendary Pink DOtS- They
also have loads of tapes out write to them at143Moat

4,rnmy5E FANZINE o1$‘FRIBv'1'wN
AS-TOD MAY ALREADY KNOW APOCALYPSE HAS UNDERTAKEN ZIN

WITH ANTHONY DALEY. SEND 10p + SAE FOR A COMPREHENSIVE
LIST TO 213 COPPERMILL RD/WRAYSBURY/STAINES/TW19 5NWLII-""'

DISTRIBUTION (and some tapes) ALTHOUGH I RAN IT INITIALLY
PRESSURE or LETTERS ETC. HAS roncsn ME TO RUN IT JOINTLY
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